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REVIEW ARTICLE
Political myth and historical reality in Nelson Mandela’s
Long road to freedom
Jeff Peires
University of Fort Hare, Alice
peires@polka.co.za
P Bonner, “The headman, the regent and the ‘Long walk to freedom’”,
Journal of Southern African Studies (2019); DS Yekela, “Unity and division:
Aspects of the History of the AbaThembu chieftainship, c.1920 to c.1980”
(PhD), University of Cape Town, 2011); DS Yekela, “AbaThembu politics:
The era of the regents (1920-1954)”, Bulletin of the National Library of South
Africa, 73(1), June 2019.
Keywords: Bantu authorities; Chiefs; Mandela; Thembu; Traditional
leadership; Transkei.

In his autobiography, Long walk to freedom (henceforth Long walk...), Nelson
Mandela himself emphasised that: “I was groomed like my father before me, to
counsel the rulers of the tribe”, and many subsequent commentators have regarded
his princely status as a vital factor in the shaping of his impressive and distinctive
political style.1 But as memory of the living Mandela begins to fade, and more
critical voices emerge, it becomes ever more important to distinguish between the
myth and the reality of the great man’s rural upbringing.
For Long walk..., whatever its many merits, is not a book to be taken literally. On
the very second page occurs a major historical blunder, where the author asserts that,
in the sixteenth century, the Thembu “were incorporated into the Xhosa nation”.
This is a mistake which Mandela was unlikely ever to have made himself, and is most
probably due to his acknowledged collaborator, Richard Stengel.2 The AbaThembu
was one of the four great kingdoms of the precolonial Eastern Cape, fully independent
of their amaXhosa neighbours, and only lumped together with them following the
colonial conquest and the introduction of the migrant labour system.
To such misconceptions, Mandela added some of his own, on page 26 for example,
where he cites the aged Chief Joyi’s eulogy of Thembu King Ngangelizwe’s “heroism,
generosity and humility”, none of which personality traits were applicable to the
1
2

N Mandela, Long walk to freedom (London, Abacus, 1995). For an example of this tendency, together with
clarifications on the authorship of Long walk to freedom, see T Lodge, Mandela: A critical life (Oxford, University
Press), pp. 2-3; 186-189.
N Mandela, Long walk..., p. ix. Stengel, an American journalist, was personally chosen by Mandela, who
Mandela had admired, January Sun (1990), his book on life under apartheid in a small South African town.
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historical Ngangelizwe.3 More significant however are Mandela’s references to the
political principles he absorbed at the Great Place of the Regent Jongintaba, which
he explicitly describes as central to his political thinking as a leader of the African
National Congress (ANC):4
My later notions of leadership were profoundly influenced by observing the
regent and his court. I watched and learned from the tribal meetings that were
regularly held at the Great Place … Everyone who wanted to speak did so. It
was democracy in its purest form … (the regent) was not above criticism – in
fact, he was often the principal target of it … The meetings would continue
until some kind of consensus was reached. They ended in unanimity or not at
all … Democracy meant all men were to be heard, and a decision was taken
together as a people … As a leader, I have always followed the principles I first
saw demonstrated by the regent at the Great Place.

As a statement of the principles and policies guiding Mandela, first as leader of the
ANC and, later, as the first President of a democratic South Africa, such sentiments
will be deemed by many to be broadly accurate. But can they be taken as an equally
accurate guide to the history of Thembuland at the same specific point in time?
Until very recently, there would have been no way of answering this question,
even if anybody had thought to ask it. As late as 2011, serious students of
AbaThembu history would have had to content themselves with former Government
Anthropologist WD Hammond-Tooke’s The Tribes of Umtata District, and the
works referenced therein. Lungisile Ntsebeza’s Democracy Compromised, a study of
Xhalanga District, had appeared in 2006, and AK Mager and PJ Velelo’s The House
of Tshatshu was in the early stages of composition, but both of these fine works
dealt with outlying chiefdoms rather than the Great House. The most important
isiXhosa-language history, EG Sihele’s “Ibali labaThembu”, and the most diligent
thesis, EJC Wagenaar’s “History of the Thembu” lay buried virtually unknown in
the Cory Library, Makhanda (Grahamstown), and neither of them, in any case, dealt
with the twentieth century.5 The notorious rivalry between Thembu King Sabatha
Dalindyebo and his cousin, former Transkei Prime Minister Kaiser Daliwonga
Mathanzima, was superficially ascribed to current politics rather than its deeper roots
within the structure of the Thembu kingdom.

3
4
5

J Mvenene, A history of the AbaThembu people from earliest times to 1920 (Cape Town, African Sun Media, 2020),
pp. 86-89.
N Mandela, Long walk..., pp. 24-25.
WD Hammond-Tooke, The tribes of Umtata district (Pretoria, Department of Bantu Affairs and Development,
1956-1957); L Ntsebeza, Democracy compromised (Cape Town, Human Sciences Research Council, 2006); AK
Mager & PJ Velelo, The house of Tshatshu (University of Cape Town Press, 2018); EJC Wagenaar, “A history of
the Thembu and their relationship with the Cape, 1850-1900” (PhD dissertation, Rhodes, 1987).
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In February 2011, Drusilla S Yekela completed the doctoral dissertation, “Unity
and Diversity: Aspects of the History of AbaThembu chieftainship c.1920 to
c.1980”, on which she had laboured for many years while bearing the burden of
teaching History at the Alice branch of the University of Fort Hare. While the whole
of the thesis is of great interest, the first two chapters, covering the period from
the death of King Dalindyebo in 1920 to the accession of his grandson Sabatha in
1954, cover, almost exactly the period of the young Mandela’s youth and upbringing
in rural Thembuland. At about the same time, Philip Bonner, a renowned History
Professor but one with no special knowledge of the Eastern Cape, was commissioned
by the Nelson Mandela Foundation to investigate possible discrepancies between
Long walk... and the archival record. Though both Drs Yekela and Bonner consulted
the same archives, they were seemingly unaware of each other’s work. Yekela’s article
appeared as recently as June 2019, while Bonner’s research – the confidential property
of the Nelson Mandela Foundation – was published only after his sad decease in
2017.6 There is surprisingly little overlap between the two, and, although review
articles usually confine themselves to published books, the eternal interest of the
subject matter together with the darkness in which it has been hitherto shrouded, has
motivated me to recommend these both to scholarly attention.
I begin with Dr Bonner’s article, which concentrates mainly on the life of Nelson’s
father, Gadla Henry Mandela. Readers of the first three chapters of Long walk... will
surely be disconcerted to learn that Gadla was not the hereditary chief of Mvezo,
but a junior royal parachuted in by the Thembu king to replace the headman, a
former policeman dismissed for the illegal allocation of land; that Nelson’s mother
and her young children removed to Qunu before Gadla was dismissed from his post
at Mvezo; and that Gadla himself was dismissed not for defying the magistrate but,
like his predecessor, for the illegal occupation of land. He confirms that Gadla was a
close advisor to the Thembu Regent Jongintaba (ruled 1928-1942) and, on the basis
of new information, concludes that Long walk... conflates Jongintaba’s regency with
the prior regency of Silimela (1920-1924). The brief narrative covering the period
1928-1941, the time passed by young Nelson under Jongintaba’s guardianship,
tells us a little more about the Regent himself, but does not explicitly compare the
idyllic picture presented in Long walk... with the gritty reality on the ground. Nor
does it consider the dramatic changes which occurred at the Great Place following
Jongintaba’s death in 1942, though Nelson, in Johannesburg, must have been
following events quite closely.

6

DS Yekela, “Unity and division: Aspects of the History of the AbaThembu chieftainship, c.1920 to c. 1980”
(PhD, Cape Town, 2011); DS Yekela, “AbaThembu politics: The era of the regents (1920-1954)”, Bulletin of the
National Library of South Africa , 73(1), 2019, pp. 37-52; P Bonner, “The headman, the regent and the ‘Long
walk to freedom’”, Journal of Southern African Studies , 45(6), 2019, pp. 1013-1031. The published article, a
shorter version of Bonner’s original, was edited, “with permission, into a suitable form for a journal article”.
With due respect to the editors, one would have preferred to see Bonner’s own, unedited version.
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Bonner’s purpose, in putting forward these revisions, should not be dismissed as
mere iconoclasm, negativity for negativity’s sake. Though exposing Gadla’s dismissal
as due to the illegal allocation of land, he goes on to emphasise that “there was
nothing particularly unusual or excessive” (pp. 7, 9) in Gadla’s behaviour, following
up this statement with an incisive analysis of the way in which contestation between
(white) government magistrate and (black) government headmen over the authority
to allocate land revealed the inherent contradictions of the colonial system. Some
of his interpretations, however, are open to dispute (for example, his espousal of
Professor Crais’s views on witchcraft)7 and one wishes he had spent taken the time
to talk to Thembu veterans, who might have told him that the mysteriously shortlived King Jongilizwe (1924-1928) was poisoned by his councillors on account of
“ungovernablility” and explicated in greater detail the criteria according to which
royal wives are ranked in a polygamous household, still a matter of controversy today.8
More problematic however is that the relatively short period covered by Bonner is
too narrow in scope to enable a proper appreciation of the political dynamics of the
Thembu Great Place. It is here that the extended approach of Dr Yekela, informed
moreover by an intimate knowledge of the people concerned, really comes into its
own. As soon as one situates the events described in greater detail by Bonner within
the broader framework provided by Yekela, one immediately notices the emergence of
two factions at the Thembu Great Place following the early death of King Dalindyebo
in 1920: the first, initially represented by Dalindyebo’s widow Nojahisi, more
accommodating of colonial authority and dominant between 1920 and 1928; and the
second, more defiant faction, dominating during Jongintaba’s Regency between 1928
and 1942. Gadla Mandela, as Bonner indeed makes clear was a strong proponent
of Jongintaba but, had Bonner more firmly grasped the factional nature of Thembu
politics, he would not have made the mistake of thinking that Gadla was deposed in
1926 because he was “stripped of political patrons”. Gadla’s problem was not that he
had no patrons; it was that his patron (Jongintaba) was out of power.9
When the Regent Jongintaba died in 1942, “an unhappy and possibly unfulfilled
man”, according to Dr Yekela, Sabatha, the universally accepted heir, was not yet
7
8

9

C Crais, The politics of evil (Cambridge, University Press, 2002); J Peires, “Frankenstein visits the Eastern
Cape”, South African Historical Review, 51, 2004, pp. 224-242. Response by Crais, South African Historical
Review, 52, 2005, pp. 243-250.
Novoti, the mother of Sabatha, was preferred, not only because she was Mpondo, but because Nonciba, the
mother of Bambilanga, was descended from Chief Hlanga, the brother of King Dhlomo, from whom all
subsequent Thembu kings, including Dalindyebo himself, were descended. Strictly speaking, according to the
exogamy rule, Nonciba should never have been recognised as any kind of wife, let alone a Great Wife. The
matter again became controversial in the 1970s, when Prime Minister KD Mathanzima installed Bambilanga as
King to replace the deposed Sabatha.
A close reading of Dr Yekela’s thesis shows that Bonner and his editors have misjudged such relatively minor
personalities as Silimela and Melitafa. Such matters may be of little interest to Bonner’s audience. On the other
hand, Yekela’s audience may not be much interested in Bonner’s speculations concerning witchcraft and “public
transcripts of deference to authority”.
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fourteen years old necessitating the appointment of another Regent. Quite contrary
to Thembu custom, the colonial magistrates forced the appointment of Dabulamanzi,
Dalindyebo’s son in the kunene (Right-Hand) house. Clearly hostile to Jongintaba’s
faction, Dabulamanzi relied on colonial support, neglecting the heir Sabatha to such
an extent that the royal heir had to visit Cape Town to beg for school fees. The
limitations of chiefly despotism and colonial power were, however, laid bare in the
famous “off-saddle” incident of September 1949 by which certain senior chiefs and
councillors forced Dabulamanzi to enter the Great Place on foot, the privilege of
entering on a horse being reserved for kings alone. Though clinging to power until
1954 when Sabatha’s installation, at the mandatory age of 25, could no longer be
delayed, Dabulamanzi’s legitimacy was entirely shot.10
The fall of Dabulamanzi clearly demonstrates that however long obstructed by
government authority, legal coercion alone could not indefinitely frustrate the power
of tradition as exercised at the Thembu Great Place. But the government that ruled in
the succeeding era, that of King Sabatha Dalindyebo (1954- 1980), was not the same
government that ruled during the “era of the Regents”, and the Great Place of King
Sabatha was very different to the Great Place of the Regent Jongintaba.11 Thus, before
one can return to the main theme of this article, a brief consideration should be made
of the new factors which rendered the “principles” which the young Mandela “saw
demonstrated by a regent at the Great Place” inapplicable to the following generation.
The first of these was the coming to power, in 1948, of the apartheid government, and
the new policy of Bantustans and “Bantu Authorities” which it introduced. The second
was the incorporation of the black rural areas into the mainstream of black politics at
the national level. I deal with each of these in turn.
One of the first steps taken by the colonial authorities after completing their
conquest of the so-called “Transkeian Territories” was to demarcate their acquisitions
into districts, sub-divided into “locations (iilali)” administered by “headmen
(izibonda)”.12 “Headmen” were a colonial innovation, explicitly conceived of as poles
supporting the government. Though appointed by the district magistrates, almost all
of these headmen were nominated by the local communities according to traditional
criteria and, over the course of time, even former policemen turned headmen were
addressed by the people as “inkosi (chief )” and accorded traditional rights and status,
10 DS Yekela, “AbaThembu politics...”, Bulletin of the National Library of South Africa , 73(1), 2019, p. 49.
11 There are many detailed references to King Sabatha in the literature, including Dr Yekela’s thesis, but not yet a
comprehensive biography of this major figure. For those unfamiliar with the region or the period, I can strongly
recommend Ben Horowitz’s 1994 video, “The Comrade King,” now conveniently available on YouTube.
12 By far the best source on the colonial (pre-1948) period in the Transkeian territories, but quite difficult to access,
is WJG Mears, “A study in native administration: The Transkeian territories, 1894-1943” (DLitt, University
of South Africa , 1947); S Dubow, “Holding ‘a just balance between white and black’: The Native Affairs
Department in South Africa c.1920-33”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 12(2), 1986, pp. 217-239; J
Peires, “Traditional leaders in purgatory: Local government in Tsolo, Qumbu and Port St Johns, 1990-2000”,
African Studies, 59(1), 2000, pp. 99-102.
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including hereditary succession in the male line. Notwithstanding their differences
by rank and birth, all headmen were equal in the eyes of the magistrate, and all
headmen reported directly to him. The style of government was paternalistic and the
use of force restrained but, on the other hand, the power of the white government
was nakedly transparent and political procedures frozen until such time – in an
inconceivable future – that the “natives” would become “civilised”.
The Thembu King had no place in such a system. That his kingship (and the
kingships of the similarly placed Mpondo kings) was recognised at all was due to the
fact that the Thembu kings had submitted to colonial rule by “treaty” rather than
military defeat.13 Though his informal influence was significant, even among the
colonial magistrates, the legal authority of the Thembu King was zero, except in his
home “location” (ilali), where he exercised the same powers as any other headman.
This ambiguous position naturally impacted on his relationships with other more
junior members of his royal family, who were likewise chiefs by birth. At best, these
others saw a regent like Jongintaba as a useful shield and mediator between themselves
and the colonial magistrates. At worst, so long as he retained the confidence of the
magistrate, a junior chief could safely ignore his king.
All of this became completely irrelevant once the apartheid government introduced
the system of “Bantu Authorities” in the mid-1950s.14 On an ideological level, it
appealed to many rural people by professing respect for African culture and African
law, holding out the promise of eventual African sovereignty as opposed to the
magistrate/headman relationship which regarded Africans as perpetual children.
Second, by grouping erstwhile locations into tribal “authorities (iinqila)”, chiefs of
royal blood were elevated above other headmen and their seniority recognised. Third,
and perhaps most important, genuine authority and financial resources, however
limited, were delegated downwards to recognised authorities providing recognised
chiefs with a degree of power and autonomy which they had not previously enjoyed.
Initially, Bantu Authorities were resisted mainly because they were confused with
other unpopular government measures, especially so-called betterment, which was
actually a hangover from the old system. Senior chiefs increasingly came to see in
the new system potential benefits for themselves, and the hitherto unquestionable
authority of the Thembu King was openly challenged, not only by the ambitious
KD Mathanzima of Cofimvaba district but by his half-brother Bambilanga, who
eventually replaced Sabatha as head of the Regional Authority of the Thembu
heartland itself.
13 For details of Thembu submission to colonial rule, and for the text of the treaty agreed with the colonial
authorities by Thembu king Ngangelizwe, see Wagenaar, pp. 123-148; 399-400.
14 There is no really good discussion of the introduction of Bantu Authorities anywhere. For a good introduction
to the issues and atmosphere of the period, it is still worth reading Govan Mbeki, The peasants’ revolt (1964:
reprinted London, International Defence and Aid Fund, 1984). See also Ntsebeza, Democracy Compromised,
especially Chapter V, but bear in mind that Xhalanga district is extremely unusual in that, other like all the other
districts of Thembuland, it had no prior tradition of indigenous chieftainship.
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As King Sabatha’s authority drained away among his fellow-chiefs, it was conversely
strengthened by political developments at a national level. Although Thembuland
had produced a national President of the ANC (Dr AB Xuma) even before the time
of Mandela, such political activities as were then possible were mostly confined to
greater Johannesburg. Overt political mobilisation was attempted by such groupings
as the Transkei Organised Bodies (TOB), consisting mainly of a small educated
elite such as lawyers and teachers, affiliating eventually to the Non-European Unity
Movement which collapsed as an organised political force in the late 1950s.15 Migrant
workers continually brought home the politics of their labour centres (PAC, mainly
Cape Town; ANC mainly Port Elizabeth) and, in the early 1960s, the small Liberal
Party, an ally of the PAC, making a short but determined push into the Transkei,
closely associated with Sabatha personally.16 After the banning of the organisations
in 1962, underground networks such as that of the legendary James “Castro” Kati
operated freely under Sabatha’s protection, and Sabatha himself politicised students
at Clarkebury College, meeting secretly at the nearby grave of his forefather, King
Ngubengcuka.17 The Great Place had changed much, it is evident from the days of
the Regent Jongintaba.
Not content with replacing King Sabatha with Bambilanga, his more pliable halfbrother, or with arresting him in 1979 and driving him into exile; the victorious
KD Mathanzima intercepted the king’s body on its return from Lusaka in 1986, and
organised his funeral against the wishes of the Dalindyebo family. Following the
ejection of the Mathanzima brothers at the end of 1987, however, the political wheel
once again turned, and General Bantu Holomisa came to power. Sabatha’s remains
were exhumed in October 1989 and reburied at the Great Place, an event which, for
the first time, brought the Transkei homeland back into the political mainstream of
the new South Africa.18
Which brings the discussion back to Long walk... . Clearly the Thembu Great Place,
even during the time of the Regent Jongintaba, was not so much a political utopia
as a hotbed of government interference, financial chaos and factional intrigue not
15 C Bundy, “Land and liberation: Popular protest and the national liberation movements in South Africa,”
in S Marks & S Trapido, The politics of race, class and nationalism in twentieth century South Africa (London,
Longman, 1987). The later period is covered in T Gibbs, Mandela’s Kinsmen (Johannesburg, Jacana, 2014),
Chapter 2, although I feel he over-emphasises the role of a few individuals whom he calls “the Great Place Gang”
to the detriment of external influences, especially those emanating from Govan Mbeki and Port Elizabeth.
16 For this interesting but half-forgotten episode, see R Vigne, Liberals against apartheid (Basingstoke, Macmillan,
1997), Chapter 16. The Liberal Party stronghold near Baziya, home of the APLA commander Sabelo Phama,
later inclined towards the PAC. I would like to thank the late Mr Joe Majja for many insights into the condition
of Sabata’s Great Place during this period.
17 Discussion with Mr Mafuza Sigabi, then Mayor of the Chris Hani District Municipality, on a visit Clarkebury
in May 2008.
18 For Mathanzima’s persecution of Sabatha, see B Streek & R Wicksteed, Render unto Kaiser: A Transkei dossier
(Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1981), especially chapter 13. For the funerals, see G Dennie, “One king two
burials; the politics of funerals in South Africa’s Transkei”, Journal of Contemporary African Studies, 11(2), 1992;
for the broader context, JB Peires, “The implosion of Transkei and Ciskei”, African Affairs, 91, 1992, p. 371.
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stopping short of murder. Where does this leave President Mandela’s encomium on
traditional government, still a controversial and unresolved issue in the new South
Africa? Should the reader now assess it according to the criteria of autoethnography?19
Write it off as a political myth? Or simply dismiss it as the nostalgic rambling of a
sentimental old man?
Perhaps, instead, one should rather consider the Indigenous Knowledge Systems
(IKS) approach recommended by Dr Mxolisi Mchunu (of the Albert Luthuli
Museum Council/ KwaZulu-Natal Legislature).20 While researching the oral history
of the Bambatha uprising of 1906, Dr Mchunu discovered that, far from rejecting
the conventional literature, community historians “assumed that it contained key
narratives that would be taken up, confirmed, contested and retold.” He later found
that his research had enabled him to “tap into pre-colonial values and use these
values to construct how African people convey the past in idioms that reflect their
indigenous culture.”
Long walk... is by no means diminished by the valuable critiques of Bonner and
Yekela. Such incidents as the Regent Dabulamanzi being called to order by the “OffSaddle command; or King Sabatha secretly teaching scholars at the grave of his royal
forefather; or being reburied by a nation anxious to restore the integrity of a tarnished
kingship; these can only be fully understood in the light of the shared political
principles and moral values to which Mandela, in Long walk..., had drawn such vivid
attention. However far the documentary record may correct the oral record, they
clarify rather than refute, complement rather than contradict. Documentary sources
should always work in tandem with oral sources. They need each other, and the
judicious historian needs both.

19 On auto-ethnography, I have found the following especially helpful: MG Mendez, “Autoethnography as a
research method: Advantages, limitations and criticisms”, Colombian Applied Linguistics Journal, 15(2), 2013,
pp. 279-287; L Richardson, “Evaluating ethnography”, Qualitative Inquiry, 6(2), 2000, pp. 253-255. For
South Africa specifically, CJ Rassool, “The individual, auto/biography and History in South Africa” (PhD,
University of the Western Cape, 2004).
20 Mxolisi Mchunu, “Are rural communities open sources of knowledge?”, P Denis & R Ntsimane eds., Oral
history in a wounded country (Scottsville, University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2008), pp. 138; 140.
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Abstract
Bantu Stephen Biko, born in Tarkastad in the Eastern Cape was murdered
by the South African apartheid regime in September 1977, aged 31. The year
2021 marks the 75th anniversary of his birth. Biko remains iconic, but a figure
that exists on the margins in South Africa. His impact in challenging both
apartheid-imposed race categories and the dominant thinking of the African
National Congress (ANC) inspired a whole generation through the 1970s.
This article seeks to illustrate this through a previously under-researched topic;
the debate between members of the fledgling Black Consciousness Movement
(BCM) and those advancing the revival of the Natal Indian Congress (NIC).
Through the mining of interviews and newspaper articles, the authors show
how BCM adherents attempted to move the planned Indian Congress into a
People’s Congress that went beyond ethnic and racial boundaries. The move
was ultimately defeated, but it resonated through the 1980s and creates the
possibility of new ways of thinking about still prevalent apartheid racial
categories in the present.
Keywords: Biko; Black Consciousness; Natal Indian Congress; Nonracialism; Apartheid; South Africa.

The imagination
On 18 December 2021, Bantu Stephen Biko would have been 75 years old. For a
long while he was consigned to the footnotes of liberation history. However, as South
Africans seemingly continue to rely on apartheid racial categories and with nonracialism coming under attack by a populist and exclusive African racial nationalism,
spearheaded by Julius Malema and his Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF),2 there
is renewed interest in Biko’s approach to identity.3 Biko was determined that there
1
2
3

Ashwin Desai is a Professor of Sociology and Goolam Vahed a Professor of History.
A Desai & G Vahed, A history of the present. A biography of Indian South Africans, 1994-2018 (New Delhi,
Oxford University Press, 2019), pp. 319 - 338.
A Conradie, “Sedition à la mode? The transfiguration of Steve Biko in post-apartheid fashion and décor design”,
Image & Text, 34, 2020, pp. 1-22; A Veriava, & P Naidoo, “Remembering Biko for the here and now, in Biko
lives! Contesting the legacies of Steve Biko”, A Mngxitama, A Alexander and NC Gibson (eds), Biko lives!
Contesting the legacies of Steve Biko (York, Palgrave McMillan, 2008), pp. 233-251; A Mngxitama, A Alexander
and NC Gibson, eds. Biko lives! Contesting the legacies of Steve Biko (York, Palgrave McMillan, 2008); S Hill,
Biko’s ghost: The iconography of Black Consciousness (Minneapolis, MN, University of Minnesota Press, 2015).
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should be unity of the disenfranchised that would bring Africans, Coloureds and
Indians under one banner. In this imagining, he was to come up against the dominant
current in liberation politics, the Congress movement that, as the Congress Alliance
of the 1950s showed, saw South Africa’s four “races” – African, Coloured, White,
and Indian – organising separately.4
Biko’s ideas of Black Consciousness were honed on the streets of Durban while he
was a student at the Non-European Medical School in the 1960s, and one of the
immediate antagonists of this philosophy were Indian activists seeking to resurrect
Mohandas K Gandhi’s Natal Indian Congress (NIC), which had been formed in
1894 but was dormant following the state crackdown after the Sharpeville massacre
of 1960. The decision to resuscitate the NIC generated a debate between proponents
of Black Consciousness and activists in the Congress tradition as to its identity.
Should “Indian” be retained or should the NIC reconfigure itself as People’s Congress
without reference to race? The authors were confronted by this debate while doing
research for a book on the NIC in the period 1971 to 1994.5 In local newspapers,
Biko and co-conspirators Strini Moodley and Saths Cooper engaged with supporters
of the NIC. This debate provides fascinating insight into the way that they attempted
to confront race.6 While studies on the NIC allude to these debates, no one has
examined the arguments in any depth.7 Even the authors of this article only came
across these detailed debates after they had completed their longer study.

Death
Biko, the inspiration for the BCM and a whole new politics sweeping the land, was
detained on 12 September 1977. Beaten and brain damaged, Biko, the “avatar of
brokenness as virtue”,8 was bundled into the back of a police van. Beaten. Bloodied.
Bound. Body. Bare. He was driven overnight from Port Elizabeth to Pretoria, a
journey of 1 200 kilometres. According to Wilson: 9
In the slow and tortuous manner of his death, he endured a kind of
crucifixion, chained and unable to move, his feet in irons hooked to a wall;
with people always watching. After suffering a blow to his head so severe that
4
5
6
7

8
9
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it gradually undermined his mind and consciousness, his capacity as a human
being, he was after five days, declared fit enough to be driven, naked in a back
of a Land Rover 1 133 kilometres overnight. Yet, on arrival in Pretoria, he was
still not dead. He died alone shortly thereafter.

A brutal death at the age of 31.
Two days after Biko’s death (14 September 1977), Minister of Justice Jimmy Kruger,
in a jocular mood, received applause from the Transvaal National Party Congress
when he said:10
It leaves me cold [Laughter]… We are now asked “When you saw he went
on hunger strike why didn’t you force him to eat” [Laughter]…. Mr Chairman
can you imagine that these same people who smear the police day and night
because they touched this man – there’s a mark on his foot, and there’s a mark
on his ankle, and here’s a mark behind his ear and it must be the police - do
you think the police must force a man to eat?...Incidentally…yesterday one of
my own lieutenants in the prison service also committed suicide and we have
not yet accused a single prisoner.

A few months before his detention, Biko spoke of death in an interview: “You are
either alive or you are dead, and when you are dead, you can’t care anyway. And your
method of death can be a politicising thing”.11 And it was. Over 20 000 gathered to
inter a body that could not care anymore.12 But they could.
Magaziner argues that subtle but profound changes took place in the theology that
powered the BCM:13
Teachings about Christ emphasised the materiality of the Crucifixion far
more than resurrection and elevation to God’s right hand.… Death was the
ultimate triumph over fear… its own point – resurrection did not enter into
conversation…. for Christ, resurrection had been irrelevant while people
continued to suffer.

It is hard to gauge how much this entered the mind-set of the BCM activists
beyond the preaching and posing. But as events turned out, the man who was the
iconic figure of BCM would embrace death as “the ultimate triumph over fear” and
so would some of the foremost disciples.14
10 S Hill, The iconography of Biko’s ghost (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2015), p. 50.
11 S Biko, I write what I like. 40th Anniversary edition (Johannesburg, Picador Africa, 2017), p. 173.
12 Staff Reporters, “World outcry over Biko death”, Rand Daily Mail, 14 September 1977. For a detailed
description of the funeral, see H Bernstein, No. 46 – Steve Biko (London, International Defence and Aid
Fund, 1978).
13 D Magaziner, The law and the prophets: Black Consciousness in South Africa, 1968-1977 (Athens, Ohio University
Press; Johannesburg, Jacana, 2010), p. 174.
14 This is an idea from the Bible. Paul describes death as “the last enemy.” He says that with the resurrection of
Jesus, “Death has been swallowed up in victory” (1 Corinthians. 15:54).
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However, in its historic unfolding, first there would be the resurrection of belief and
confidence and power, then the crucifixion, followed by a scattering.
Biko’s journey to Black Consciousness started at a young age with the 1962 arrest
and banning of his brother Khaya, who was a member of the Pan Africanist Congress
(PAC). His early years shaped his thinking.

Towards a gathering
Biko’s body had been snatched many times before on account of the mind it held.
Detained at age 16 by the Security Branch and expelled from the famous Lovedale
Institution in Alice in the Eastern Cape, Biko found a home at St. Francis College
in Marianhill, KwaZulu-Natal. Ten years later, aged 26, excommunicated from
the congregations growing across the land, he was banned and restricted to King
Williams Town. No visitors, never to be in the company of more than one person,
never to be quoted. In 1965, Biko had written in the Yearbook of his matric class:15
It is not without a painful wrench that we part from our beloved Alma
Mater. And as a good son or daughter growing up and having to leave the
shelter of a dearly beloved home, so will each of us cherish the memory of the
few happy years we have enjoyed in the kindly, albeit scholarly and disciplined
atmosphere of this unique education centre….

Biko had high hopes for the future:16
The history of the College shows that she has produced teachers by the
thousands, doctors and lawyers galore, priests and many other distinguished
figures. Therefore, may we not expect to swell this list one day also?

Biko enrolled at the Natal Medical School (now Nelson R Mandela School of
Medicine). There is a picture of him, standing tall, as a member of the 1966 Student
Representative Council (SRC). Biko espoused the idea of Black Consciousness,
and adherents to the movement included a number of young Indians, such as Saths
Cooper, Strini Moodley, Sam Moodley, and Asha Moodley. As a Black man versed
in liberation texts and active in building a sense of assertiveness, Biko felt racial
stigmatisation intensely but had the capacity to wear it lightly and often with wry
humour. Barney Pityana remembers that in the early 1970s he and Biko: 17
… were walking on the beach with a group of friends in Durban. One of our
friends was an Indian chap. The police came and said: You’re not supposed to
be here, this is a beach for white people. So Steve says: ‘You’re a white person,
15 S Biko, I write what I like, pp. xxi-xxii.
16 S Biko, I write what I like, p. xxi.
17 D Hook, (Post-)Apartheid conditions: Psychoanalysis and social formation (London, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013),
p. 17.
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yes. This chap, my friend, what is he? He’s an Indian. What is this ocean
called? It’s called the Indian Ocean. So you have nothing to do with this ocean.
It is his Ocean’.

Biko was teased and mocked for his fraternisation with Indians. He smiled back
and determined to achieve a broad Black unity.18
Biko was involved in organising students and attended the conferences of the
white National Union of South African Students (NUSAS). At a NUSAS meeting
in Grahamstown in 1967, Rhodes University insisted on separate white’s only
residences: “Those classified ‘Indians and Coloureds’ were to stay in town, whilst
Africans were required to stay some distance away in a church hall in the ‘location’…
”.19 NUSAS condemned this segregation but wanted to get on with the issues of the
day. Biko insisted that a non-racial venue be arranged before proceeding. Anxious
that the resolutions condemning apartheid not be postponed, NUSAS protested
that their political declarations should not be delayed. A Biko-led walk-out by Black
students saw the congealing of Black Consciousness and the birth of the South
African Students Organisation (SASO). The upsurge (or was it unshackling?) in
student militancy was immediate. At Fort Hare in 1968, students began a long sitin. They were marched off at the end of a barrel of a long gun.20
Biko became SASO’s first president in July 1969, at the tender age of 23. These were
heady days. But Biko never lost his. Remembering the smashing of the ANC and PAC
in the early 1960s, many Black Consciousness cadres worried that the state would
crush their fledgling movement before it really took off. As much as they accepted the
duty to fill “a political vacuum”,21 they took care not to overtly break the law.
The rise of BCM unleashed a new confidence. This attitude became every bit as
threatening to the apartheid order as armed struggle. Intellectual ideas fermented and
spread, especially at “Bush” campuses. There was constant tension between building
structures, spreading the word and satisfying a militant push from below. SRC
President Onkgopotse Abraham Tiro’s speech at Turfloop’s graduation ceremony in
1972 proved to be a catalyst that ignited mass protests. And so, whether planned or
not, SASO was swept along as protests spread from Turfloop to the University of
Durban-Westville (UDW), Fort Hare and all the other “Bush” campuses created by
18 M Ramphele, A life (Cape Town, David Philip, 1995). Ramphele writes: “Aubrey Mokoape used to engage
Steve in serious all-night discussions…. Aubrey argued from his Africanist perspective against the inclusion
of ‘Coloureds’ and ‘Indians’ in the Black Consciousness Movement…. He would argue that Indians should
be reminded that there was a ship leaving Durban harbour every Thursday for India which they should be
encouraged to make use of…”, p. 60.
19 L Wilson, Steve Biko, p. 30.
20 X Mangcu, Biko: A life (London and New York, IB Tauris, 2014), pp. 160-178; D Woods, Biko (New York and
London, Paddington Press, 1978), pp. 119-122.
21 S Buthelezi, “The emergence of Black Consciousness: A historical appraisal”, B Pityana et al. (eds), Bounds of
possibility: The legacy of Steve Biko and Black Consciousness (London, Zed Books, 1991), p. 111.
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the Extension of University Education Act of 1959.22
The apartheid plan to create universities along ethnic and tribal lines as part of
separate development instead exploded into newfound radical identities and unities.
It impacted in the public domain as the Johannesburg-based Rand Daily Mail
newspaper, Daily Dispatch of Port Elizabeth, and the South African Institute of Race
Relations (SAIRR) replaced the use of the term “non-white” with “Black”.23 This
was not just a word but the embodiment of a real, living, pulsating existence in the
everyday. In embracing and theorising that one word, politics moved from the era of
grievance to assertion.
Debates and splits took place in anti-apartheid politics, such as a tense standoff
with the recently revived NIC. Black Consciousness adherents wanted it open to all
Black people. The NIC grandees thought otherwise. This debate, and its outcomes
and consequences is closely examined in the section below.

Debating Black Consciousness in the NIC
In 1971, Mewa Ramgobin, a university graduate and activist married to Ela
Gandhi, granddaughter of Mahatma Gandhi, decided to revive the defunct NIC.
At the meeting that the ad hoc committee of the NIC organized at Bolton Hall in
Durban on 25 June 1971 to revive the NIC, Indian and African university students
held placards that read “We want a people’s congress” and “Black unity now”.24
Sensing the dangers of a revived NIC, the state banned Ramgobin. A meeting to
protest his five-year banning was convened at Bolton Hall on 26 September 1971.
Around a thousand people attended. According to one newspaper report, “loud
cheers and Black Power exhortations greeted a call for ‘togetherness’ among Black
South Africans”. Speakers included Keith Mokoape, president of the Black section
of the SRC, University of Natal; Sociologist and anti-apartheid activist Fatima Meer;
Biko; law student DK Singh; and Dempsey Noel of the Coloured Labour Party.
Mokoape described Ramgobin’s banning as an affront to human dignity. The revival
of the NIC must receive the support of the masses for their rightful aspiration. The
fate of the Indian and Coloured people is intertwined with that of the African and
our salvation lies in our togetherness as Black people. Although there may be different
22 J Brown, “SASO’s reluctant embrace of public forms of protest, 1968-72”, South African Historical Journal,
64(2), 2010, pp. 716-734.
23 H Adam, “The rise of Black Consciousness in South Africa”, Race and Class, 15(2), 1973, pp. 149-165. Adam
writes on p. 152: “It is symptomatic for the South African domestic debate how both Whites and Blacks are
preoccupied with labels at the expense of the real issues. Thus the South African Institute of Race Relations
asked the public to search for a more appropriate name for the country’s subordinate castes before deciding to
use the term Black, as did the Rand Daily Mail in 1972, while the ‘Progressive Party’ resolved after an elaborate
debate to use only the group names: African, Coloured, Indian. SASO delegates continued in the same vein by
evicting journalists whose papers continued to use the term non-white”.
24 The Graphic, 30 July 1971, p. 1.
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views to the problems – and the problem is the white man – Blacks should overlook
minor points of difference and caucus themselves under this one issue.
Mokoape called on Black people to reject government “quislings, dressing them
up, and showing them up to us and the world as ‘Black leaders’”.25 Fatima Meer26
described apartheid as “undiluted arrogance typical of white society”. She added that
people had the right to “… their freedom and dignity. Freedom is the only reality
which has any dignity for us. Freedom is the only reality worth dying for. I know
that we are playing with fire but rather we are consumed by the fire of freedom than
being cowered down”.27
At the NIC convention in Phoenix on 3 October 1971, its Durban branch submitted
a memorandum calling on the NIC to drop Indian from its name and work towards
creating political awareness among Black South Africans. The key message of the
four-page memorandum was:28
It is the intention of the Black people of South Africa to rid themselves of the
psychological and physical oppression they are subjected to, and in this regard
Black [C]onsciousness and the drive towards Black awareness are seen as the
most logical and significant means of ridding the Blacks of the shackles that
bind them to perpetual servitude…. This should not be interpreted as antiWhiteism but merely as a more positive, tactical manoeuvre to attain a normal
situation in South Africa. Social contact with Whites therefore – although it
should not be legislated against – should be discouraged…. The oppressed
communities should reject all value systems that seek to make them foreigners
in the land of their birth and attempt to build up value systems of their own.

There was argument over whether the memo should be discussed at all. The Durban
branch delegates stated that they had attended the meeting on the understanding
that the memo would be debated. Chair L Bhika agreed to the contents of the memo
being discussed, and the result was heated argument. The view of DK Singh of the
Asherville branch was that while “this idealism is good, I don’t believe you can fight
one form of racism with another form of racism”. He described the memo as “the
height of irresponsibility”. Rabi Bugwandeen objected to the exclusion of whites
“who had identified themselves with the struggle and who had suffered through
bannings and imprisonment….”.29 George Sewpersadh’s view was that Congress
should “…aspire towards the unity of all the oppressed. Although this Congress
25 The Leader, 1 October 1971, p. 3.
26 Fatima Meer (1928-2010) was a Sociologist based at the University of Natal and an internationally renowned
anti-apartheid activist who served several terms of bannings and a period of imprisonment with Winnie
Mandela. Although most people associated her with the Congress Alliance, she was never a formal member of
the NIC and publicly expressed her tolerance of all anti-apartheid groupings.
27 The Graphic, 1 October 1971, p. 5.
28 The Leader, 8 October 1971, p. 1.
29 The Leader, 8 October 1971, p. 3.
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bears the name “Indian” we must not forget our humane responsibilities and regard
towards other sections of the people”. Ela Gandhi felt discussion of the memorandum
was “futile as we have already accepted Congress which has definite aims and objects.
Discussion now negates some of the existing ideals of Congress”. Saths Cooper of the
Central branch said that he was “disappointed at the attitude of some of the delegates
who were intent on silencing us even before we were given a chance to explain our
memorandum”.30
According to one news report on the debate over Black Power: 31
... tempers flared and delegates snatched microphones and launched into
petty points and arguments…. Delegates sat back in frank amazement at the
sometimes trifling and bitter arguments over technicalities, none of which in
fact had any relevance to the fundamental problems facing Congress. Many
calls for calm were made. Congress has not been created with so much effort
and dedication to be the repository of all miscellaneous resentments.

What is evident in these debates is that proponents of Black Consciousness were
regarded by advocates of the Congress Alliance (NIC) position as racists for excluding
Whites from the formulation of who constituted Black. On the other hand, it was
ironic that those making the criticism were not willing to let go of “Indian” in the
name NIC. Would this not perpetuate race identity?
In response to the criticism from NIC advocates, the Durban branch of the NIC,
most of whose members supported Black Consciousness, organized a symposium
on Black Consciousness at Bolton Hall on 12 December 1971 in order to clarify
the meaning of Black Consciousness. According to Saths Cooper, the convention in
Phoenix showed that: “Black consciousness is often misunderstood by many simply
because they have jumped to conclusions. Black Consciousness is often misunderstood
for Black Power, and we would like to place both in proper perspective”.32 Speakers
included Fatima Meer; SASO executive member Strini Moodley; SASO president
Temba Sono; social worker Daphne Masekela of Johannesburg; Durban law student
Ashwin Trikamjee; Dr Dilly Naidoo of the NIC; Cape Town poet Adam Small; and
lawyer DK Singh of the NIC.
At this symposium, the voice of Daphne Masekela was very clear on Black
Consciousness and in particular, on the role of White liberals in anti-apartheid
activism, and it is pertinent to quote it in more breadth. She said that: 33
… for more than 300 years white liberals had been involved in designing
strategies that are meant to confuse the Black world and this made it impossible
30
31
32
33
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for Blacks to identify and isolate their enemy. It should be made clear to Blacks
that there is nothing to integrate because this liberal establishment in the very
asking of the question assumes and takes for granted that they have something
precious which Blacks want, or should want, as if being close to white people
ennobles and enriches the humanity of Black people.

Masekela further added that Black Consciousness was:34
…not a product of frustration or rejection by Whites, it is a product of selfrealisation. Black Consciousness is a philosophical medium through which
Black people find themselves and their own identity in an environment which
threatens to destroy or dilute their Blackness with a view to dehumanize them.
Black Consciousness sprouts from the depth and heart of Black people who,
with their peculiar problems, a peculiar cultural heritage, a unique history of
oppression and sufferings are solving their own problems and difficulties in
the midst of White racism. This is necessarily so because Black people are not
a reflection of others but they are human beings and complete in themselves.
Blacks should reject integration. Black Consciousness was therefore the key
to the emancipation and liberation of Black people from their distorted selfimage that once tried to realise White personhood rather than seeking to
integrate with itself and its own mind. It must be seen as a means to an end
and an end in itself.

The two key points made by Masekela are that the rejection of White liberals was not
due to racism but to the fact that their past involvement had not led to any objective
improvement in the condition of Black people and instead made them dependent on
White liberals. Black Consciousness was intended to allow Black people to formulate
their own demands and strategies to achieve this. It was not anti-White racism but
an affirmation of Blackness. These points were expressed in a more strident manner
by SASO president Temba Sono who described Whites as “exploiters … some
exploit directly, others indirectly”. White liberals were “directionless multiracialists
or integrationists who, after sympathising with Blacks in their plight, prefer their
‘bulleting baas’ and his trigger happy morality during election time. When the baas
is back into power, these tearful apologists once more come with their sentimental
hubble bubble about how bad the ‘other’ white is”.35 Like Masekela, Sono did not see
any benefit accruing from involving Whites in anti-apartheid activism since Whites
continued to vote in ever-greater numbers for the apartheid regime.
This theme was furthered by poet Adam Small, a Cape Coloured writer who was an
advocate for Black Consciousness, and wrote in Afrikaans about racial discrimination
in South Africa. He emphasized that “our movement towards our Blackness means
the clear realization that no one, no man, holds life in their hands for us. We are not
beggars for life.” Small rejected White liberals who “cast themselves in the role of
34 The Graphic, 17 December 1971, p. 4.
35 The Leader, 17 December 1971, p. 3.
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guardians for us, love to approach us as little children are approached, love to tell us
‘You too have beautiful values, can’t you see?’”.36
Dr Dilly Naidoo of the NIC affirmed these views. While not discounting the role
that they could play in anti-apartheid activism, it was his view that they should focus
on conscientising Whites. Dr Naidoo observed that Whites:37
… enjoyed the fruits of the system. He does not plough as large a portion
of his wealth into Black services, instead he does not pay normal wage, and
even if he does better than this, his main contribution is some liberal protest
or muttering, which, he feels, justifies his exploitation. The White liberal can
easily fall back on his White privileges if he got tired of being sincere. Secondly,
if he has annoyed the Government, he at least receives better prison treatment.
And until such time as liberal Whites shake themselves off the yoke of white
privileges, we will have no choice but to exclude them from our discussions.
White liberals could make a positive contribution by working towards a ‘white
consciousness’ among whites as is being done among Blacks.

Speaking on “The value of Black Culture”, Strini Moodley also stressed the value of
Black Consciousness as self-affirmation. Moodley argued that it was necessary to give
Blacks “a sense of self-reliance and a firmer faith in the work of the Black man”. He
called for the rejection of missionaries whom he viewed as an “evil, blonde-haired,
pale-skinned, blue-eyed Satan equipped with the Bible and a cruel god”. The AngloBoer culture in South Africa had “escaped into the lifestyle of Black people. All the
good cultural and moral aspects of the Black man was shoved aside as more Blacks
began to change into little White puppets”.38
However, Moodley went further to warn Indians that it was in their self-interest
to embrace the African majority. Indians were a minority sandwiched between the
politically and economically powerful White group and the numerically powerful
African. They had already experienced violence during the 1949 race riots, which
loomed large in the memories of many Indians.39 Moodley argued that Indians were
being used as a “stop gap” between the minority Whites and majority Africans, and
African enmity against Indians was understandable if Indians sided with Whites: 40
Dangling a carrot before a donkey was the easiest thing to do with the
Indian. Promise him the world, his own education, his own home, and he will
become the natural ‘middle class’ who because he has been taught to fear the
African will always look towards the white man for his protection. Indians had
come to believe that Africans hated them. If Africans did hate Indians, this was
36
37
38
39

The Leader, 17 December 1971, p. 5.
The Leader, 17 December 1971, p. 3.
The Leader, 17 December 1971, p. 5.
For an overview of Afro-Indian relations, see A Desai & G Vahed, “Stuck in the middle: Indians in South
Africa’s rainbow”, South Asian Diaspora, 9(2), 2017, pp. 147-162.
40 The Leader, 17 December 1971, p. 5.
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justified. If one oppressed group is prepared to sell its soul at the expense of the
liberation of the majority group, then surely the majority must hate the group.

According to a report in the Graphic newspaper, NIC delegates from the Clairwood
and Isipingo branches, who wanted to speak against Black Consciousness, “stormed
out of the meeting when they were denied an opportunity to speak”. 41
If the aim of the conference was to convince NIC members and the community at
large that Black Consciousness was a positive development in the political landscape,
and the optimum way for Indians to engage in anti-apartheid activism, then it failed
to achieve its objective. A week later, at an NIC provincial meeting on 19 December
1971, the organization passed a resolution rejecting “Black exclusiveness” and
directed “all members of Congress not to identify Congress in any way whatsoever
with any philosophy or creed of racial exclusiveness and not to associate Congress
in any way with such principle”. This affirmed that all NIC branches, except the
Durban branch, were against the concept of Black Consciousness, which they saw
as “advocating the exclusion of sympathetic whites from the Black man’s struggle in
South Africa”. The Durban branch’s Saths Cooper abstained when the resolution was
moved. While this branch had proposed from the beginning that the “Indian” tag
be dropped, others in the NIC saw the embracing of Biko’s Black Consciousness as
advocating for Black nationalism. The resolution stated that the NIC was committed
to promote peace, understanding, and goodwill between the various races and
sections of the South African population. This meeting confirms that any dogma or
group that propagates racialism of any kind is not an answer to the problems facing
the Black people of South Africa. Congress therefore reaffirms its basic principle and
belief in non-racialism.42

SASO and the NIC: The rhetoric intensifies
These debates left a bitter taste in the mouth. Black Consciousness advocates
called for NIC members to apologize for comparing their ideology to that of the
PAC. However, in a letter to SASO’s Barney Pityana, Ramlall Ramesar, the NIC’s
Provincial Organizer and future General Secretary, “flatly refused to apologise for
his remarks that Black Consciousness equated to black exclusiveness as it was made
in an NIC meeting when the organisation’s approach to ‘Black exclusiveness’ was
being debated and was not for public consumption”. He further maintained that
in his view he was “factually correct” that SASO, like the PAC, believed in Black
exclusiveness. Ramesar countered that it was SASO that was interfering in the NIC
by trying to get it to embrace the Black Consciousness ideology. He concluded that
his statement was not intended to deter any students from joining SASO nor was
41 The Graphic, 17 December 1971, p. 3.
42 The Leader, 24 December 1971, p. 1.
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any “malice” intended.43
SASO president Temba Sono, threatened legal action against the NIC because
Ramesar had stated that SASO was “the architect of Black Consciousness” which
was equated with the Pan Africanism of the banned PAC. This was an issue with
Black Consciousness activists because the PAC was deemed to exclude all nonAfricans from its definition of African while Black Consciousness included Indians
and Coloureds in its formulation of Black.44 Sono described the attack as “devious
and specious”. He said that whenever their meetings ended in disagreement, the
NIC, “like the typical racists they are – despite their non-racial professions – they
always saw SASO as the propagator of this dissension”. Sono regarded these attacks
as an indication that the NIC was feeling insecure as SASO was “fast outstripping
the NIC”. The NIC’s perceived “smear campaign” and “witch-hunting” was also
bringing students to the attention of the security branch.45
In turn, the NIC issued a statement to the press through its president, George
Sewpersadh, which dismissed Sono’s threats. It stated that “the vast majority of NIC
members have sufficient decency and culture not to intervene in the cultural affairs
of other organisations. It seems that members of SASO still have to acquire and
develop this degree of culture and decency for they obviously do not find it crude,
vulgar and coarse to probe into and interfere in the internal affairs of the NIC”.
The NIC, the statement added, was striving to attain “a united democratic South
Africa. Racialism and racial hatred are anathema to us”. It added, sarcastically, that if
SASO members were so opposed to the NIC, “why are they holding so tight to their
positions?”46 This barb was directed at those like Saths Cooper and Ashwin Trikamjee
who held positions in the Durban Central branch of the NIC.
43 The Leader, 28 January 1972, p. 1.
44 In his inaugural speech at the founding of the PAC in April 1959, Robert Sobukwe stated: “In South
Africa we recognise the existence of national groups, which are the result of geographical origin within a certain
area as well as a shared historical experience of these groups. The Europeans are a foreign minority group,
which has exclusive control of political, economic, social and military power. It is the dominant group. It is
the exploiting group, responsible for the pernicious doctrine of White Supremacy, which has resulted in the
humiliation, and degradation of the indigenous African people…. The Indian foreign minority group came
to this country … as indentured labourers. In the South African set-up of today, this group is an oppressed
minority. But there are some members of this group, the merchant class in particular, who have become tainted
with the virus of cultural supremacy and national arrogance. This class identifies itself by and large with the
oppressor but, significantly, this is the group, which provides the political leadership of the Indian people in
South Africa. And all that the politics of this class have meant up to now is preservation and defence of the
sectional interests of the Indian merchant class…. The Africans constitute the indigenous group and form the
majority of the population. It is our contention that … the illiterate and semi-literate African masses constitute
the key and centre and content of any struggle for true democracy in South Africa. And the African people can
be organised only under the banner of African nationalism in an All-African Organisation where they will by
themselves formulate policies and programmes and decide on the methods of struggle without interference from
either so-called left-wing or right-wing groups of the minorities who arrogantly appropriate to themselves the
right to plan and think for the Africans.” Available at South African History Online, https://www.sahistory.org.
za/archive/robert-sobukwe-inaugural-speech-april-1959, as accessed on 18 June 2021.
45 The Leader, 28 January 1972, p. 3.
46 The Leader, 28 January 1972, p. 4.
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The Leader newspaper reported that the Durban Central branch was holding
meetings to decide on policy in light of their disagreement with the central body.
Rabi Bugwandeen said that the branch had no authority to have convened the
symposium on Black Consciousness on 12 December 1971.47
An indication of the breakdown in relations is that The Phoenix Settlement Trust,
which oversaw the settlement in Phoenix that had been established by Gandhi in
1904, and which in the past had made its premises available to SASO students for
various projects, rejected an application by SASO for its members to stay at the
settlement in February 1972 while conducting its ‘New Farm’ Project which aimed
to assist the poor farming community at New Farm, just outside Phoenix. Gandhi’s
great-grandfather Ela Gandhi, and then husband Mewa Ramgobin, who lived at the
settlement, were both executive members of the NIC.
According to Strini Moodley, SASO executive member, given that students had
stayed there in the past when working at New Farm, that final year Medical students
had assisted at the clinic in Phoenix on weekends; and that the project aimed to
build a water tank for the community which did not have any water, his organization
regarded this refusal as a blatant attack by “non-whites” on a Black organization. He
promised that organizations like The Phoenix Trust, which were “there to perpetuate
the status quo”, would be exposed because they were “major stumbling blocks in
the Black man’s search for his humanity and true identity.” White Liberal Party
politician and author Alan Paton, then chair of the Trust, issued a statement that
SASO had submitted the application late, and disingenuously stated that the Trust
did not know much about who SASO was and what it represented.48
The first anniversary conference of the NIC at the Gandhi Library in Durban
on 28 April 1972 was dominated by three issues: whether the NIC should contest
positions in the South African Indian Congress (SAIC); whether the NIC should go
non-racial and become the Congress of South African Democrats with membership
open to all races; and whether the NIC should embrace the philosophy of Black
Consciousness. On the latter two issues, the NIC resolved that “it would not be in
its interests of Indians in the present climate to become non-racial” and on the issue
of Black Consciousness, it resolved (after an intense four-hour debate, with 24 votes
against, 13 for and 10 abstentions) not to embrace a policy which aims at “racial
exclusiveness”.
NIC executive member and Professor at the University of Natal Non-European
Medical School, Jerry Coovadia, presented a paper in which he argued that there
was a “fundamental contradiction” between the NIC and Black Consciousness. By

47 The Leader, 4 February 1972, p. 1.
48 The Leader, 11 February 1972, p. 3.
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defining themselves as Black, he said, the proponents of Black Consciousness:49
have fallen into the trap set by the White man. It is he who has defined
himself by his colour – must we follow his perverse logic. We reject colour as
a criterion for recognizing a man’s worth…. In the final analysis we are men,
regardless of colour. All the theorizing in the world is of little avail unless
the basic inequalities alter and allow of a free and complete expression of the
oppressed man.

While the aim to create Black solidarity was “laudable”, Coovadia felt that solidarity
did not come from similarity of religious customs or religious affinity but, a similarity
in a desire for progress and recuperation…. Black Consciousness goes against an allencompassing humanism which we envisage for society. Blackness is the rallying
point. We believe that there are genuine dangers in Black Consciousness leading to a
form of Black Power. Although it is not racism now, it has grave potential of racism
and racial exclusiveness. The proponents of Black Consciousness say it is a tactical
manoeuvre until a normal situation is reached. That millennium will never come.
The chances are that the manoeuvre will become Ultimate Belief.
Coovadia wanted an organization that did not reify race, arguing that Black
Consciousness had the potential to perpetuate racial divisions in South Africa, just
as apartheid was doing. Despite the rejection of the proposed People’s Congress,
supporters of Black Consciousness felt that the conference was a success since they
had “succeeded in the sense that more and more people are now sitting up an having
a closer look at the concept”.50
Barney Pityana, responded to Coovadia in a letter to the Leader newspaper, which
was published in the 12 May 1972 issue. The letter was titled “Blacks can no
longer live in the afterworld”. He described Coovadia’s presentation as displaying
“gross imperviousness to understanding so fundamental a social issue as Black
Consciousness.” He accused Coovadia of “misleading the house” and said that he
would have intervened during the talk but “my kinky negroid hair did not pass
me as an Indian”. It was a “distortion of facts” to believe that embracing Black
Consciousness amounted to “falling into the trap set by the White man”. Pityana
went on to write:51
The fact is that the blackness of our skins is a fact of creation. Black
Consciousness then takes cognizance of the deliberateness of God’s plans in
creating Black people black. It is a universal fact that colour is the determinant
for social involvement of whatever kind. Black people can no longer afford
to live in the afterworld. We must be realistic in our approach to political
problems….
49 The Leader, 5 May 1972, pp. 1, 3.
50 The Leader, 5 May 1972, p. 3.
51 The Leader, 12 May 1972, p. 1.
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There is no gainsaying the fact that White colonialist missionaries were here
to conquer. Hence they had to rape the soul of the innocent and gullible
Black heroes, undermine their religion which had well sustained them and
bound them into tightly-knit community. Black Theology is then telling
all self-respecting Black that: “In Christ God identified with the politically
disinherited poor for the purpose of affirming their humanity liberating them,
and calling them to a vision of society which would bind the devil of economic
and political disparity”.
The theory of culture and history are intertwined. This is one aspect where
Black Consciousness is clearest. You see a danger of reverting to forms of
life ill-suited to a modern industrial society like South Africa. Yet in order
to increase their contribution and relevance to the developing community,
Blacks have come to view as absurd the assumption that people had no life
that was not somewhat regulated by White stimuli. No longer are we satisfied
with merely knowing what White people have done to Black people. Rather
we are now beginning to view Black people not as pathological or invisible
adjustment of White people especially in the cultural domain but as creative
makers of their own cultural destiny….
You say “solidarity comes not so much from religion, customs, tastes and
racial affinity as from the similarity in economic and social conditions and
from a similarity in economic and social conditions and from a similarity
in a desire for progress and recuperation”. Let me tell you that the wealth of
evidence and authority is against this view. Customs, tastes and race – are
all essential elements of a bid for closer links. The pursuit of common goals,
aspirations and a fight for common survival are the issues that bring about
solidarity.
Jerry [Coovadia], you seem to think that the Blacks’ state of oppression is a
past event. It is an issue that confronts us daily. We live with oppression, and
subjugation in the hands of the Whites and other ‘colonised’ Blacks. … Oh,
you are a dreamer. ‘We want a free and equal life for all our citizens.’ These
are the pious incantations that deflect Blacks from their realistic pursuit….
Your understanding of South African society is very minimal. Your class
consciousness will never be true. A White man, a drunk, won’t work, vagabond
goes gaily to the ballot-box while I have to watch! They are protected by White
power. The major polarization is between black and white. Liberals would
jump high at your patronizing them. The truth is that the likes of you are
over-preoccupied about flirting with Whites.52

And so the debate went. Rather than some sense of an ending, a meeting point,
it became more acrimonious. When the BCM raised the dropping of the “I” in
the NIC, its defenders raised the issue of the exclusion of Whites. When the NIC
supporters raised class, the BCM argued that the central division was in Pityana’s
52 Verbatim quoted from Barry Pityana’s thoughts in The Leader, 12 May 1972, p. 3.
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words “between BLACK and WHITE”. The issue of class and race was to bedevil
both intellectuals and anti-apartheid activists despite a growing commitment to
non-racialism. The BCM’s power lay in the fact that it was determined to draw
Africans, Coloureds and Indians into a single organization. While the movement
never captured the imagination of significant numbers of Coloureds and Indians,
its problematizing of racial organizing was to spur the ANC to open its doors to
full membership for all racial groups and encourage the United Democratic Front’s
commitment to non-racialism. In many ways, the debate continues into the present
as the voice of a narrower African nationalism is raised both within the ANC and
more openly by the Economic Freedom Front (EFF). The furore over the naming of
Monopoly Capital as White and blacklash over the Guptas only served to indicate
how immediate are the debates about race that have their echoes back into the 1970s.

Concluding thoughts
The split between supporters of the SASO/BC and the NIC was acrimonious. The
groups went their separate ways. In 1972, the Black People’s Convention (BPC) was
formed, hoping to structure the BCM and move it beyond the universities. SASO/
Black Consciousness activists within the fold of the NIC joined the BPC. Eight
SASO / BPC leaders were banned in March 1973: Steve Biko, Saths Cooper, Drake
Koka, Bokwe Bafuma, Jerry Modisane, Strini Moodley, Harry Nengwekhulu, and
Barney Pityana. Vino Cooper, then wife of Cooper, told reporters that Black people
were “already restricted in some way. Five years of physical restriction will not kill
my husband’s determination to fight for the freedom of Black people from physical
bondage and psychological oppression”.53 Moodley’s wife Sam Moodley, called on
“all Black men in the country to become a soldier in the struggle. The fighting force
for Blackness is still small. She needs more committed soldiers to take her message
to the people”.54
Despite their impression on young people, Biko and Black Consciousness were
attacked from all sides, and not just NIC activists. On the left, the South African
Communist Party (SACP)’s magazine, The African Communist railed that Biko
was “a ‘liberal’, an idealist, insufficiently anti-capitalist, a pacifist, and lack[ed] any
understanding of mass struggle…”.55 How ironic that Biko, who put the liberals on
the back-foot, was labelled one himself. More sardonically, the SACP could argue
that Biko did not understand mass struggle as they hung on to the coat-tails of the
ANC, too petrified to walk alone.
However, the onslaught was unrelenting. In 1984, Rob Davies, Dan O’Meara and
Sipho Dlamini published Volume Two of The Struggle for South Africa: A Reference
53 The Graphic, 9 March 1973. p. 3.
54 The Graphic, 16 March 1973, p. 1.
55 L Wilson, Steve Biko, p. 148.
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Guide to Movements, Organisations and Institutions. Speaking of the BCM, they
argued that there were:56
…intensified attempts by various imperialist interests to turn the BCM into a
‘third force’, as an alternative to the ANC and PAC. While it would be untrue
to suggest that these forces in any way controlled the Black Consciousness
Movement, the Geneva-based International University Exchange Fund (UEF)
in particular gave the BC movement a great deal of support as part of its ‘third
force strategy’.

How nonchalantly Davies et al. spread the smear “Third Force”. In the South Africa
of 1984, to be associated with the Third Force in any way was to be seen as being an
agent of the apartheid state and fair game for beatings and assassination. What exiled
academics like Davies et al. failed to understand is that all of this was not at the level
of high theory, despite the BC high priest pretensions. It was “the” inspiration. The
word organization is a misnomer. As the Reverend Aelred Stubbs wrote in 19781979, in what were really contemporaneous notes: “The political genius of Steve
(Biko) lay in concentrating on the creation and diffusion of a new “consciousness”
rather than in the formation of a rigid “organisation”.57
It was a consciousness that liberated the generation of the 1970s. The idea of
Blackness. Black Consciousness was the inspiration to break out of apartheidimposed identities. It was truly a “mental insurrection”.58 In this sense, the challenge
of BCM was far from a fool’s errand.
The issue of race is still with us and will be for some time to come. Biko and his
lieutenants had the courage to challenge the way we thought about race. In the
1980s, the commitment to Black unity folded into a nascent non-racialism. It is
a debate to be had once more as deepening poverty and inequality forces South
Africans to confront both race and class divisions.
Some might argue that it is a fool’s errand to try and think beyond race in a country
with South Africa’s history. But fools in the Royal courts of old always saw more than
the King and his courtiers.
A quarter century after liberation, how does one think about BCM? Wendy
Brown is instructive: “…theory is never ‘accurate’ or ‘wrong’, it is only more or
less illuminating, more or less provocative, more or less an incitement to thought,
imagination, desire, possibilities for renewal”.59 Since 1994 democratic elections
56 R Davies, D O’Meara & S Dlamini, The struggle for South Africa: A reference guide to movements, 2 (London, Zed
Books, 1984), p. 307.
57 A Stubbs, “Martyr of hope: A personal memoir”, S Biko, I write what I like, pp. 175-244, p. 205.
58 R Fatton Jr., Black Consciousness in South Africa: The dialectics of ideological resistance to Apartheid (New York,
New York University Press, 1986), p. 78.
59 W Brown, Edgework: Critical essays on knowledge and politics (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2005), p. 80.
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have taken place under the watchful gaze of the Constitution and the rule of law.
Still, one continues to have a sense that freedom has to be fought for. Who will lead
this fight? What forms will it take? How does one guard against messiahs who want
to jump on the bandwagon to plunder the fruits of liberation rather than deepen and
broaden our freedoms?
Every day we witness the intellectual laziness of racial nationalism and the reflexive
demand for nationalisation. It may do well to remind ourselves that Stubbs described
BCM as “the movement of an idea, almost a mood… the creation and diffusion of
a new ‘consciousness’ rather than in the formation of a rigid ‘organisation’”.60 As we
show, at the heart of this consciousness was the BCM’s insistence on puncturing
apartheid’s racial categories, and thinking identity anew. This might sound like an
impossibility, as the state reinforces these racial markers every day through a variety
of means.61
But it appeared even more impossible during Biko’s time, the height of apartheid’s
madness and the Congress movement reinforced the “four nation thesis” of
organising. Nonetheless, tribal identities were pushed back and Blackness became a
way of living for a whole generation.
And despite the exclusion of Whites, it was always flexible enough to broaden its
ambit, as the terrain of power and privilege shifted. Both the NIC and BCM of the
1970s were wanting to break free of apartheid racial categories, albeit in different
ways. Over 50 years since Biko first refused imposed apartheid categories, it is time
to move his legacy and imaginings from footnote to centre-stage.

60 A Stubbs, “Martyr of hope...”, S Biko, I write what I like, pp. 205-206.
61 G Mare, Declassified: Moving beyond the dead-end of race in South Africa (Johannesburg, Jacana, 2014).
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Abstract
In 2018 the collapse of the wastewater infrastructure of Gauteng’s Emfuleni
Local Municipality was responsible for a severe fish-kill in the Vaal River
Barrage. Even communities downstream of the Barrage were affected. The
disaster was most evident at the riverside holiday town of Parys, tourism
operations on the riverbank in the Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site and
the Bloemhof Dam. Emfuleni’s crisis was the result of almost two decades
of delays and underinvestment in the maintenance and upgrade of a local
wastewater system earmarked for regional service delivery.
Today’s Emfuleni has an illustrious history, dating back to the founding of
the industrial towns of Vereeniging (1891) and Vanderbijlpark (1943). Both
are situated downstream of where the Klip, Blesbokspruit and Suikerbos rivers
fork into the Vaal River. Thanks to local coal mining, electricity generation
and copious water supplies, industrial development thrived in the twentieth
century.
The 1994 demise of South Africa’s white-ruled governance system paved
the way for a post-apartheid non-racial democracy. At this time there were
significant changes in governance, demographics and economic development.
Local population growth and the concomitant regional post-industrial
development continue to have a profound impact on the Vaal River Barrage
and the downstream communities.
This study highlights the Integrated Vaal River system, the historical origins
of today’s Emfuleni, and culminates with a discussion on the disaster of 2018
and its aftermath up until 2021.
Keywords: Integrated Vaal River System (IVRS); Vaal River Barrage;
Emfuleni Local Municipality (ELM); wastewater infrastructure; Wastewater
Treatment Works (WWTW); Save the Vaal Environment (SAVE); Department
of Water and Sanitation (DWS).
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Introduction
In June 2018 there was a public outcry when untreated sewage spilled into the Loch
Vaal section of the Vaal River Barrage from Emfuleni’s Local Municipal wastewater
treatment works in the Rietspruit catchment. Waterfront homes and popular local
tourist destinations bore the brunt of an environmental disaster that had been some
time in the making. Fish kills were prevalent in the Barrage. The raw sewage spill
also affected Vaal River communities as far as the town of Parys and Vredefort Dome
World Heritage Site. Since then, Gauteng’s provincial government and the national
Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) have intervened frequently in attempts
to mitigate the persistence of a simmering environmental health hazard.
For two decades measures to safeguard the environmental health of thousands of
residents of Sebokeng in the Rietspruit sub-catchment of the Barrage yielded mixed
results.2 There simply was no systemic regime of consistency on the maintenance
and upgrade programme for the two local wastewater treatment works of Rietspruit
and Sebokeng. By 2021, the status of the critical environmental health crisis was at a
standstill; it remained a project under construction largely because of the inability of
the relevant authorities to pay for a R2,2bn rescue project, of which only R258million
had been made available at the end of the 2020/21 financial year.3
The onset of Emfuleni’s wastewater crisis should be seen against the backdrop of
the countrywide drought (2014-2019). Drought disaster conditions foregrounded the
crisis of collapsing municipal water and wastewater systems in many parts of South
Africa. Two prime examples of what was happening in many other parts of the country
were: Cape Town’s “Day Zero”, when the drought-stricken Western Cape’s critical
water storage facilities almost dried up, leaving more than three million Peninsula
residents practically waterless;4 and Emfuleni’s crisis by 2018 that stood out as a grim
reminder of what happens when a wicked raw wastewater problem presents itself in a
complex river system like that of the Integrated Vaal River System (IVRS).5
In the discussion to follow attention is given to the IVRS and the catchment of the
Vaal River Barrage. Then follows an exposition of Emfuleni’s historical development
as an urban industrial node since the late nineteenth century. The narrative culminates
2
3
4

5

JWN Tempelhoff, “Civil society and sanitation hydropolitics: A case study of South Africa’s Vaal River Barrage”,
Physics and Chemistry of the Earth, Parts A/B/C 34, 3, 2009, pp. 164-75 (available at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
pce.2008.06.006, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
DWS IVRSSSC, “Continuation of the Integrated Vaal River System Reconciliation Strategy Study – Phase 2:
Strategy steering committee Meeting 5: Agenda and presentations 25 February” (Pretoria, DWS, 2021), p. 17.
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with the onset of Emfuleni’s current wastewater crisis in 2018.

The integrated Vaal River System (IVRS) and the Vaal River Barrage
The IVRS
In southern Africa the 1300km-long Vaal River is at the heart of a catchment of
192 000km2 – the eighth largest of its kind in southern Africa. The Vaal River is a
tributary of the larger Orange River catchment in central South Africa. However, the
Vaal has played an extraordinary role in the country’s economic development. By the
1980s, what is today’s Integrated Vaal River System (IVRS) was already providing
water resources for generating 50-60% of South Africa’s gross domestic product
(GDP) in the future Gauteng Province.6
Map 1: The Integrated Vaal River System, where complex water transfer systems contribute
to planning consistent water supplies in many parts of South Africa. Gauteng’s AMD basins
are magnified in the top right block

Source: DWS, Continuation of the Integrated Vaal River System dws Reconciliation Strategy Study (PHASE
2), Department of Water and Sanitation (Pretoria, Department of Water and Sanitation, February
2018), p. 6.
6

E Braune and KH Rogers, The Vaal River catchment: Problems and research needs, 143 (Foundation for Research
Development, South African National Scientific Programmes, 1987), p. 1; Anon., “Acid mine drainage
Witwatersrand central basin: Project: Technical excellence category”, Civil Engineering/Siviele Ingenieurswese,
2015, 10, pp. 17-18 (available at https://doi.org/doi:10.10520/EJC180506, https://journals.co.za/doi/
abs/10.10520/EJC180506, as accessed on ca 2017-2018), Pretoria.
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The modern history of the Vaal revolves around the rise of gold mining on the
Witwatersrand and Johannesburg in the 1880s and the subsequent industrial,
commercial and financial urban development of what became the most populous
region of South Africa. Copious water supplies were in high demand. Gold, coal,
electricity and water supplies were key drivers of development. Although the
Witwatersrand and Free State gold mines peaked in the 1970s and drifted into
closure by the 1990s,7 the IVRS remains vital to the management and storage of
water resources that are instrumental in generating 50% of the country’s GDP and
85% of its crucially important electricity supply in the year 2000.8
Water transfer systems in South Africa date back to the 1940s,9 and later became the
hallmark of more advanced transboundary water transfers in a country considered
to be the thirtieth driest in the world with a meagre 465mm average annual
rainfall.10 By the 1980s the national Department of Water Affairs (DWA) worked
on a variety of complex transfers for securing more supplies of water. This process
implied generating hydro-electric power supplies for peak times. More sophisticated
communications technology and advanced planning and performance management
monitoring systems enabled engineers hydrologists and water management experts,
to develop an advanced monitoring programme in the 1990s.11 The system now
constantly reports on: real-time flows; the amount of water available; current sectoral
requirements; and a systemic water balance reconciliation in the upper, middle and
lower sections of the IVRS.12

The Vaal River Barrage
The far smaller catchment of the Vaal River Barrage13 extends over a surface area of
600km2, about 0.2% of the Vaal catchment in parts of southern Gauteng and the
northern Free State. The Barrage structure is a medium-sized weir – a construction
project of the Rand Water Board (Rand Water) in the period 1916 to 1922 to provide
pumped water supplies for the Witwatersrand’s gold mines and burgeoning urban
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

CJH Hartnady, “South Africa’s gold production and reserves”, South African Journal of Science, 105(9-10),
2009, pp. 28-29.
AR Turton, “The political aspects of institutional developments in the water sector: South Africa and its
international river basins” (PhD, University of Pretoria, 2003), p. 205.
A Conley, “The Department of Water Affairs a tradition of engineering excellence”, Civil Engineering, 30(5),
1988, p. 223.
Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS), Pretoria, National water and sanitation master plan, October
2018, p. 9 (availalbe at https://bit.ly/341NJ5N, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
PG van Rooyen, RS McKenzie, and JI Rademeyer, “Lessons learned from three decades of water resource
planning of the Integrated Vaal River System” (The hydro-illogical cycle: Predicting and managing droughts 19th
SANCHIAS Symposium, Skukuza, Kruger National Park, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Pietermaritzburg, 1820 September 2018); JI Rademeyer, “Presentation to major Vaal River stakeholders: Historic overview” (Preconsultation meeting: Vaal River System stakeholders, Emerald Casino, DWAF, 29 July 2005).
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), Internal strategic perspective Vaal River system: Overarching,
Directorate: National Water Resource Planning, WMAs No 8,9, & 10, 2004, pp. vi-vii; Chapters 2-3.
The Barrage (64km) only extends over a distance of 4.9% of the length of the Vaal River.
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settlements.14 The Barrage is 64km downstream of the Vaal Dam and is a national
departmental dam completed in 1938 with subsequent capacity upgrades into the
1980s.15
By 2000, the Vaal River Barrage catchment was home to 10 million people, while
also servicing some 13 600 wet industries and 21 wastewater treatment works.16
Nowadays, apart from high quality water inflows from the Vaal Dam, the Vaal
Barrage receives copious amounts of treated and untreated wastewater flows from
the sub-catchments of the Rietspruit, Blesbokspruit, Taaiboschspruit, Leeuwspruit,
Klip River and Suikerbosrand River. These streams carry stormwater, industrial and
domestic sewage wastewater from southern Gauteng and parts of the northern Free
State. In the 2000s, the Rietspruit alone carried upstream wastewater amounting
to more than 70% of its average night flow, in the Emfuleni residential areas of
Sebokeng and Evaton.17 In addition, since the 2010s, the catchment has conveyed
treated acid mine drainage (AMD) from special processing plants18 at old workedout gold mining areas in the central and eastern basins of the Witwatersrand, via the
Klip River19 and the Blesbokspruit.20

Emfuleni’s urban industrial origins
Today’s Emfuleni is situated on the Vaal River’s banks where pristine Vaal Dam
water, blended with Southern Gauteng’s treated wastewater and stormwater, flow
further downstream through the Vaal River Barrage to support water needs in the
middle Vaal and further downstream when required. The local municipality’s origins
date back to 1891 with the founding of Vereeniging – a riverine industrial coal mining
town. Downstream of where the Klip River flows into the Vaal, the new settlement
soon became a busy urban node where Witwatersrand residents enjoyed regular visits,
travelling by road or train to the Vaal to relax and experience the impressive river or
indulge in water sports. Vereeniging was also linked to gold mining operations on
the Witwatersrand. Copious Rand Water Board water supplies, local coal, and a
network of power stations generating electricity, fed into the Witwatersrand’s water14 JWN Tempelhoff, “Time and the river: Observations on the Vaal River as source of water to the Witwatersrand
1903-24”, Historia, 46(1), 2001, pp. 247-270.
15 R Kriel and R Van der Walt, Vaal Dam (Pretoria, Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, ca 2000s), pp. 1-14.
16 F van Wyk, “An integrated manual for the management, control and protection of the Vaal River Barrage
reservoir” (MSc, University of Johannesburg, 2001), p. 5.
17 K Wall, “Challenges facing municipal infrastructural management in South Africa”, Town and Regional
Planning, 51(4), 2007, p. 31.
18 S Naidoo, Acid mine drainage in South Africa: Development actors, policy impacts, and broader implications
(Pretoria, Springer, 2017), pp. 41-72.
19 TS McCarthy, “The impact of acid mine drainage in South Africa”, South African Journal of Science, 107(5),
2011, p. 4; MS Humphries, TS McCarthy, and L Pillay, “Attenuation of pollution arising from acid mine
drainage by a natural wetland on the Witwatersrand”, South African Journal of Science, 113, 2017, pp. 1-9.
20 M Lourenco and C Curtis, “The influence of a high-density sludge acid mine drainage (AMD) chemical treatment
plant on water quality along the Blesbokspruit Wetland, South Africa”, Water SA, 47(1), 2021, pp. 35-44.
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energy nexus, which was vitally important to regional socio-economic growth and
development.
By the 1940s, the Vaal Triangle (largely today’s Emfuleni), experienced the onset
of rapid industrialisation and urbanisation. The trend dovetailed with McNeill and
Engelke’s “great acceleration” discourse on the origins of the global Anthropocene
phenomenon.21 One spin-off was Vanderbijlpark, a new town not far from
Vereeniging, which by 1944 mushroomed on the Highveld grasslands north of
the Vaal River Barrage. The town was a product of the state-owned Iron and Steel
Corporation (Iscor) that established a modern steel plant.22 Vanderbijlpark was
the first of many “instant towns” that sprung up wherever there were mining and
industrial prospects. Prime contemporaneous examples include the gold mining
industrial towns, of Welkom/Virginia23 and the coal mining town of Sasolburg,
where the state-owned industry, Sasol, started using the Fischer-Tropsch process for
manufacturing liquid fuel products from coal.24
The renowned physicist and trusted government advisor, Dr Hendrik van der Bijl
(1887-1948), after whom the town was named, managed the local public corporation
(Vesco) responsible for the development of the future city.25 The planners were wellinformed on the latest international town planning trends in the United Kingdom,
United States of America and Sweden.26
The planners’ prime focus was the wellbeing of the white working class. Homes for
an unskilled African workforce were far less commodious than those of their white
counterparts. Africans were accommodated in basic mortar and brick housing, with
planners working within the parameters of government policy guidelines. Like their
white counterparts, many Africans came from rural areas and their housing was
considered “appropriate”. The state’s emergent apartheid policies, especially after 1948,
stressed that African labourers in urban areas were “temporary sojourners”. Ultimately,
they had to return to their rural “homelands”. Only under certain circumstances, could
long-time urban African families reside permanently in new townships.
21 JR McNeill and P Engelke, The great acceleration: An environmental history of the Anthropocene since 1945
(Cambridge, MA, Belknap of Harvard University Press, 2014).
22 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vanderbijlpark (Vanderbijlpark, Potchefstroomse Universiteit vir Christelike
Hoër Onderwys, 1994), pp. 82-90.
23 E Nel and T Binns, “Decline and response in South Africa’s Free State goldfields: Local economic development
in Matjhabeng”, International Development Planning Review, 24(3), 2002, pp. 255-258.
24 SS Sparks, “Apartheid modern: South Africa’s oil from Coal Project and the history of a South African company
town” (PhD, University of Michigan, 2012), Chapters 3 and 4.
25 R Van Niekerk and MF Van der Walt, “Dr. H.J. van der Bijl se filosofiese denkraamwerk – ’n histories-fllosofiese
oorsig”, Koers-Bulletin for Christian Scholarship/Bulletin vir Christelike Wetenskap, 61(3), 1996, pp. 293-297.
26 L Brockett, “The history of planning South African new towns: Political influences and social principles
adopted”, New Contree, 16, 1996, pp. 162-64; PR Anderson, “The planning and development of new towns,
with special reference to Vanderbijlpark”, Civil Engineering = Siviele Ingenieurswese 1958, v8i8, 1958; RP Jansen
van Rensburg, “Die beslaggewing van dorpsontwikkeling en bestuur in Vanderbijlpark gedurende 1943-1952”
(MA, Potchefstroom University for CHE, 1992), p. 51.
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Vanderbijlpark’s benchmark was Vereeniging, where local mining and industrial
operations attracted many rural Africans, who began to settle there from the
early twentieth century. Africans working at local industries like the Union Steel
Corporation (USCO) foundries, were initially housed in a poorly planned township
called Top Location on the outskirts of Vereeniging. Top Location was a typical
informal settlement, notable for inferior water and sanitation services.27 This was
in line with the government’s segregation policy in the period 1905 to 1948. The
forerunner of apartheid, this policy aimed at residential separation of whites and
communities of colour in urban areas.28
In the 1930s each stand in Top Location had a bucket-system toilet, emptied three
times a week. Later, public ablution facilities were provided with showers and flush
toilets for males and females alike, while 26 taps with potable water served to distribute
supplies throughout the township.29 While Vereeniging’s white residential areas were
provided with water-based sewage systems in the early 1930s, Top Location’s African
residents were not as fortunate. Residents and local health officials warned town
councillors of impending environmental health hazards in Top Location, but their
pleas were ignored.30
In 1942, Vereeniging Town Council approved the blueprint for its new “model
township” of Sharpeville to replace Top Location. It was well-planned, with a limited
number of hostels and orderly rows of brick houses with basic community water and
sanitation facilities that were compliant with essential health standards.31 While the
first extension was under construction, water was available free of charge, but clusters
of 14 houses had to share a communal tap and two township bathing houses. By 1946
many of the homes had their own taps, toilets and bathrooms.32 Meanwhile, in Top
Location, the population continued to increase. The township’s informally sub-divided
and “rented” facilities enabled new residents to squat in small, over-crowded backyard
spaces, while in Sharpeville, sub-divisions were prohibited.33 Sharpeville was a practical
guideline for Vanderbijlpark’s future African townships of Bophelong and Boipatong.
27 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vereeniging (Vanderbijlpark, PU for CHE, 1992), pp. 100-102.
28 S Parnell, “Creating racial privilege: The origins of South African Public Health and Town Planning Legislation”,
Journal of Southern African Studies, 19(3), 1993, pp. 171-72; M Chaskalson, “The road to Sharpeville” (African
Studies Seminar, University of the Witwatersrand, African Studies Centre, September 1986).
29 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vereeniging, pp. 100-101.
30 ME van Zyl, “Swart verstedeliking in Vereeniging 1923-1960” (PhD, Vista University, 1993), pp. 65-72.
31 MW Willemse, “Die vestiging en uitbouing van munisipale bestuur en voorstedelike ontwikkeling in
Vereeniging tot 1992” (MA Thesis, Potchefstroom University for CHE, 1999), pp. 111-113.
32 M Menye, “Exploring the continuities and discontinuities in South African political violence: The Sharpeville,
Bhisho and Marikana massacres” (M. Phil, Nelson Mandela University, 2018), p. 18; T Lodge, Black politics in
South Africa since 1945, 6th edition (Longman, 1989, 1983), p. 206; T Lodge, Sharpeville: An apartheid massacre
and its consequernces (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011), p. 79; I Jeffrey, “Cultural trends and community
formation in a South African township: Sharpeville, 1943-1985” (MA, University of the Witwatersrand, 1991),
pp. 59; 63.
33 M Chaskalson, “The road to Sharpeville”, pp. 10-12.
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One of the major differences between development in the two towns where whites
lived was that Vereeniging’s white residential area was well under way before attention
was given to African housing.34 In Vanderbijlpark, housing developments for both
black and white residents were almost simultaneous. The first local black township
(NW2) was approved in February 1945 in the western areas of town. Temporary
accommodation was first provided in huts for about 3 000 African males, before
construction began on 500 houses at a cost of £300 per unit. Each house had a plot
of land, two bedrooms, a lounge, kitchen and a bathroom with toilet. The homes
were replete with in-house electricity, water, and sanitation services.35
For Vanderbijlpark’s white residents, standards were similar to urban housing in
the more populous north. They were modern with spacious erven and proper water,
wastewater and electricity services. Each of the 22 new residential suburbs had
public spaces, park lands, “green lungs”, local school facilities, shopping centres, as
well as churches for most religious denominations. Later, Iscor recruited qualified
immigrants from Europe to join the ranks of the local white workforce. Though
there was “proper integration”, town planners also made provision for the “unique”
cultural, social and housing needs of new immigrant Portuguese, Dutch, Hungarian,
Indonesian, German and Greek communities.36
Iscor’s African workers became disgruntled. They complained that their housing
was not of the same quality as those of white residents.37 Their discontent with
residential inequality came to the attention of the town’s fathers, who chose to ignore
it. They argued that parastatal institutions like Iscor, were anyway subject to the new
policy guidelines of the National Party that came to power in 1948. Indeed, planners
studying local development in the 1950s, described local township conditions as
“favourable”. Vanderbijlpark and its African residential areas, at the time, had been
developed to provide the needs of industry and a future resident population of
120 000 people of colour and 90 000 whites.38
The African population in the Vaal Triangle region increased substantially over the
years. Little wonder then that on 21 March 1960, Vereeniging’s Sharpeville was the
epicentre of a countrywide protest where 7 000 local residents came out in protest
against the inequities of apartheid. More than 69 people were killed when police
opened fire on protesting residents. The incident caught the attention of the world’s
34 ME van Zyl, “Swart verstedeliking in Vereeniging 1923-1960”, pp. 73-74.
35 RP Jansen van Rensburg, “Die beslaggewing van dorpsontwikkeling en bestuur in Vanderbijlpark gedurende
1943-1952”, pp. 134-135.
36 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vanderbijlpark, pp. 136-139; 303-308.
37 AMM Weber, “Die georganiseerde kultuurlewe van die blanke gemeenskap van Vandernijlpark in die tydperk
1942-1992” (PhD, PU vir CHO, 1997), pp. 53-58.
38 PR Anderson, “The planning and development of new towns, with special reference to Vanderbijlpark”, p. 200;
DM Calderwood, “Town planning and housing with particular reference to the social and economic aspects”,
Civil Engineering, 8(8), 1958, pp. 190-195.
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news media.39 The apartheid system was to blame for the political fall-out and anger
of Sharpeville residents. Much of the frustration had also been caused by local overcrowding, population growth and few prospects of an improvement in local African
living conditions.
Government, headed by the prime minister, Dr HF Verwoerd, was swift in its
response to the Sharpeville unrest. Suppression followed as protests spread. Urban
informal squatter settlements were demolished countrywide, forcing the government
to spending vast sums of money on new “ethnic” subdivided townships. Thousands
of people were relocated. Although black housing was better than before, the prime
obstacle was government’s commitment to the development of the “independent
homelands” and the relocation of the “surplus” African urban residents. Those who
were unemployed and homeless in the urban areas ultimately had to return to their
“homelands”.40
The township of Sebokeng was proclaimed in 1965, west of the white residential
areas of Vanderbijlpark and Vereeniging. The National Party government was keen to
provide housing for Africans employed at local industrial and commercial operations.
Bantu Administration authorities were appointed to run the townships and relocated
“surplus” employed workers of Sharpeville, Boipatong and Bophelong, to Sebokeng.
The African townships were separated with extensive “green lungs” of open veld and
wetlands, from white residents in the urban areas of Vereeniging, Vanderbijlpark and
Meyerton, further north.41
Today the greater and integrated Sebokeng and Evaton areas of Emfuleni extend
over a distance of almost 35km alongside the N1 highway between Vanderbijlpark
and the Grasmere Toll Plaza, south of Johannesburg. Its origins date back to 1986
when government finally allowed for African from rural farms and small towns to
settle in urban areas, often illegally on land where informal settlements spontaneously
mushroomed.42 By the 1990s the Vaal Triangle’s white urban conurbations of
Vereeniging, Vanderbijlpark, Meyerton, and Sasolburg (in the Free State), had
marginalised African residents from the predominantly white-owned river-front
areas, the white suburbs and central business districts.

Wastewater infrastructure
People of colour were at first excluded from reasonably acceptable local wastewater
39 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vereeniging, pp. 120-22; T Lodge, Sharpeville: ..., pp. 1-29; S Dubow, “New
approaches to high apartheid and anti-apartheid”, South African Historical Journal, 69(2), 2017, p. 305.
40 A Mabin and D Smit, “Reconstructing South Africa’s cities? The making of urban planning 1900-2000”,
Planning perspectives, 12(2), 1997, pp. 206-208.
41 MW Willemse, “Die vestiging en uitbouing van munisipale bestuur...”, pp. 142-146.
42 O Crankshaw, “Apartheid and urbanisation on the southern Witwatersrand”, African Affairs, 92(366), 1993,
pp. 31-51.
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infrastructure services. For example, in 1943, Vanderbijlpark’s health committee,
established a small wastewater treatment system on the farm Zuurfontein. Sewage
from the area where Africans were settled, flowed freely into the nearby grasslands
and wetlands, before meandering into the Vaal River Barrage.43 Once Vanderbijlpark
became a municipality in 1952, work started on the construction of the Rietspruit
wastewater treatment works.44 When the plant came online, Bophelong and
Boipatong’s wastewater was absorbed into the system. Apart from the Rietspruit
wastewater treatment works, both the Leeuwkuil (at Vereeniging) and Sebokeng
wastewater treatment works, which respectively became operational in 1955 and
1965-1968, were situated close to the townships of Sharpeville, Bophelong and
Sebokeng.45

Conflict in the 1970s: Peak gold production and growing unemployment
By the 1970s the Vaal Triangle was part of South Africa’s industrial heartland, along
with Pretoria, Johannesburg and the Witwatersrand. Urbanisation persisted. The Vaal
Triangle’s African townships became a springboard for Lesotho nationals and residents
of the homelands of QuaQua, KwaZulu-Natal and Transkei for taking the leap to
seek jobs in eGoli (Johannesburg) before finally relocating to Soweto. As South Africa’s
gold mining started declining, the economy showed signs of exhaustion. This was at
the time of the 1973 global energy crisis.46 Violent waves of African labour strikes
gained momentum, and government, for the first time since 1948, softened its stance
marginally and granted African labourers the right to form legal trade unions.47 The
measure proved futile and labour relations declined. African unemployment persisted
in the townships and yet more people drifted in. Townships had become vastly overpopulated and new land for township development was scarce.
As the neighbouring colonies of Mozambique and Angola, became independent,
following a coup d’état in Portugal in 1975, there was growing socio-political and
economic insecurity in the crowded Witwatersrand townships. Further unrest
was sparked by 1976 Soweto student uprisings that soon resonated throughout
South Africa.48 The Vaal Triangle’s townships were hotspots, with school-going
youths demanding an end to apartheid and that proper education and better living

43 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vanderbijlpark, pp. 108-114.
44 R van Niekerk, “Die vestiging en uitbreiding van plaaslike bestuur in Vanderbijlpark gedurende 1952-1959”
(MA, Potchefstroom University for CHE, 1992), p. 134.
45 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vereeniging, p. 175.
46 CJH Hartnady, “South Africa’s gold production and reserves”, pp. 328-329; CH Feinstein, An economic history of
South Africa: Conquest, discrimination and development (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 202.
47 R Davies, “Capital restructuring and the modification of the racial division of labour in South Africa”, Journal
of Southern African Studies, 5(2), 1979, pp. 187-194.
48 SM Fourie, “Die impak van militêre aktiwiteite op die Vaaldriehoekse samelewing in die tydperk 1974-1994”
(PhD, PU vir CHO, 2002), pp. 42-48.
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conditions be provided.49 International pressure was exerted on the government and
sanctions were crippling the economy. Countering the unrest by declaring states of
emergency was becoming increasingly difficult to control.

The 1983-1984 constitutional option
In an attempt to stifle the discontent, the government introduced new
constitutional measures in 1983-1984, providing for an unpopular tricameral
national parliament for whites, coloureds and Asians, that excluded black South
Africans. The government insisted that Africans had their “own parliaments” in the
independent and self-governing homelands but Africans were reluctant to accept
this. In the country’s urban areas, regional services councils were established and the
first steps taken to create black local municipal authorities.50 As for Sebokeng and its
neighbouring townships, they were incorporated into the Lekoa Municipality.51 In
the 1983 dispensation township residents had to pay rent, property tax and rates for
municipal service delivery for water, electricity, sewage and wastewater services. By
1987, non-payers were subject to potential eviction from their homes.52
Government’s tricameral “reform” was doomed from the outset. Black South
Africans disliked the separate municipal authorities. It ostensibly promoted
the “ethnic” needs of Africans, Asians, Coloureds and Whites,53 but the black
majority refused this compromise which still left them powerless. Protests
continued and non-payment for municipal service delivery persisted.54 Activists
vowed to make the country “ungovernable”. Local protests were particularly
intense and violent in the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging region.55
Local African leaders exploited the situation. Residents of Sebokeng, where the
protest was vociferous,56 heeded to the call not to pay any rent, rates and taxes.
Local politics now shaped communities’ resistance, with substantial support from
the countrywide United Democratic Front (UDF) that was instrumental in creating
cohesion in the absence of leaders of banned organisations, such as the African
National Congress (ANC) and the South African Communist Party (SACP) that
49 JL Olivier, “Causes of ethnic collective action in the Pretoria-Witwatersrand Triangle, 1970 to 1984”, South
African Sociological Review, 1990, pp. 98-108.
50 P Morris, “Black housing – weapon of apartheid – What will change?”, The Sash, 28 February 1985, p. 7; D
Jensen, “Swart rade byeen oor plaaslike besture”, Die Vaderland, 1984.
51 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vereeniging (PU vir CHO, Vanderbijlpark, 1992), p. 122.
52 D Luthayi, “Eviction swoop”, City Press, 2 August 1987, p. 1.
53 D Simon, “Crisis and change in South Africa: Implications for the apartheid city”, Transactions of the Institute
of British Geographers 14(2), 1989, pp. 189-206.
54 M Swilling, “The United Democratic Front and township revolt in South Africa” (Johannesburg, University of
the Witwatersrand, History Workshop, 1987).
55 Redakteur, “Ná agt jaar,” Beeld, 5 September 1984, p. 8; T van der Westhuizen, “Politiek die oorsaak sê Viljoen”,
Rapport, 25 September 1984, p. 8; Politieke redaksie, “Oproermakers is tóg gevang in skoonmaakaksie”, Beeld,
29 Oktober 1984, p. 2.
56 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vanderbijlpark, pp. 586-588.
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had been banned and exiled since the 1960s.57

The Vaal River becomes “a dirty sink”
Even if black South Africans had embraced the apartheid-style local government
system, it would not have resolved the growing wastewater pollution problems in
the Vaal River Barrage. In the 1970s, the environmental journalist, James Clarke,
prophetically, alerted the public to the danger of pollution in the Vaal River Barrage.
He warned that it was a “dirty sink” of a river that could simply not hold out.58 Local
residents and business concerns had also begun to complain. The Vaal River Barrage
was a popular tourist destination for residents of the Witwatersrand’s metropolitan
areas,59 but the river now carried a hefty pollution weight, with scientists warning of
the high rate of organic waste causing eutrophication and algal blooms in the river
system.60 Prime culprits were the over-worked urban wastewater treatment works and
also the nitrates and phosphates released by fertilisers used in the farming industry.
In the 1980s the urban industrial conurbations of today’s Emfuleni in Gauteng and
Metsimaholo in the Free State, experienced rapid industrial growth and development
as South Africa drifted into the so-called Border War against the liberation forces of
Namibia’s Swapo, South Africa’s banned ANC, Mozambique’s Frelimo, and their
Cuban allied forces in Angola.

Preparing for South Africa’s transition
The international collapse in 1989 of the Cold War and the demise of the global
East-West political divide, opened the way for the South African government and
leaders of the liberation movements to start negotiations for a new, non-racial
democracy. As the Border War drew to a close, the Vaal Triangle drifted into a state
of post-industrial development and uncontrolled urban population growth. With an
estimated resident population of 1,8 million people, the industries of Vereeniging,
Vanderbijlpark, Meyerton and Sasolburg (Vaal Triangle) was the eighth most
populous region in South Africa by the early 1990s.61

57 J Seekings, “‘Trailing behind the masses’: The United Democratic Front and township politics in the Pretoria‐
Witwatersrand‐Vaal region, 1983-1984”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 18(1), 1992, pp. 93-114; SM
Fourie, “Die impak van militêre aktiwiteite op die Vaaldriehoekse samelewing in die tydperk 1974-1994”, pp.
44-48.
58 J Clarke, “Water – use it again … and again”, The Star, 6 March 1978, p. 11.
59 JWN Tempelhoff, “Civil society and sanitation hydropolitics: A case study of South Africa’s Vaal River Barrage”,
Physics and Chemistry of the Earth, Parts A/B/C, 34(3), 2009, p. 168.
60 E Braune and KH Rogers, The Vaal River catchment: ..., pp. iii; 4; 16.
61 SM Fourie, “Die impak van militêre aktiwiteite op die Vaaldriehoekse samelewing in die tydperk 1974-1994”,
p. 12.
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At the time the demand for steel, previously stimulated by the South African
arms industry diminished.62 The 1994 transition to a “new” South Africa speeded
up the post-industrial process in the Vaal Triangle. State-owned enterprises, like
Iscor, started changing.63 Iscor was privatised and then sold off to the multi-national
steel company Arcelor Mittal, relieving the former parastatal of the responsibility
of dealing with a legacy of ground and surface water pollution in the Vaal River
Barrage.64 Before 1990, Iscor had employed almost 50 000 people of all races. By
2015, employment stood at a mere 4 500.65 In the years to come that number would
diminish further because of the global drop in the demand for steel.
Similar downscaling operations and transitions followed at Sasolburg’s state-owned
Sasol, which had already been privatised in 1979.66 Local coal mining operations
peaked in the 1990s. While Eskom’s Lethabo power station relied increasingly on lower
grade coal, by the mid-2000s the Sasol fuel from coal plant at Sasolburg transitioned
to natural gas, imported by pipeline from neighbouring Mozambique.67 Despite the
decline in local coal mining operations the urban population kept on growing. Since
the mid-1980s, the influx declined temporarily because of the government’s attempts
to stifle unrest and uphold a failed system of apartheid-style municipal government.68

South Africa’s political transition
When in 1994 the new government of national unity came to power under
President Nelson Mandela and a strong ANC alliance, the objective was to use local
government as primary driver of development programmes to eradicate apartheid’s
legacy. Government was committed to providing housing, water, sanitation and
energy for all South Africans so that even the poorest of the poor could lead decent
lives.69 A new Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) was the master
plan to provide housing for all the country’s previously disadvantaged people.
However, the on-going culture of non-payment for municipal services, dating back
to the 1980s, worsened service delivery by local authorities. This posed a significant
62 SM Fourie, “Die impak van militêre aktiwiteite op die Vaaldriehoekse samelewing in die tydperk 1974-1994”,
pp. 333-354.
63 PJJ Prinsloo, Die geskiedenis van Vanderbijlpark, pp. 297-299.
64 V Munnik, “Discursive power and environmental justice in the new South Africa: The Steel Valley struggle
against pollution (1996-2006)” (PhD, University of the Witwatersrand, 2012), Chapter 10.
65 M Hlatshwayo, “Community responses to declining industries – South Africa”, New Agenda: South African
Journal of Social and Economic Policy, 66, 2017, p. 23.
66 S Sparks, “Between ‘artificial economics’ and the ‘discipline of the market’: Sasol from parastatal to privatisation”,
Journal of Southern African Studies, 42(4), 2016, pp. 711-724.
67 I Madamombe, “Pipeline benefits Mozambique, South Africa”, AfricaRenewal Online, 2007 (available at https://
www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/october-2007/pipeline-benefits-mozambique-south-africa, as accessed on
ca 2017-2018).
68 H Sapire, “Politics and protest in shack settlements of the Pretoria‐Witwatersrand‐Vereeniging region, South
Africa, 1980–1990”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 18(3), 1992, pp. 690-693.
69 K Eales, “Water services in South Africa 1995-2009”, B Schreiner and R Hassan, 2, Transforming water
management in South Africa (Heidelberg, Springer, 2011), p. 35.
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threat to environmental health conditions. The unvarnished reality is that local
authorities could not secure sufficient revenue from service users to pay for bulk
services from regional water boards and electricity utilities.
Environmental health threats mounted with alarming alacrity. New porous
international borders between southern African states meant that waterborne
diseases (typhoid, diarrhoea, and cholera) could wreak havoc in the country’s riverine
water catchment areas.70 In September 1997, eight wastewater treatment works in
metropolitan Johannesburg had either run out of chlorine, or collapsed as a result
of power outages and misjudgements in dosing.71 It transpired that four of the city’s
wastewater treatment works were working to sub-standard health requirements.
This had an impact on the Vaal River Barrage in that it had to absorb considerably
more of southern Gauteng’s upstream sewage and industrial wastewater. The new
Emfuleni Local Municipality’s southern boundary line was the Vaal River Barrage –
the “ultimate sink”, and a “dirty sink” of wastewater.
In November 1997, both Rand Water and the national Department of Water
Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) took steps to halt the pollution in the Klip River. Only
then did the East Rand Water Care Company (ERWAT), established in 1996, own
up and admit that one of its wastewater treatment plants had been responsible for a
“30-minute-long” inflow of sewage sludge containing high levels of Faecal coliform
and E. coli bacteria.72 That small window of evidence was destined to become the
focus of growing civil society activism. The state of the Vaal River Barrage, in terms
of sewage contamination, has not significantly improved since the late 1990s.

A new municipal dispensation post-2000
The change in South Africa’s system of municipal governance in 2000-2002 had
a profound impact on infrastructure development. An estimated 1 000 pre-1994
municipalities were reduced to 284, of which eight were metropolitan municipalities,
44 were district municipalities and the remaining 232 local municipalities were
clustered into district municipalities. In theory this seemed to be a viable new
system. It was part of what was said to be a new development state. However, the
obvious flaws soon became apparent. Although there was a public commitment to
pay for municipal service deliveries of water and electricity, this did not materialise.
Not in 2002 – or at any stage thereafter. Whenever local authorities tried to secure
payment for services from residents, there were protests. By 2005, South Africa’s 23
largest municipalities had failed to collect 60% of service delivery payments from
70 J Schafer, “The African renaissance in Mozambique”, Indicator South Africa, 15, 1998, pp. 71-76; Anon.,
“Cholera: The South African situation”, Modern medicine in South Africa, 23(4), 1998, p. 12.
71 J Cameron, “Jo’burg’s disease time bomb: Eight sewerage works allow raw waste into out rivers”, Saturday Star,
27 September 1997, pp. 1-2.
72 J Ballenger, “Water affairs to act on Klip River pollution”, Business Day, 13 November 1997, p. 7.
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local residents. Some municipalities resorted to pre-paid water metres,73 but these
seldom yielded the desired results.74
Despite emergent post-industrial regional development, more people continued to
drift into the townships of Sebokeng, Bophelong, Boipatong, Sharpeville and into
informal settlements from the rural areas and neighbouring states. Between 1996 and
2013 the annual population growth of Emfuleni rose from 0.7 to 1.3% per annum.75
By 2018 an estimated 88.8% of the comprehensive Sedibeng District Municipality’s
population were resident in the urban areas, with Emfuleni Local Municipality home
to 80.9% of the estimated 805 000 residents of the Sedibeng District Municipality.76
In mid-2017, South Africa’s population reached 56.52 million and Gauteng, the
most populous province (14.3 million people) was home to 25% of the country’s
people.77 Unemployment soared to an all-time high. By 2018 about 60% of Emfuleni’s
(economically active) population was unemployed. Young people made up a staggering
45% of Emfuleni’s economically active population. Most remained unemployed.78

Emfuleni’s failing sanitation infrastructure
In the mid-2010s, estimates suggested that 90.9% of Emfuleni’s population had
access to adequate sanitation services.79 These projections were nowhere near the
mark. Rapid population growth, lack of proper maintenance (in some cases nonmaintenance) and incomplete upgrades, took their toll on existing wastewater
infrastructure. Emfuleni’s 44 pump stations and 2500km of pipelines reticulating
wastewater between the plants of Leeuwkuil, Rietspruit and Sebokeng, were unable
to cope with the increasing wastewater flow.
Emfuleni was not the only culprit. There were frequent upstream pollution events.
Culprits were seldom taken to book. The tragedy was that the regional water
catchment was at its lowest point in the Vaal River Barrage.

73 G Ruiters, “Contradictions in municipal services in contemporary South Africa: Disciplinary commodification
and self-disconnections”, Critical Social Policy, 27( 4), 2007, p. 488.
74 J Dugard, “Rights, regulation and resistance: The Phiri Water Campaign: Current developments”, South African
Journal on Human Rights, 24(3), 2008, pp. 593-611); P Bond and J Dugard, “The case of Johannesburg water:
What really happened at the pre-paid ‘Parish pump’”, Law, Democracy & Development,12(1), 2008, pp. 1-28.
75 Emfuleni Local Municipality, Executive summary (North-West University, Vanderbijlpark, September 2014
2015), p. 3.
76 GZ Teklehaimanot et al., “Population growth and its impact on the design capacity and performance of
the wastewater treatment plants in Sedibeng and Soshanguve, South Africa”, journal article, Environmental
Management, 56(4), 2015, p. 985.
77 StatsSA, Mid-year population estimates: 2017 (Pretoria, StatsSA, 2017), pp. 2; 14.
78 Emfuleni Local Municipality, Integrated development plan (IDP): 2018/19 (Emfuleni Local Municipality,
Vereeniging, 2018), pp. 2; 26.
79 GZ Teklehaimanot et al., “Population growth...”, p. 985.
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Precursors of Emfuleni’s 2018 infrastructure collapse
A countrywide drought beginning in 2014, was at first beneficial for Emfuleni’s
fragile wastewater infrastructure. With water restrictions and technical regional water
demand strategies in place and less water leaking from municipal pipelines, there
were fewer reports of collapsing wastewater systems.80 Then suddenly, in February
2017, the Upper Vaal River catchment received vast amounts of stormwater in the
wake of Cyclone Dineo, which swept through southern Mozambique and northeastern South Africa.81 This unexpected flood of rainwater brought a temporary halt
to local drought conditions in the Upper Vaal River catchment. At the same time
the floods exposed the region’s dysfunctional wastewater infrastructure. Emfuleni
was by no means alone in this evidence of severe dysfunctionality. An assessment of
wastewater treatment works in South Africa in 2017 reported that only 7% of the
country’s 824 wastewater treatment works (primarily operated by local authorities)
were in a sound condition.82
It was alleged that inferior municipal governance systems were at fault. But the
origins of the problem lay deeper. The festering symptoms of a widespread state of
“things falling apart”,83 reflected on the performance of the national Department
of Water and Sanitation (DWS). In late 2017, the South African Water Caucus, an
influential NGO, alerted the government to serious departmental lapses.84

The prequel to Emfuleni “falling apart”
In the same year, 2017, Rand Water, entered into a three-year agreement with
Emfuleni Local Municipality at the request of the department of the DWS. The
regional potable water service provider, Rand Water, whose water supply comes
ostensibly from the Vaal Dam and the Lesotho Highlands, has been involved in the
Emfuleni Local Municipality area since the 1970s.85 Five decades later, its officials
still collaborated with Emfuleni’s municipal water services division. In addition, since
the 1990s, Rand Water branched out into wastewater and helped out Emfuleni’s
Sebokeng, Rietspruit and Leeuwkuil wastewater treatment works.86 Collectively, as
80 Anon., “Pipeline troubles in Deneysville”, Vaalweekblad, 26 May 2015.
81 G Kaiser and N Macleod, “Cape Town – where we’ve been and where we want to go”, Civil Engineering, 26(9),
2018, p. 10.
82 S Kings, “South Africa’s shit has hit the fan”, Mail & Guardian, 21 July 2017, p. 10; Anon., “Municipal failure
the cause of SA’s sewage mess”, Legalbrief: Environmental, 9 October 2018 (available at https://goo.gl/YKv5tT,
as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
83 JP Petersen, 12 Rules for life: An antidote to chaos (London, Penguin Random House, 2018), pp. 17-22; 156157; 365-366.
84 SAWC Task Team, Report on the state of the Department of Water and Sanitation, South African Water Caucus
(South African Water Caucus, November 2017).
85 JWN Tempelhoff, The substance of ubiquity: Rand Water 1903-2003 (Vanderbijlpark, Kleio Publishers, 2003),
pp. 302-304.
86 JWN Tempelhoff, and All Rand Water Portfolios, In pursuit of excellence: Rand Water 2003-2013 (Vanderbijlpark,
Kleio, 2015), pp. 21-22; 74; 129-142.
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shown in 2017, these plants were operating at a compliance rate of 90%, while the
under-performing Leeuwkuil plant (21%) was in an upgrade phase – ultimately to
be incorporated into a new Sedibeng Regional Sanitation Scheme (SRSS).87
The “honeymoon” collaboration period for Emfuleni’s wastewater sector and Rand
Water did not last long. In September 2017, angry residents on the Vaal River Barrage’s
Loch Vaal reported that sewage spills were reaching an all-time high.88 In the Klip
River tributary, water quality researchers found traces of synthetic chemical pollutants
used in antiretroviral drugs.89 Furthermore, reports circulated in the public domain
that people were becoming ill after coming into contact with Vaal River water.90 Local
residents were up in arms and grew more vociferous. The Vaal NGO, Save the Vaal
Environment (SAVE), was first out of the blocks. 91 It held a public meeting where
experts reported on Emfuleni’s wastewater woes and SAVE’s legal advisor, Jeremy
Ridl, warned that legal steps would follow against Emfuleni Local Municipality.92

“Things falling apart” in South Africa in 2018
In February 2018, President Jacob Zuma was recalled by the ruling ANC. Evidence
surfaced of widespread corruption in state-owned enterprises and government
departments. It appeared that the Zuma presidency had closed its eyes to a
comprehensive process of “state capture” by unscrupulous business people, while
officials protected the country’s president from prosecution.93 On the economic
front, South Africa took a hard knock. Foreign investments were on the decline.94
Only when Zuma’s former deputy, Cyril Ramaphosa, took over in February 2018,
did government regain credibility. The national Department of Water and Sanitation
(DWS) was in a bad state. It was alleged that construction and maintenance projects
had been disrupted by unlawful practices.95 Fortunately, the Trans-Caledon Tunnel
Authority (TCTA), responsible for raising loans on international markets for water
infrastructure projects, was unscathed and able to continue plans to raise loans to

87 Rand Water, Annual report 2017, Rand Water (Glen Vista, Rand Water, 2017), p. 102.
88 S Bega, “Vaal River pollution dangerous for all life: Source of ongoing sewage spills is from broken and ageing
infrastructure”, Saturday Star, 23 September 2017, p. 4.
89 C Schoeman, M Dlamini, and OJ Okonkwo, “The impact of a wastewater wreatment Works in Southern
Gauteng, South Africa on efavirenz and nevirapine discharges into the aquatic environment”, Emerging
Contaminants 3(2), 2017, pp. 95-106.
90 S Bega, “Fisherman catches flesh-eating bug”, Saturday Star, 23 December 2017, p. 7.
91 J Tempelhoff, V Munnik, and M Viljoen, “The Vaal River Barrage, South Africa’s hardest working water way:
An historical contemplation”, The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 3(1), 2007, pp. 122124.
92 SAVE, “Press statement,” Newsletter: Press statement, 29 November, 2017.
93 J Pauw, The president’s keepers: Those keeping Zuma in power and out of prison, 1 (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2017).
94 Staff writer, “How the Zuma years killed foreign investment in South Africa”, Businesstech (News), 17 October.
95 H Muller, “Corruption leaks into the Lesotho Highlands Project”, Plumbing Online, 26 August 2016.
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fund the second phase of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project (2015-2027).96
Nor was “the falling apart” only about corruption and politics. The country’s
aggravating drought disaster conditions persisted, literally up to 2020. Two sectoral
events stood out as pointers. Both were indications of compromised water security.
Most prominent in the public eye was the “Day Zero” threat of potable water supplies
to the city of Cape Town and parts of the Western Cape (2017-2018).97 The second
water event was the unfolding state of “things falling apart” in Emfuleni’s wastewater
infrastructure, a disaster that caused severe pollution in the upper Vaal River in 2018.98
Both events exemplified the vulnerability of South Africa’s water infrastructure.

Emfuleni “falling apart”
Since 2017, intermittent sewage spills have caused serious pollution events on the
Vaal River Barrage. However, the blame cannot be placed exclusively on dysfunctional
wastewater infrastructure. In Gauteng Province water sector specialists have been
working on non-revenue water since the early 2010s. By 2014, extensive research
by these experts suggested that Rand Water’s pipelines had no leaks, but that the
picture was different once Rand Water’s supplies flowed into Gauteng’s municipal
pipeline systems.99 In 2019, experts pointed out that Johannesburg, Midvaal and
Ekurhuleni each lost on average 40% of their potable water because of leaking
municipal pipelines. Emfuleni was a cut above the others, losing 50% of its drinking
water into the ground.100
Emfuleni’s wastewater infrastructure was unable to cope with mass inflows. The
municipality chose to ignore all warnings and urgent pleas to address the issue.
In February 2018 in the Southern Gauteng division of the High Court of South
Africa, Judge Vally ordered that Emfuleni’s leadership had to hold monthly public
meetings with residents to inform them of progress in dealing with the municipality’s
wastewater situation.101 But Emfuleni did nothing; it had “fallen apart”. At the end
of 2017, the mayor resigned under a cloud of scandal.102 The municipality’s revenue
96 JWN Tempelhoff (Personal collection-hereafter JTP), Personal disclosure DWS insider, Pretoria, 27 February
2018.
97 WP Visser, “A perfect storm: ...”, pp. 1-10; JWN Tempelhoff, “The rise (and fall?) of resilience in dealing with
Cape Town’s water crisis (2015-2018)”, pp. 111-148.
98 JWN Tempelhoff, “When things ‘fall apart’: The 2017-18 sewage spills in the Vaal River Barrage catchment:
Report to the South African Human Rights Commission”.
99 DWS, Water Services: Macro planning, A 2011/12 assessment of non-revenue water & losses in South Africa,
(Pretoria, DWS, August 2014).
100 M Muller et al., Water Security Perspective for the Gauteng City-Region: Securing water for continued growth and
well being, Gauteng Provincial Government (Johannesburg, Gauteng City-Region Observatory, August 2019),
p. 27.
101 B Vally, “Draft order: Save the Vaal Environment (applicant) and Emfuleni Local Municipality (first respondent)
and Dithaba Oupa Nkoana (second respondent)”, Case number 3950/18, ed. High Court of South Africa
(Gauteng local division) (Johannesburg, High Court of South Africa, 2018).
102 S Jimta, “New mayor welcomed”, Daily Sun, 1 December 2017.
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losses were in excess of R1 billion and it had the dubious status of being one of 30
South African local authorities that collectively owed the state R10.7bn in unpaid
bulk water bills.103 With government consent, Rand Water reduced Emfuleni’s water
supply by as much as 60% as a result of an outstanding account of R431.7 million.104
Relations between Emfuleni and Rand Water were at an all-time low.
In mid-June 2018 the Gauteng Provincial government placed Emfuleni under
financial administration.105 At the time, the municipality owed the national power
utility, Eskom, R678 million and Rand Water R441 million.106 Local environmental
health conditions had deteriorated markedly. In all suburban areas uncollected
municipal refuse accumulated on sidewalks. Piles of black plastic bags littered
suburban streetscapes. Emfuleni’s basic health and sanitary management had
collapsed.107
In June 2018, Emfuleni’s sewage crisis peaked. More dead fish started floating on
the river’s surface, killed by the raw sewage flowing into the Vaal River Barrage.
The media soon reported on the dreadful state of the river downstream in the Free
State town of Parys. The local water purification plant was dysfunctional and the
environmental health of the river in the popular tourist areas of the Vredefort Dome,
a renowned World Heritage Site, was also compromised.108 Local farmers and
nature conservationists reported the death of endangered indigenous fish species,
primarily the large-mouth yellowfish (Labeobarbus kimberleyensis).109 They described
the fish kill as the worst in years.110 In mid-July SAVE’s management met with the
Gauteng premier, David Makhura.111 SAVE was not satisfied with the outcome and
threatened to go back to court, to have Emfuleni’s compliance orders of February
2018 reviewed.112
Emfuleni’s residents were angry. A former local councillor witnessed “with a heavy
heart… how the light … in his parents’ eyes [had faded]”.113 A local academic
lamented the short-sightedness of political leaders who seemed incapable of creating
103 M Van Wyngaardt, “Water dept will throttle water supply to 30 municipalities as R10.7bn debt piles up”,
Engineering News, 27 November 2017.
104 L Sifile, “Treasury asked to intervene over unpaid water bills”, Times, 27 November, 2017, p. 2.
105 N Njilo and N Gous, “Makhura puts Emfuleni under administration”, Times, 12 June 2018, p. 3.
106 Emfuleni Local Municipality, “Draft financial recovery plan” (Emfuleni, Emfuleni Local Municipality,
September 2018), p. 17.
107 Redaksionele kommentaar, “Siek gesondheidsdientste stort in duie”, Vaalweekblad (Vanderbijlpark), 16-18
August 2017, p. 6.
108 Anon., “Vaal-rioolbesoedelings ramp”, Parys Gazette, 30 July 2018; Anon., “Visvrektes: Monsters van Vaal se
water vandag geneem”, Parys Gazette, 24 Julie 2018.
109 S Hills, “Sequence of four photos showing fish kills and severely polluted water in the Vaal River at Vermaas
Drift, near Orkney in North West Province”, WhatsApp, 15 August, 2018.
110 Anon., “Visvrektes: Monsters van Vaal se water vandag geneem”, , Parys Gazette, 24 Julie 2018.
111 Anon., “High level meetings over water pollution”, Vaalweekblad, 16 July 2018.
112 Yellow Fish Working Group, “SAVE Newsletter September 2018”, (YWG, 17 September 2018 2018) (available
at https://goo.gl/bFPbfq, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
113 K Chabalala, “Emfuleni crying out for clean government”, Sowetan, 2 November 2017, p. 15.
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a better future for the people.114 A public commentator defined the “failing” local
government,115 while another argued the river was like “a dirty toilet”. These were
symptoms of defeat and disorientation.116 In an act of indignation, activists rushed
into Emfuleni’s municipal offices, submitting a strongly-worded memorandum to
management, and then flushed the entrance to the building with a messy concoction
of sewage and dead fish, to protest against the municipality’s abysmal service
delivery.117
On 11 August 2018, SAVE’s lawyer, Jeremy Ridl, addressed a packed public meeting
at a popular riverfront resort. The NGO was on the warpath.118 There had been talks
with influential members of the ruling ANC,119 but this had not yet borne fruit.
Nothing appeared to be happening. SAVE’s vice-chairperson, Maureen Stewart, took
the DWS to task, alleging they had made “false statements” about the cause of the
fish kills.120 The new minister for water and sanitation, Gugile Nkwinti, agreed and
he in turn pointed a finger at the department.121 SAVE’s members and water quality
experts knew, from experience, that local fish kills were caused by sewage spills.122
Residents of Sebokeng also took the government to task. In 2015, former DWS
minister, Nomvula Mokonyane, had promised to make 6 000 jobs available at the
Sebokeng wastewater treatment works.123 Since 2017 an angry group protested for
days at the entrance of the treatment works, preventing officials and contractors
from reporting for work on the plant and construction site. The protestors wanted
the “promised” jobs. Frequent work stoppages followed. Delays in completing the
Sebokeng regional wastewater project, implied significant financial losses. Minister
Nkwinti negotiated with the protestors and managed to convince them, with
financial support, to allow work on the project to be resumed.124
Emfuleni’s crisis reverberated downstream of the Barrage. Two videos on YouTube
went viral with local waterfront property owner, Johan de Klerk, explaining how
114 TK Pooe, “When do we admit SA has failed?”, Sunday Independent, 8 July ca 2018, p. 14.
115 J Venter, “SA’s most important river in a state of crisis”, Farmers Weekly, 13 August, 2018, p. 13.
116 S Zwane, “Vaal River like a dirty toilet”, Daily Sun, 27 July 2018, p. 4.
117 Anon., “Dooie vis en vrot water vir Emfuleni”, Vaalweekblad, 15 Augustus 2018; “Dooie vis en vrot water vir
Emfuleni”, Vaalweekblad.
118 B Vally, “Draft order: Save the Vaal Environment (applicant) and Emfuleni Local Municipality (first respondent)
and Dithaba Oupa Nkoana (second respondent)”.
119 TPA TOA/20180811, “Audionote: SAVE public meeting, Stonehaven, 11 August” (Personal notes and
Audionote, 2018).
120 S Bega, “Activists pick out ‘fishy’ claim”, Saturday Star, 18 August 2018, p. 2.
121 Yellow Fish Working Group, “SAVE: M Plant to Minister Gugile Nkwinti, Minister of Water and Sanitation 15
August 2018” (Zuurfontein, SAVE, 17 September 2018 2018) (available at https://goo.gl/2fiw3D, as accessed
on ca 2017-2018); Anon., “Municipal failure the cause of SA’s sewage mess”, Legalbrief: Environmental, 9
October 2018.
122 S Mashaba, “Council blamed for sewage spillage into Vaal River”, Times, 15 August 2018, p. 2.
123 SANEWS, “Sedibeng sewer scheme brings relief to residents”, Engineering News, 13 May, 2015.
124 H Sithole, “Department of Water and Sanitation internet article: Minister Nkwinti and Sebokeng residents find
common ground on Sedibeng Regional Sanitation Scheme”, News Release, 19 July, 2018.
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painful it was for him, as sporting fisherman, to see masses of dead fish floating on
the Vaal River. Despite receiving some not-so veiled threats to his personal safety,
he was determined to call the public to action. He wanted public engagement in
dealing with what was nothing less than the random and careless destruction of the
environment by the political authorities at local government level.125
By the end of August 2018, the Vaal Action Group (VAG),126 replete with science
advisors, a private company capable of solving the water spill, legal experts and
many enthusiastic supporters, had had enough. They started rescue operations in the
vicinity of Parys and the Vredefort Dome.127 An artist and activist resident of Parys
placed a work of art depicting a yellow fish under the town’s bridge across the Vaal
River. The art piece was titled: “Broken”. It featured pieces of the famous Dome’s red
granite rock and was in the shape of the threatened indigenous yellow fish. It created
awareness of the “broken”, damaged state of the river and its vulnerability to human
negligence and neglect.128
Emfuleni’s crisis even reverberated in the National Assembly. In August 2018 the
Legislative Assembly’s water and sanitation portfolio committee visited Emfuleni.129
By November 2018, the Portfolio Committee on Water and Sanitation reported
that the work stoppages at the Sebokeng Regional wastewater construction site had
accumulated to R89 million in losses as a result of work stoppages.130 But through
all of this, the government’s response to the crisis can best be described as “remaining
placid”. However, NGOs like SAVE and VAG, had a different agenda. Civil society
stood up against what it considered to be the unjust treatment of a living river.
Apart from ongoing deliberations on social media and news reports, the people at
large sided publicly with the NGOs in raising a collective voice of protest. There
had been fish kills before in the Vaal River Barrage, but in discussions local residents
agreed that the sewage spills of August 2018, were “the worst in living memory”.131

125 “Vaalrivier”, Youtube, updated 25 Julie 2018 (available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0nCfum_-F4,
as accessed on July 2018); “Vaalrivier contamination – Update”, Youtube, updated 10 August 2018 (available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UASql0I4iM, as accessed on 22 September 2018).
126 “Vaal Action group”, 2018 (available at http://www.vaalactiongroup.co.za/about-vag/, as accessed on 22
September 2018).
127 TPA/TOA/20180825, “Vaal Action Group meeting, Parys, 25 August”, 2018.
128 TPA 20181017 Email correspondence. D Terblanche (Parys) to E Tempelhoff on 16 October, “Yellowfish rock
art: Statement on Vaal River at Parys”, (16 October, 17 October 2018 2018).
129 ANA, “Faulty treatment units the cause of Vaal River contamination”, The Citizen, 20 August 2018 (available
at https://goo.gl/BeL7vB, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
130 PMG, ATC181121: Report of the Portfolio Committee on Water and Sanitation on an oversight visit to the
North West, Free State and Gauteng Provinces, from 13-17 August 2018, Dated 21 November 2018 (Cape
Town, 2018).
131 S Bega, “Vaal River suffocates under filthy wave of raw effluent”, Saturday Star, 28 July 2018.
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The quest for recovery: DWS steps in
As the minister of Water and Sanitation, Nkwinti was firm in his resolve to deal
with the Vaal River crisis.132 He was well-informed on the severity of the issue.133
Many sections of the Sebokeng plant (electrical pumps, engines and wiring systems)
had been submerged in raw sewage.134 Work stoppages were to blame. Then followed
a futile attempt at turning all the country’s wastewater treatment works into national
key-points.135 Significant components of Emfuleni’s wastewater infrastructure had
been subject to destruction and copper-cable theft.136 The government’s resolve was
to put things together again.

The SA Human Rights Commission joins the fray
In September 2018, the South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC)
announced it would be investigating the issue of pollution on the Vaal River. Locals
were critical of the whole debacle, pointing fingers at “politicians who steal our money
and hence sabotage the sewerage works”.137 However, for some it was an opportunity to
let off steam. Critics remained cynical of the SAHRC’s ability to make a difference.138
On 3 September 2018 members of the Human Rights Commission (SAHRC)
visited Emfuleni. The team’s leader, Buang Jones, told the media that the state of the
wastewater treatment works was a matter of grave concern.139 On 25–27 September
the SAHRC commissioners held public hearings in Vanderbijlpark, taking evidence
from numerous civil society organisations, such as SAVE, the Vaal Environmental
Justice Association (VEJA), the Federation for a Sustainable Environment (FSE), the
Emfuleni Ratepayers Association (ERPA),140 as well as representatives of the faithbased organisations operating in Boipatong, Sharpeville, Bophelong, Sebokeng and
Evaton.141 At subsequent meetings of the SAHRC in Johannesburg in November
132 PMG, Department of Water and Sanitation irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure: Hearing (Cape Town,
Parliamentary Monitoring Group (PMG), 2018).
133 PMG, GE Nkwinti, Budget Vote 36: Department of Water and Sanitation 2018/2019 financial year (Cape
Town, Parliamentary Monitoring Group, 2018).
134 E Tempelhoff, “Werk begin oplaas”, Beeld, 1 Augustus 2018, p. 4.
135 PMG, “Water and Sanitation Master Plan; Legislation: DWS briefing, with Minister, 29 August” (Cape Town,
Parliamentary monitoring committee, 2018) (available at https://goo.gl/zFqmuh, as accessed on ca 20172018).
136 DWS, Annual report 2017/18, Department of Water and Sanitation (Pretoria, Department of Water and
Sanitation, 21 September 2018), pp. 11-12.
137 T Kubheka, “Social media comments to: SAHRC announces inquiry into Vaal River pollution”, Eyewitness
News, 3 September 2018.
138 M Lindeque, “Social media comments to: SAHRC probve into Vaal River contamination to get underway”,
Eyewtness News, 25 September 2018.
139 B Bingwa, “SA Human Rights Commission to hold inquiry into the Vaal river pollution”, 702 News
(Johannesburg), 4 September 2018.
140 TPA/TOA/20180926, “SAHRC Vaal River Barrage polution, SAHRC hearings, Vanderbijlpark, 26 September”,
2018.
141 TPA/TOA/20180925, “Day 1: SAHRC hearings Stonehaven on Vaal”, 2018, Oral history.
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2018 and February 2019, commissioners took evidence from government officials,142
and industries using the Vaal River Barrage and its upstream water resources.143 The
commission took a wider view of things by listening to the evidence of Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality, Midvaal Local Municipality, as well as the City of
Johannesburg’s wastewater treatment sector.144 The commission clearly had sufficient
information at its disposal on the Emfuleni wastewater crisis. For residents of
Emfuleni the SAHRC proved to be of value at the time – even if it only meant
restoring dignity to the whole debacle by focusing on a human rights perspective.

A new approach: The SANDF and the Vaal River crisis
Meanwhile, in October 2018, at the time of his mid-term budget speech, the new
finance minister, Tito Mboweni, hinted that the South African National Defence
Force (SANDF), would be deployed in Emfuleni.145 Special measures were in the
pipeline, he said, to fund the infrastructure works in collaboration with the municipal
management and the private sector.146
The SANDF Genie Corps had previously been deployed in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC) where they had had helped by doing essential repairs
and maintenance to existing water and sanitation infrastructure. It was agreed that
the SANDF presence would be of significant value in Emfuleni.147 At first there
were critical public comments.148 Even SAVE had reservations,149 but the promise
of a Defence Force presence did have a calming effect on the residents.150 Once the
contingent of 200 SANDF members arrived at Emfuleni on 23 November 2018,
their presence was evidence that something was “at least being done” in an attempt
to put things in order.151
The SANDF made many friends. Colonel Andries Mahapa, a jovial, but firm
commander, became a friend of key stakeholders. By January 2019 the number of
142 TPA/TOA20181119, “Audionote: SAHRC, Session Jhb Council Chamber DEA and Midvaal LM,
2018.11.19”, 2018.
143 TPA/TOA20181120, “Audionote: SAHRC, Session JoBurg Theatre, Braamfontein 2018.11.20”, 2018.
144 A Mthethwa, “More money, more time needed to fix contamination in river system”, Daily Maverick, 21
February 2019; “Audionote: SAHRC hearings Constitutional Hill, Arcelor Mittal, DWS Gauteng, SASOL
Whistle blower”, 2019.
145 C Ramaphosa, “President Ramaphosa’s statement on Nhlanhla Nene”, Statement by the presidency of the RSA,
Sowetan Live (Johannesburg), 10 October 2018; Live newsfeed team, “OVERVIEW: Mboweni is in, Nene is
out – 5 things you need to know”, News 24, 9 October 2018.
146 PMG, Minister T Mboweni, Medium term budget policy statement: The economy at a crossroads (Cape Town,
Parliamentary Monitoring Group, 2018), pp. 9-10.
147 J de Lange, “Weermag maak hulle reg vir Operasie Vaalrivier”, Netwerk 24 Rapport (Johannesburg), 28 October
2018.
148 L Louw-Vaudran, “Should the army be cleaning up South Africa’s rivers?”, Daily Maverick, 9 November 2018.
149 S Bega, “Tito to Vaal rescue”, Saturday Star, 30 October 2018.
150 SAVE, “Response to finance minister’s mid term policy statement re Vaal River crisis”, News Release, 25 October 2018.
151 BC Simelane, “Army experts step in to assist Emfuleni municipality with sewage problems”, Daily Maverick, 26
November 2018.
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soldiers working on the Vaal River sewage crisis had increased to 300. The SANDF
wanted to have “everything in order” within a year.152 Almost exactly a year later, by
December 2019, ERWAT, Ekurhuleni’s wastewater company, took over from the
SANDF, who had at least worked on: safeguarding infrastructure; unblocking clogged
treatment systems; and getting 24 dysfunctional pump stations operational.153
At grassroots level in the townships of Emfuleni, residents were in a bad place.
Middle class residents of Sebokeng complained about struggling to make ends meet
and finding the funds to pay their home loans, while municipal service disruptions
affected the ambiance of otherwise cheerful neighbourhoods. At Sebokeng’s hostels,
an area of the township where families were living in small confined spaces in long
blocks of non-detached residences, there were complaints that raw wastewater often
flooded their homes. Overworked pipelines leaked into open gutters and flowed
freely in the streets. Small children were even building mud castles with wet soil they
collected in sewage canals. Domestic animals, goats, pigs, cats and dogs, roamed the
streets scavenging for morsels to eat.154
In Peacehaven, a former white suburb of Vereeniging, local sewage pump stations
were often out of order and residents then resorted to the random release of raw
sewage into canals on sidewalks. Streams of sewage then flowed into the Vaal River
Barrage upstream of a local waterfront hotel.

Securing funds for Emfuleni’s recovery
Although in his annual State of the Nation (SONA) speech presented on 7 February
2019, President Ramaphosa singled out the problems being experienced with severe
pollution of the Vaal River and indicated government’s support in addressing
the issue, funds were not forthcoming.155 Finance minister Mboweni reaffirmed
government’s commitment to spend public money on infrastructure, but Emfuleni
was not singled out.156 According to experts Emfuleni’s Sebokeng WWTW upgrade
required at least R1.1 billion,157 and there were estimates that work would take two
years for the project to be completed.158 Simply put, the government did not have
the money to finance the Emfuleni project. In 2019, the country went to the polls
152 P Phakgadi, “SANDF sends more engineers to sort out Vaal River contamination”, News24, 14 December
2018.
153 News24Wire, “SANDF to withdraw from Vaal River intervention project by Friday”, Engineering News, 27
January 2020.
154 JWN Tempelhoff et al., The Anthropocene and the hydrosphere A case study of sanitation governance in Emfuleni
Local Municipality (2018-19), The Research Niche for the Cultral Dynamics of Water (CuDyWat) at NorthWest University (Vanderbijlpark, 2019.09.09 2019), pp. 42-44.
155 C Ramaphosa, 2019 State of the Nation Address (Cape Town, Parliamentary Monitoring Group, 2019).
156 T Mboweni, 2019 budget speech, RP18/2019, p. 16 (Pretoria, Communictions directorate, 2019).
157 N Gous, “R240m keeps Vaal River clean-up going, but project needs R1.1bn”, Times Live, 21 February 2019.
158 A Mthethwa, “More money, more time needed to fix contamination in river system”, Daily Maverick, 21
February 2019.
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for the national elections. The ANC won under Ramaphosa’s leadership and Lindiwe
Sisulu became the new Minister of Human Settlements, Water and Sanitation.
In late 2019, SAVE held meetings with the East Rand Water Care Company
(ERWAT) and Gauteng Province officials on the essential repair work to be carried
out on Emfuleni wastewater pipelines. By January 2020 it was evident to SAVE, that
ERWAT’s operations were not satisfactory. The new Water and Sanitation minister,
Lindiwe Sisulu, meanwhile stepped in and at a public meeting in Vereeniging took a
hard-line approach. ERWAT had until June 2020 to resolve the pipelines and pump
station issues that were still not resolved. she said. Rand Water had meanwhile once
again offered to assist and had joined as one of the implementing agents for Module 6
at the Sebokeng WWTW.159 They were the obvious favourites to take over the work.
Although “infrastructure development” had been identified as an important focus
in the comprehensive plans of the Department of Water and Sanitation when
Ramaphosa’s first term began,160 government was unable to raise the necessary funds.
Even the work carried out by the SANDF team in Emfuleni had been hamstrung by
the lack of government funding.161 Furthermore, the city council, by that time under
a well-meaning mayor, Rev. Gift Moerane, was unable to be of service, because the
municipality remained under financial administration.
At a public meeting held in January 2020, the minister, Lindiwe Sisulu, managed to win
the confidence of Emfuleni residents when she told a public meeting it would take three
years to restore the wastewater system. She wanted things to be done much sooner.162
Then, on 27 March 2020, South Africa shut down as a precautionary measure in
combatting the global outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite this setback,
work at the Sebokeng plant continued as part of the “essential services” category of
work that was permitted despite the pandemic. However, intermittent protest action
interrupted work at the Sebokeng site between July and December 2020.163 Water
sector monitoring operations were resumed in the Upper Vaal management area in
the second half of 2020.164 Word had it that Module 6 of the Sebokeng wastewater
treatment works was commissioned in December 2020.165 In early 2021, Minister
Lindiwe Sisulu once again communicated with stakeholders in Emfuleni and told
SAVE’s management that there would be a formal takeover of Emfuleni’s wastewater
159 TPA/TOA 20210508, Phone interview Maureen Stewart, SAVE, 8 May 2021.
160 DWS, National water and sanitation master plan: Plan to action, Department of Water and Sanitation (Pretoria,
2018) (available at https://bit.ly/3u74hnr, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
161 JWN Tempelhoff et al., The Anthropocene and the hydrosphere A case study of sanitation governance in Emfuleni
Local Municipality (2018-19), pp. 71-72.
162 VEM, “Great start for the Vaal River clean-up project”, Vaal Express Media (Online), 24 January 2020.
163 TPA/TOA 20210508, Phone interview Maureen Stewart, SAVE, 8 May 2021.
164 VBMA KRF, “Minutes of the Klip River Forum, Zoom Virtual platform, on 4 August 2020”, 2020 (available
at https://bit.ly/3cihGU9, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
165 TPA/TOA 20210508, “Phone interview Maureen Stewart, SAVE, 8 May 2021”.
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infrastructure by the DWS, but that before the department was legally empowered
to do so it first had to contend with Section 63 of the Water Services Act of 1997.
She stressed that the department’s legal team had started working on the matter.166

SAHRC releases report
On 17 February 2021 the South African Human Rights Commission released its
long-awaited report on Emfuleni.167 The hard-hitting report stressed that the human
rights of local residents had been violated by the local municipality’s inability to ensure
proper operations at its wastewater works for several years. The Vaal River Barrage
had become a major health hazard. The crisis had compromised water security and
posed a potential threat to 19 million residents of Gauteng. The commission also
warned that a number of strong, legitimate damage claims had been laid against the
Department of Water and Sanitation and that these might even lead to hearings in
South Africa’s Constitutional Court.168
Although the commission’s report had an immediate effect, there were soon signs of
lethargy on the part of government and Emfuleni Local Municipality to step in and
take pro-active measures. They had “dodged the bullet” for so long it was almost as
if they were immune to criticism. Apart from the formal commissioning of Module
6 of the Sebokeng wastewater treatment works, the ill-functioning infrastructure
system remained poor. At its 23 February 2021 meeting with stakeholders the
management of the IVRS Reconciliation Committee explained that the wastewater
treatment works of the Leeuwkuil (Vereeniging) and Sebokeng were 40-50% overused, while SAVE’s insider information had it that the Rietspruit plant was only 30%
operational. Of the 44 pump stations serving the system, seven were operational,
while 24 were operating, but required attention. The key issues, experts pointed
out, was the need for DWS to formally take charge of appointing contractors on
the project; and preventing vandalism and community upheavals. There remained a
dire need for sufficient human resources capacity to operate and manage the systems
in Emfuleni. The management of the IVRS Committee was aware that only R268
million of an estimated R2.2bn had been paid for the Emfuleni upgrade at the
time.169
In April 2021 when Emfuleni announced its annual increase of the rates on service
delivery and taxes, there was an outcry. Residents pointed to the rank ineptitude
166 N Richards, “Water and sanitation dept to take over Emfuleni’s water works”, The Citizen, 20 February 2021;
JTP, Phone interview Maureen Stewart, SAVE, 8 May 2021.
167 South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC), Final report of the Gauteng provincial inquiry into the
sewage problem of the Vaal River, South African Human Rights Commission (Johannesburg, 17 February 2021).
168 S Bega and JWN Tempelhoff, “Emfuleni’s wastewater crisis and the Vaal River Barrage” (U3A Joburg East
Branch monthly meeting Online Zoom, U3A, Johannesburg, 10 May 2021).
169 DWS IVRSSSC, “Continuation of the Integrated Vaal River System Reconciliation Strategy Study – Phase 2:
Strategy steering committee Meeting 5: Agenda and presentations 25 February”.
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of the municipality and its abject failure to render adequate water and wastewater
services.170 Residents in the predominantly black formal and informal residential
areas of Emfuleni complained bitterly about the smells and the ongoing wastewater
leaks.171 As for SAVE, they once again started contemplating more legal steps against
Emfuleni for its poor performance in terms of basic service delivery.172 In May
2021, residents of Vereeniging’s Three Rivers residential area reported 81 water leaks
without receiving appropriate responses from the local authority.173 It was all too
apparent that the legacy of Emfuleni’s wastewater crisis was still in the doldrums.

Conclusion
Emfuleni’s failing wastewater infrastructure had suffered from years of neglect and
insufficient maintenance and upgrade programmes. Residents had put up with this
poor service delivery since mid-2010. The pollution of the Vaal River Barrage and
the unacceptable, unhygienic conditions in nearby townships were a severe threat
to human and environmental health. Despite the fact that substantial amounts of
public money had been spent on repairs to the Sebokeng regional wastewater system,
it was still not operational. The deteriorating social-ecology of a former dynamic
industrial urban community situated on the banks of the Vaal River Barrage was
clearly in a bad space. Furthermore, the environmental health of its scenic river
waterscapes had a profound effect on residents’ mental health.
An April 2021 Mail & Guardian’s editorial comment, summed up the debacle
accurately when it commented:
The Vaal can be saved, but the biggest problem is the time it is taking to save
it – [this is] time the economically depressed region doesn’t have… Private
infrastructure projects and government housing schemes that will bring jobs
and boost investment are on hold because of the collapsed wastewater system
and other service-delivery issues… Tourism is a major opportunity for the
riverfront … but nobody wants to sit next to a sewage-infested river… The
Vaal is suffering the effects of bureaucracy and a lack of government funding.
And there’s no urgency on the part of officials to fix this dangerous mess.174

By mid-2021 there was a sense of persistent uncertainty about the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic and the very real possibility of a third wave of infections in
170 G Welman, “The rot and rotten goings-on in Emfuleni municipality”, Opinion, Mail&Guardian (Johannesburg),
22 April 2021.
171 S Bega and M Zali, “Sewage poisons the Vaal”, Environmental News, Mail & Guardian (Johannesburg), April
3-6 May 2021.
172 TPA/TOA 20210508, Phone interview Maureen Stewart, SAVE, 8 May 2021.
173 C Cloete, “Dit lek orals water in Vereeniging”, Vaalweekblad (Vanderbijlpark), 7 Mei 2021 (available at https://
bit.ly/3o2AZol, as accessed on ca 2017-2018).
174 Editor, “No urgency to fix the Vaal sewage crisis”, Editorial comment, Mail & Guardian (Johannesburg), 29
April 2021 (available at https://bit.ly/2Rs2Su5, as accessed on ca 30 April 2021).
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South Africa. Political parties had their work cut out for them as aspiring local council
candidates as the country prepared for local elections. Meanwhile, the precious Vaal
River keeps flowing silently on its long journey of 1 300km from the Drakensberg
grasslands, through the Vaal River Barrage, to the Atlantic Ocean in the west. It is
patient; but how patient can South Africans be?
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Abstract
This article focuses on the development of plantation farming close to
the Zimbabwe-Mozambique border and its effects on the Ndau people.
Colonial incursions on the Zimbabwe/Mozambique border areas resulted
in the development of estate farming in the Chimanimani/Chipinge region.
European settlements in the borderland led to land expropriation by the
colonial state and multi-national companies for estate farming. These estates
ranged from natural and exotic forests, coffee, tea to sugarcane plantations.
The majority of the plantations lie along the Zimbabwe/Mozambique border.
The estates are vast, numerous and cover a significant area of Chimanimani/
Chipinge district. Apart from protecting tree and animal species, the
promotion of tourism and provision of employment, the estates have assisted
in the development of amenities and infrastructure in the region. In spite of
the positives highlighted above, this article argues that the establishment of
plantation agriculture displaced the Ndau people from their ancestral lands
and pushed them into Mozambique.
Keywords: Cross-border; Estate; Farming; Migration; Plantation; Ndau
people; Zimbabwe.

Introduction
The inconclusive border demarcation between the British and Portuguese in 1891
prompted both sides to safeguard their spheres of influence. The failure to conclude
the boundary modalities in time forced the British to establish settlements along the
proposed border to prevent Portuguese expansion into “their” territory.1In particular,
Rhodes encouraged Dunbar Moodie who was assisted by his uncle Thomas, to
organise interested people to trek northwards from South Africa to Southern
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe).2
Rhodes authorised white farmers and missionaries to establish stations along the
eastern border in order to prevent the Portuguese from infiltrating into the British
1
2

United Nations Report, “Arbitration between Great Britain and Portugal as regards questions relative to the
delimitation of their spheres of influence in East Africa, “United Nations, xxviii, 2007, pp. 283-322.
N Ndumeya, “Acquisition, ownership and use of natural resources in South East Zimbabwe, 1929-1969”(PhD
Thesis, University of the Free State, 2015), p. 25.
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territory.3 This resulted in a long stretch of mission stations along the Mozambique/
Zimbabwe border. Here, missionaries acquired large tracts of land which meant that,
like settler farmers, they became complicit in displacing indigenous people from their
ancestral lands.4 For example, the American Board of Mission church received from
Rhodes 37500 acres of land.5 It can thus be argued that missionaries became part and
parcel of the settler system and operated within the established set of colonial rules.
Plantations were therefore established along the border in the 1940s as an additional
barrier against Portuguese encroachment into British territory. The question that this
article seeks to respond to is whether estate farming displaced the Ndau from their
arable land or not. To do so, the discussion relies on a growing body of scholarship
on plantation farming in the focal borderland. Significant studies on estate farming
in the Zimbabwe/Mozambique borderland have been made by scholars such as
Hughs and Ndumeya.6 Hughes focused mainly on the decimation of indigenous
forests in the border region leading to the decision to establish exotic forests as
replacement of native forests. Equally informative is the work of Ndumeya whose
emphasis is on natural resource utilisation during the colonial period. Like Hughes,
Ndumeya produced a detailed discussion on coffee, tea and forest estates on the
borderland. While these studies highlight the establishment and presence of estates
in Chipinge region, this study mostly foregrounds the impact of estate farming and
landlessness among the Ndau people, and the subsequent cross-border migration
into Mozambique to secure land for farming. At the same time, attention is drawn
to post-colonial estate farming and its contributory impact on Ndau displacement.
The article attempts to situate the study within its historical context by drawing
attention to Ndau history in the discussion. It also pays attention to the colonial
landscape changes epitomised by the creation of tea, coffee and forest plantations in
the Ndau region. Further, the paper pays attention to the Ndau predicament in the
post colonial economy where the reality of plantation farming continues to sideline
them in terms of land and its redistribution. Lastly, the article looks at the positives
and negatives of plantation agriculture in the Ndau region.
The article is a product of a multi-pronged methodological approach that was
employed to collect data. Informal interviews with respondents in the Ndau region
were conducted to ensure that this study covered the bottom-up indigenous knowledge
3
4
5
6

N Ndumeya, “Conserving wildlife resources in Zimbabwe: Reflections on Chirinda Forest 1920s-1979”, Forth
coming in Environment and History, The White Horse Press (available at www.whpress.co.uk, as accessed on 15
November 2019), p. 13.
J Hlongwana, “Landlords and tenants in Chipinge district of Zimbabwe” (MA Dissertation Midlands State
University, 2007), p. 64.
Congregational Church of the United States and Canada, “Report of East Central Africa Mission under the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions”, ABC, 15(4-23), 1901.
DM Hughes, “Cadastral politics: The making of community forestry in Mozambique and Zimbabwe, paper
presented to the biennial conference of the International Association for the Study of Common Property”,
Bloomington Indiana, USA, 31 May-4 June 2000, p. 3.
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experiences and thoughts of the Ndau people. To solicit data from the informants,
personal unstructured questions were asked.7 This was through qualitative research
interviews which placed emphasis on the interviewee’s thoughts.
Document interrogation, involving archival sources’ analysis was carried out at
the National Archives of Zimbabwe, in Harare. The collection consisted of Native
Commissioners’ reports, field notes and diaries on the origins of the Ndau people;
their social, economic and political organisation, the demarcation of the Zimbabwe/
Mozambique border and cross-border migration. Further, textual analysis of sources
such as books, theses, journal articles and other sources was undertaken to compliment
the aforementioned sources. The data was subsequently analysed qualitatively.

The Ndau people
The Ndau speaking people migrated from the Guruuswa region of pre-colonial
Zimbabwe and inhabited the south-eastern region of Zimbabwe and western and
central districts of Mozambique in the 17th century. In Zimbabwe, the Ndau people
live mainly in the Chimanimani and Chipinge districts8 (formerly Melsetter District)
and, in Mozambique, most of them are found in places such as Mossurize, Machaze,
Sussundenga, Chimoio, as well as Chibawawa.9 Chipinge district is located south of
the Chimanimani region of Zimbabwe10 while, in the east, it shares an international
border with Mozambique (see Image 1).
Most of the Ndau living in Mozambique are regarded as “Danda” while those in
Zimbabwe belong to the Tomboji group. The Danda are more traditional in orientation
and outlook and are generally viewed as backward people. In stark contrast, the
Tomboji are less reserved and are considered to be cleverer than them.11According
to Dube, the Tomboji speak a diluted version of the Ndau language because of
their proximity to Ndau non-speaking groups such as the Karanga and Manyika.
However, these different perceptions have not entirely destroyed Ndau unity.12

7
8

D Kale, Interviews (London, Sage Publications, 2002), p. 14.
JK Rennie, “Colonialism and the origins of nationalism among the Ndau of Southern Rhodesia, 1890-1935”
(PhD Thesis North-Western University, 1973), p. 35.
9 M Mawere, “Violation and abuse of women’s human rights in the customary practice of ‘kuzvarirwa’ among
the Ndau people of Mozambique”, International Journal of Politics and Good Governance, 3(1), 2012, p. 4.
10 National Archive of Zimbabwe (NAZ), (Harare), S 2929/1/7:Report, J L Reid (Secretary for Internal Affairs),
25 June 1966.
11 EEN Dube, “Getting married twice: The relationship between indigenous and Christian marriages among the
Ndau of Chimanimani areas of Zimbabwe” (PhD Thesis, University of South Africa, 2017), p. 48.
12 J Hlongwana (Personal Collection – Hereafter JHPC), Interview, EZS Chikaka (Councillor, Chipinge), 7
December 2015.
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Image 1: Shows Chipinge and Mossurize districts of Zimbabwe and Mozambique

Source: Illustration by Thomas Thondhlana, 2018.

The Tomboji are found on the Zimbabwean highlands and have been affected by
external influences such as Christianity and western education while the Danda are
predominantly located in the eastern and southern margins of the Mossurize District
and have managed to maintain contact with the past and hence are considered
to be “more Ndau” than their counterparts in Zimbabwe.13 Both groups became
13 JHPC, Interview, J Chitoronga (Border region settler, Chipinge), 6 December 2018.
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victims of European colonisation of southern Africa; they lost their prime land to
the British and Portuguese respectively. While the colonisers expropriated land from
the local African population, the Portuguese brutal colonial system forced the Ndau
people to seek ‘refuge’ in remote and unproductive areas of the Mossurize District.
In Zimbabwe, the capitalist-inspired legislations inflicted permanent damage on
the African society. A capitalist economy which rested upon ownership of resources
such as land and labour (both of which the African society could provide) and the
maximisation of profits was introduced by the British settlers in Zimbabwe with farreaching consequences on the Ndau society. To provide a veneer of legality, successive
Rhodesian governments enacted discriminatory laws to support the systematic
expropriation of land from the Africans. The pieces of legislations which included,
among others, the Land Apportionment Act of 1931,14 facilitated the confiscation
of fertile land from the Ndau people in Zimbabwe and contributed to chronic food
shortage among them. The result was that the Ndau, particularly those living near
the border with Mozambique, relocated to Mozambique or established cross-border
families as creative strategies to mitigate hunger and starvation.15

Colonial time landscape changes close to Ndau territory
As argued above, the Ndau region was too good to be left at the mercy of one
colonial power. Not only did the British and Portuguese clash over the place of the
boundary line, their geopolitical differences were also fuelled by the desire to control
the Ndau region because it had good climatic and soil conditions.16 In the early days
of colonisation, the landscape of the Chipinge/Chimanimani highlands captured the
imagination of the Europeans who visited it, with one romanticist commenting thus:
“We passed many streams, and the rippling of whose waters was a novelty to me who
had heard nothing like it in Africa since I left England”.17 Similarly Bruce, as cited
in Moyana, remarked that: “... they all agreed that the equitable temperature and
rainfall of the highlands made them quite favourable for agricultural production”.18
This evidences that the agricultural potential of the region forced the British to
protect their sphere of influence by increasing their presence in the region. The next
section discusses the establishment of coffee and tea plantations as barriers against
Portuguese infiltration into the British territory.

Coffee and tea plantations along the border
Driven by the desire to consolidate the British geopolitical position in the study
area, the British authorised international companies to invest in the Chipinge area. It
14
15
16
17
18

VH Moyana, The political economy of land in Zimbabwe (Gweru, Mambo Press, 2002).
NAZ, S235/511: Report, G Brown (Secretary in the Native Affairs Department), 31 December 1933.
W Roder,The Sabi valley irrigation (Chicago, Illinois, 1965), p. 15.
VH Moyana, The political economy of land in, p. 127.
W Roder, The Sabi valley..., p. 15.
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can be argued that the abundance of land as well as good climatic and soil conditions
were used as a bait to encourage plantation companies to invest in the area.19The
following comment in a company document of 1965 lends weight to this suspicion:20
... areas of 25-30 miles of radius of Chipinge itself has in my opinion,
vast potential, it has been proved that coffee, tea, maize, peas, in fact all the
ingredients which go to make a successful farm, economy, can all be grown in
this area. Cattle do well; beckoners are being got away at 5 ½ months which is
good by any standards. It must be one of the very few areas in the world where
coffee, tea, tobacco, wheat, maize, citrus, etc. will grow on the same farm, with
livestock doing equally well.

Indeed, good climatic and soil conditions made the Chipinge region the most
productive agricultural zone in Zimbabwe.21 To ensure that the Chipinge area was
utilised, the Rhodesian government advertised it to prospective farmers:22
Applicants are invited for persons interested in leasing land with an option of
purchase for the purpose of producing coffee [and partaking in other farming
activities] in Chipinge district. Applicants should have a general farming
experience and a minimum uncommitted capital, machinery inclusive the
value of relevant farming equipment of £2500. Preference may be given to
those with capital in excess of the minimum. Government is prepared to
assist approved applicants in obtaining leases of suitable land and by making
available loans during the first 5 years after which period the crop should be
in economic production...

Thus, vast expanses of land were given to agro-based companies in the region.
The Tanganda Tea Company is one of such company which invested in plantation
agriculture in Chipinge specialised in the production of tea. From these humble
beginnings, the Tanganda Tea Company went on to establish several estates such
as Ratelshoek, Jersey and Zona Tea Estates (1944).23 In feature most of the estates
were located along the border between Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Allied to tea
plantation growing was the establishment of coffee estates such as Smalldeel Estate,24
now Makandi Estate. Unfortunately, these estates were established in areas which
were heavily populated by the Ndau prior to the advent of colonial rule.25 The next
section looks at the establishment of exotic forests in the Chipinge region and their
impact on landlessness among the Ndau.
19 J Hlongwana, “Landlords and tenants in Chipinge district of Zimbabwe” (MA Dissertation Midlands State
University, 2007), p. 34.
20 NAZ (Harare), L.1.7.4F, B: 938335: Report, K George (Secretary of Mines and Lands), 20 July 1965.
21 J Hlongwana, “Landlords and tenants in Chipinge district of Zimbabwe” (MA Dissertation Midlands State
University, 2007), p. 30.
22 NAZ, L.1.7.4F, B: 938335: Report, K George (Secretary of Mines and Lands), 25 May 1964.
23 BC Grier, “Child Labour in colonial Zimbabwe”, HD Hindman (ed.), The world of child labour. An historical
and regional survey (New York, ME Sharp, 2009), p. 175.
24 NAZ, L.1.7.4F, B: 938335: Report, K George (Secretary of Mines and Lands), 20 July 1965.
25 JHPC, Interview, L Dekeya (Border region settler, Chipinge), 5 January 2016.
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The creation of exotic forests
The presence of evergreen natural forests such as Haroni, Chirinda, Hadowa,
and several others26 made Chimanimani/Chipinge region a suitable place for the
establishment of exotic forests. The Forest Act was promulgated in 1948 and became
the legal basis for the creation of forests in Zimbabwe. To address the problem
of indigenous forests’ depletion, recommendations were made to establish exotic
forests. Additionally, land for the creation of forests was acquired from white farmers
who were abandoning farming in the region. In the late 1940s, individual farmers
in Chipinge were beginning to leave the area citing market unreliability as the major
reason for their departure from the region. They argued that in spite of the good
soil and climatic conditions found in the area, the distance from Salisbury (the then
capital city and now Harare) did not make economic sense. So, they moved to places
which were near Salisbury such as Rusape, Marondera, Karoyi27 and others, especially
in the Mashonaland provinces. As a result, they sold their farms to big international
companies which had business interests in forestry.28
In addition to the desire to prevent the depletion of natural trees, Ndumeya argued
that the need for large-scale timber production was proposed in the 1950s to function
as a barrier against the transmission of cattle diseases from Mozambique. Cattle
from neighbouring Mozambique wandered into colonial Zimbabwe because the two
adjacent governments had difficulties in controlling animal movement across the
border.29 The Rhodesian authorities’ fears were justified as there were limited dip tanks
in Mozambique, and also cattle from the southern parts of the Mossurize District in
Mozambique occasionally mingled with buffaloes (vectors which transmit the Foot and
Mouth disease to cattle) from the nearby game park. It was argued that the forests would
check animal interaction thereby minimising the spread of diseases from Mozambique
into colonial Zimbabwe.30 A decision was, therefore, passed to amalgamate individual
farms that were found along the eastern border in order to create a buffer zone against
animal movement and diseases. As a result, timber companies bought the individual
farms and consolidated them into expansive timber estates which, in the end, deprived
the ordinary people of land for subsistence farming. In the Chimanimani/Chipinge
area, the entry of the timber company began with the establishment of the Gungunyana
Estate in Mapungwana chiefdom which overlooked the Chipungumbira (Espungabera)
hill on the Mozambican side.31 Sinclair also argued that in the Chimanimani area, the
26 NAZ, L: C32.15.9 R, B.126947, Report, P Roberts (Secretary of Mines and Lands), 11 March 1968.
27 N Ndumeya, “Acquisition, ownership and use of natural resources...” (PhD Thesis, University of the Free State,
2015), p. 82.
28 DM Hughes, “Cadastral politics: The making of community forestry in Mozambique...”, Paper presented to the
biennial conference of the International Association for the Study of Common Property, Bloomington Indiana,
USA 31 May-4 June, 2000, p. 8.
29 NAZ, S 2827/2/2/3: Report, H Gordon (Secretary for Native Commissioner Chipinga), 31 December 1955.
30 N Ndumeya, “Acquisition, ownership and use of natural resources...”, p. 82
31 NAZ, L.25.12: Report, B McMillan (Officer in the Forestry Department), 2 May 1939.
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Forestry Department purchased several isolated farms and created the Martin Forest
Reserve which specialised in pine trees production.32 Other companies that invested
in timber plantation included the Wattle Company, Gwingingwe, Silver Stream and
Border Timbers which, by 1957, had planted trees in an area covering 21000 acres.33
The result was that by 1945, timber companies were now in control of 162526 acres of
land, representing 49% of land on the plateau.34 Thus, plantation agriculture deprived
the Ndau of arable land and subsequently forced them to become wage labourers or to
relocate to neighbouring Mozambique where land could be acquired easily.35 The next
section looks at the Ndau land problem during the post colonial period.

The Ndau in the era of the post-colonial economy
The discussion in this section of the article centres on the survival and further
development of plantation agriculture in post-colonial Zimbabwe. The argument
proffered in this segment of the paper is that obsession with capital accumulation
constrained the Government of Zimbabwe from attending to the land problem
which has afflicted the Ndau since the colonial period.

Sugar plantations in south-eastern Chipinge
The sugarcane plantation that was established at Chisumbanje in 2009 to produce
green fuel had historical precedents in the area. While the Sabi Valley was generally
shunned by European settlers, the area was attractive to big business because of its
flat terrain and proximity to the perennial Save River.36 However, the imposition
of sanctions on Rhodesia after Ian Smith had unilaterally declared independence
from Britain contributed to the development of irrigation projects. To mitigate
the impact of the sanctions, the Rhodesian government pursued inward-looking
policies which involved undertaking an irrigation scheme in the Sabi Valley.37 The
initial phase of the irrigation scheme was started in 1966 and it covered about
486 hectares of land.38 However, the project was not fully implemented because
of the insecurity caused by the armed struggle in Rhodesia. When the war ended
in 1980, the post independence government in Zimbabwe showed great interest
in the project, leading to the Arkins Commission which was tasked to carry
out feasibility studies on the establishment of a mega irrigation scheme in the

32
33
34
35
36
37

S Sinclair, The story of Melsetter (Salisbury, M.O. Collins, 1971), p. 159.
N Ndumeya, “Acquisition, ownership and use of natural resources...”, p. 82.
NAZ, F1511CA1 CAFile 2: Report, G Adams (Conservation and extension officer), 27 April 1957.
JHPC, Interview, D Matiti, (Cross-border farmer, Chipinge), 12 December 2015.
JHPC, Interview, W Mashava (Chipinge district Administrator, Chipinge), 1 December 2015.
EK Makombe, “I would rather have my land back, subaltern voices and corporate grab in the Save Valley”, Land
Deal Policies Initiative LDPI, Working Paper 20, 2013, p. 4.
38 J Wack, “In the beginning, The Chisumbanje story” (TILCOR, 1973), pp. 1-3.
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Chisumbanje area.39 It can thus be argued that the Green Fuel project was authored
by the colonial government. The Government of Zimbabwe has a 10 % stake while
Macdom invested 90% worth of capital in the company.40 It was envisaged that the
establishment of the Company would provide employment to the Ndau, reduce the
Zimbabwe import bill and improve infrastructure and amenities in the area.41
However, the Green Fuel Plant at Chisumbanje in the Sabi Valley brought misery
to the Ndau people. When the agreement was signed in 2009, it was thought that
the government company, the Agricultural Rural Development Authority (ARDA)
would give 40 000 hectares of land to the Green Fuel. ARDA had 5, 112 hectares
of land at its disposal. The Company which had the backing of the government of
Zimbabwe got the needed extra land arbitrarily expropriated from the neighbouring
communities, resulting in the displacement of thousands of villagers.42
To make matters worse, only 499 out of the 1733 families were compensated for
the loss of land to the company.43 The communities pointed out that the Green Fuel
company attempted to give them land as compensation, but the pieces of land given
were inadequate for the needs of each household and their livelihoods.44 Furthermore,
some respondents blamed the Company for reneging on its promises as some of
the plots that were given to the evicted people did not benefit from small scale
irrigation as that promised infrastructure was not constructed.45 Complementing
the above sentiments, Thondlana argued that the bio-fuel project in Chisumbanje
replaced food crops with fuel crops, thereby undermining household food security
and relegating the communities to poverty.46 In view of the foregoing concerns, it
can be argued that the Company’s operations in the Chisumbanje area undermined
the livelihoods of the Ndau. In consequence, the affected communities resorted to
cross-border farming in neighbouring Mozambique (as visualised in Image 2) below:

39 “Atkins land and water management feasibility study for the development of hectares of irrigation at
Chisumbanje”, Zimbabwe, Harare, ARDA, 1983, Report.
40 PB Matondi & CT Nhliziyo, “Zimbabwe contested large scale land based investment: The Chisumbanje,
Ethanol...”, Policy Brief, 43, 2015, p. 2.
41 C Pindiri, “The economic and environmental costs/benefits of green fuel: The case of the Chisumbanje Ethanol
Plant”, African Economic Research Consortium Special paper, 50, Nairobi, 2016, p. 2.
42 E Makombe, “I would rather have my land back: Subaltern voices and corporate/state land grab in the Save
Valley”, LDPI Working Paper 20, 2013 (available at https://www.iss.nl/fileadm/ASSET/ISS/Reserach and
projects/Research networks/LDPLI/LDPI WP20.pdf , as accessed on 08 March 2018).
43 MK Chiweshe & P Mutupo, “National and international actors in the orchestration of large-scale land deals in
Zimbabwe: What’s in it for smaller-holder...”, Organisation for Social Science Research in Eastern and Southern
Africa (OSSREA), Policy Brief, 2, 2014, p. 2.
44 G Thondlana, “The local livelihoods of bio-fuel development and acquisition in Zimbabwe”, Discussion Paper
Series, 11, African Initiative, 2014, pp. 1-25.
45 JHPC, Interview, D Mwabuya (Cross-border farmer, Chipinge), 5 January 2018.
46 G Thondlana, “The local livelihoods of bio-fuel development...”, Discussion Paper Series, 11, African Initiative,
2014, pp. 1-25.
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Image 2: Displaced Ndau people find land in Mozambique after 2000

Source: Illustration by Sekai Kasamba, 2019.

The next section describes the estates as obstacles to the land crisis resolution.

Structural impediments to the government land redistribution policy in
the Chimanimani/Chipinge region
Zimbabwe’s liberation struggle was fought to recover land, among other
grievances. Consequently, the government of Zimbabwe resolved to resettle landless
Zimbabweans, the Ndau included, resulting in the creation of resettlement schemes
in the country. However, a cursory look at the implementation of the resettlement
policy in the Chimanimani/Chipinge region shows that the 1980-2000 resettlement
policy was largely a failure. The majority of the Ndau are still living in congested
reserves and others live in the African Purchase Areas where they pay labour or
rent to the African landlords. Respondents asserted that the failure to acquire land
for resettlement was a consequence of deep-seated agrarian obstacles.47 Economic
considerations for the estates in the borderlands as well as the fear of antagonising
Western nations whose companies run the estates have been cited as obstacles against
land transfer from the Europeans to the Ndau.
In addition, the existence of numerous settler estates and farms in the Chipinge
district militated against any immediate equitable land redistribution after the
47 JHPC, Interview, C Zibuke (Headman, Chipinge), 14 December 2015.
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attainment of independence.48During the 1980s, the district was home to several
vast estates which specialised in coffee, tea, timber, banana, milk and beef production
and a host of other farming activities.49Apart from the desire to maintain cordial
working and political relations with the estate owners, the government of Zimbabwe
also took into consideration the critical role the estates played in the economy such
as employment creation and the development of infrastructure.
Moreover, the government of Zimbabwe’s policy of growth with equity in the
1980s and 1990s was informed by the notion that increased growth in the economy
would result in the economic development of the country.50 The commercial forestry
industry based on exotic tress, for example, contributed about 4% to the Gross
Domestic Product and employed an average of 14600 people between 2005 and
2010.51 As a result of the sector’s contributions to the economy, it was not surprising
that the land reform exercise did not even consider expropriating these of their
productivity and contributions in the nation’s economic growth.52 The result was
that the government’s wish to rectify the racial imbalances in the distribution of
land played second fiddle to its desire to maintain sound relations with the agro
multinational companies.53 The next section looks at government policies that safeguarded agro companies’ interests in the post independence Zimbabwe.

The Lancaster House Constitution 1979
Zimbabwe became independent from British colonial rule in 1980. The transfer
of power was preceded by a constitutional conference that was held in London in
1979. The Conference, which later became known as the Lancaster Conference,
was attended mainly by members of the Rhodesian government, representatives of
Zimbabwean guerrilla movements, British delegates and others.54 Among other things
that were agreed upon at the Conference was that the Zimbabwean government was
to be guided by the Lancaster Conference Constitution which was crafted by the
British. The Constitution, among other things, protected white farmers from losing
their land to the new government in Zimbabwe.
48 RS Maposa, J Hlongwana & D Gamira, “Aluta continua: A critical reflection on the Chimurenga-Within Third
Chimurenga among the Ndau People in Chipinge district of south-eastern Zimbabwe”, Journal of African
Studies and Development, 2(6), 2010, pp. 175-184.
49 E Nhandara, Geography today... (Harare, Zimbabwe Educational Books, 1996), p. 19.
50 RS Maposa, J Hlongwana& D Gamira, “Aluta Continua: A critical reflection on the Chimurenga-Within Third
Chimurenga among the Ndau People in Chipinge district...”, Journal of African Studies and Development, 2(6),
2010, pp. 175-184.
51 Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Management, Republic of Zimbabwe, Forest Commission
Report, 2011, p. 7.
52 L Tshuma, A matter of (In) justice: Law, state and the agrarian question in Zimbabwe (Harare, SAPES Books,
1997), p. 56.
53 T Mkandawire, “Home-grown (?), austerity measures: The case of Zimbabwe”, African Development, 10(2),
1985, p. 247.
54 L Tshuma, A matter of (In) justice: Law, state..., p. 38.
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In conformity with the spirit of protecting individual property, the government of
Zimbabwe made major policy pronouncements in the 1980s which benefitted the
powerful agro companies in the Chimanimani/Chipinge region based on the provisions
of the Lancaster House Conference Constitution and Policy of Reconciliation. In
this regard, Palmer argued that the slow pace in the land redistribution was a result
of the Lancaster House Conference Constitution.55 Drawing from the same line of
reasoning, Chambati and several other scholars have asserted that the constitution
was concerned with some benchmarks of constitutionalism such as limited
government and individual rights which prevented radical land redistribution in the
post- independence era.56 In this context, constitutionalism was concerned with:57
…limited government, adherence to the rule of law, protection of
fundamental interests and compliance with the demands of abstract equalitythat are bound to circumscribe the number of possible legitimate orderings of
relevant identities.

It can, thus, be argued that the constitution was written with a view to prevent
radical transformation of the colonial relations of production. It was made clear
in the constitution that land could be acquired compulsorily only on grounds of
underutilisation and the white farmer was supposed to be compensated for the loss of
land.58 This paper posits that the proviso for adequate and prompt land compensation
was a mechanism to thwart land redistribution as the new government of Zimbabwe
did not have foreign currency to compensate white farmers. It can also be opined that
the ten year grace period during which compulsory land acquisition was outlawed
placed constraints on the government of Zimbabwe because any attempt to reclaim
land would have been viewed by the white community in Zimbabwe as undermining
the constitution.59 In these circumstances, it can be argued that the constitution
insulated land reclamation by the state, thus perpetuating landlessness in Zimbabwe
even after independence. However, where land had to be acquired, it was supposed
to be based on the willing seller and willing buyer principle which further protected
the white commercial farmers from radical land acquisition processes.60 One of the
clauses of the independence constitution reserved twenty seats in the Zimbabwean
parliament and protected white famers from losing their land. The beneficiaries of the
clause, who included the former Rhodesian Prime Minister, Ian Smith, constantly
reminded Zimbabwean officials against tampering with white-owned farms as it
55 R Palmer, “Land reform in Zimbabwe 1980-1990”, African Affairs, 89, 1990, pp. 163-181.
56 W Chamati, “A review of land reallocation in Zimbabwe 19802000”, Working Paper AEE/2001.
57 M Rosenfeld, “Modern constitutionalism as interplay between identity and diversity”, M Rosenfeld (ed.),
Constitutionalism, identity, difference and legitimacy: Theoretical perspectives (Durham, Duke University Press,
1994), p. 14.
58 J Ngwenya, “An assessment of the impact of fast track land and agrarian reforms on food security in Umguza
district” (MA Dissertation Midlands State University 2014), p. 2.
59 CJ Richardson, “The loss of property rights and the collapse of Zimbabwe”, Cato Journal, 25(3), 2005, p. 525.
60 S Moyo, “A failed land reform strategy. The willing seller willing buyer”, Public Policies and Administration
Review, 2(1), 2014, p. 67.
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would have a negative impact on the economy. It was clear to the Zimbabwean
government that the white parliamentarians were speaking their kith and kin’s
language, the British and other Western countries whose companies had invested
in agriculture and whose view was that any attempt to violate that would attract
sanctions.61 The Zimbabwean government, which was mindful of the need to build
bridges with its erstwhile foes, especially the white community, suspended radical
land reclamation in order to promote peace and prosperity.62 As shown later in this
article, the white settlers were willing only to dispose farms in marginal areas of the
borderland. Regarding the Lancaster House Constitution, it can be surmised that
the constitution prevented land redistribution and entrenched white land ownership
in post-independent Zimbabwe. The next section looks at the role of the Policy of
Reconciliation in preventing land reclamation from the multinational companies.

The policy of reconciliation 1980
The protection of the powerful land owners in Zimbabwe was further augmented
by the proclamation of the Policy of Reconciliation. The government, through this
policy, promised to respect the rule of law and private property which included, in
the context of the white farmers, land possession:63
Henceforth you and I must strive to adapt ourselves, intellectually and
spiritually to the reality of our political change and relate to each other as
brothers bound one to the other by a bond of comradeship. If yesterday I
fought you as an enemy, today you have become a friend and ally with the
same national interests, loyalty, rights and duties as myself. If yesterday you
hated me, today you cannot avoid the love that binds you tome and me to
you. Is it not folly, therefore, that in these circumstances anybody should seek
to revive the wounds and grievances of the past? The wrongs of the past must
now stand forgiven and forgotten.

While the government pledged to bring about fundamental changes to the
Zimbabwean society, it called for patience as change in land ownership would take
time to be realised. In the spirit of reconciliation, Mugabe, the Prime Minister, formed
a coalition with Joshua Nkomo-led Zimbabwe African People’s Union (ZAPU) and
Ian Smith’s Rhodesian Front party. In the spirit Mugabe included in his cabinet
Dennis Norman and David Smith who became Ministers of Agriculture and Trade
61 See The Lancaster House Agreement 21 December 1979, Southern Rhodesia Constitutional Conference Held
at Lancaster House, London, September-December 1979, Report, London (https://peacemaker.un.org, as
accessed on 15 April 2018).
62 S Moyo, “The political economy of land acquisition in Zimbabwe, 1990-1999”, JSAS, 1999, 26(1), pp. 5-28.
63 B Raftopoulos, “Unreconciled differences: The limits of reconciliation in Zimbabwe”, B Raftopoulos & T Savage
(eds.), Zimbabwe, Injustice and political reconciliation (Cape Town, Institute for Justice and Reconciliation,
2004), p. VIII; R Mugabe, Independence message. In struggle for independence: Documents of the recent development
of Zimbabwe 1975-1980, December1979-April 1980 (Hamburg, Institute of African Studies Document Centre
1980).
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and Commerce respectively.64While the inclusion of such powerful Rhodesians in
the new government was done in the spirit of achieving a multiracial society and
stability, the promotion of Dennis Norman to the Agriculture Ministry revealed that
the government had been captured by the white commercial farmers.65 Expressing
similar sentiments, Masiiwa and Mandaza argued that government policies in the
1980s were informed by the desire to promote peace in a country which had been
divided by war and to allay the fears from the white community which owned land and
controlled the economy.66 Since colonial policies had made the Rhodesian economy
an appendage of foreign and white capital, and to encourage white farmers to stay in
Zimbabwe, it was essential to be seen to be preaching the politics of inclusion in the
new dispensation. Indeed, the administration of the country was a balancing act for
Mugabe who had to nurse both the interests of the landless Zimbabweans, the Ndau
included, and the estate owners.67 However, some Ndau inhabitants feel that the
Mugabe government sacrificed the interests of the Ndau in favour of the powerful
land owners in the region.68
A close examination of the clauses of the Land Acquisition Act of 1992 bears
testimony to the argument that the government of Zimbabwe spared the estates in its
land reform programme because of the fear of victimisation by the Western nations.
The Act was promulgated after the expiry of the provisions of the Lancaster House
Constitution in 1990. It was amended in 2000 and 2002 and eventually empowered
the government of Zimbabwe to compulsorily acquire land in certain circumstances.69
The amended versions of the Act provided the legal basis for undertaking the Land
Reform Programme in the 2000s. The land which was supposed to be acquired
included underutilised land and farms that were closer to rural communities.70
However, plantation farms, church farms, land owned by indigenous Zimbabweans
and several other categories were protected from seizures by government’s foot
soldiers.71 These were the war veterans, ZANU PF Party members and peasants who
spear-headed the nationwide land invasions in the 2000s. It should be pointed out
that while the involvement of the aforesaid groups in the land invasion represented
a revolution from below, the government of Zimbabwe supported the chaotic land
reform for political mileage. But, while Zimbabwean officials condoned the farm
invasions elsewhere, they seemingly developed cold feet to acquire land that belonged
64 L Tshuma, A matter of (In) justice: Law, state and the agrarian question..., p. 52.
65 JHPC, Interview, EZS Chikaka (Councillor, Chipinge), 7 December 2015.
66 M Masiiwa & O Chigejo, The Agrarian reform in Zimbabwe: Sustainability and empowerment of rural communities
(Harare, IDS University of Zimbabwe, 2003), p. 9.
67 JHPC, Interview EZS Chikaka, 7 December 2015.
68 JHPC, Interview, FB Kwanayi (Border region settler, Chipinge), 20 December 2016.
69 C Utete, Report of the Presidential Land Review Committee on the implementation of the Fast Track Land Reform
Programme 2000-2002 (Harare, Government Printers, 2003), p. 21.
70 RS Maposa et al., “Aluta Continua?: ...”, Journal of African Studies and Development, 2(6), 2010, pp. 192-200.
71 RS Maposa et al., “Land as Sacrificial Lamb?...”, Journal of Sustainable Development in Africa, 2(1), 2010, pp.
192-207.
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to estate owners in Chipinge district. Accordingly, war veterans and peasants who
invaded certain company properties in Chipinge district were evicted by the police.
Interestingly, both the government and Ndau people appreciated the role that was
being played by the agro companies. In this context, Ndau peasants, most of whom
were working in the estates and had their livelihoods threatened by farm occupations,
formed “anti-land invaders” movement in the region and chased away war veterans
and their compatriots.72 In Chipinge district, for example, peasants from Gwenzi
communal areas attacked and chased away war veterans who had illegally occupied
Makandi Estate.73 While the estates contributed to landlessness, it can be argued that
both the government and the peasants dreaded that economic fallout that would
follow any attempts to evict the white farmers from their property in the Chipinge
border areas.
Even though the Zimbabwean government proceeded with caution with regards
to the interests of the powerful land owners, the European countries reacted with
anger to the land reform programme in 2000. Notwithstanding the fact that large
companies were spared from the violent land seizures, the farm occupations led to the
souring of relations between Zimbabwe and Western countries.74 The United States
of America (USA), together with its western allies, imposed sanctions code-named
Zimbabwe Democratic and Economic Recovery Act (ZDERA) on Zimbabwe in
2001. The Western countries argued that the Land Reform Programme undermined
the rule of law as it violated the inviolability of private property. Indeed, the
Zimbabwean government had reneged on its constitutional obligation to protect its
citizens against violence. The Western countries were thus compelled to demonstrate
solidarity with their kith and kin in the face of apparent victimisation by the
Zimbabwean government.75
George Bush (junior), who was at the time the President of the Unites States of
America in 2001, argued that:76
My administration shares fully the Congress’ deep concerns about the
political and economic hardships visited upon Zimbabwe by that country’s
leadership. I hope the provisions of this important legislation will support the
people of Zimbabwe in their struggle to effect peaceful democratic change,
achieve economic growth and restore the rule of law.

72 JHPC, Interview, D Mwabuya, 5 January 2018
73 JHPC, Interview, FB Kwanayi, 20 December 2016.
74 C Chipanga & T Mude, “An analysis of the effectiveness of sanctions as law enforcement tool in international
law: A case study of Zimbabwe from 2001 to 2013”, Open Journal of Political Science, 5, 2013, pp. 291-310.
75 B Derman, “After Zimbabwe’s Fast Track Land Reform: Preliminary observation on the near future of
Zimbabwe’s efforts to resist ...”, Colloque International, At the Frontier of Land Issues, Montpellier, 2006, p. 1; 3.
76 B Ankomah, “Sanctions, which sanctions?”, New African, 2007, p. 7.
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ZDERA barred the USA and multi-lateral institutions from extending financial
support to Zimbabwe.77 It can be argued that by imposing sanctions on Zimbabwe,
Western countries were demonstrating their opposition against the radical land
reclamation policy.
While scholars and commentators attribute the fall of the Zimbabwean economy
to internal economic mismanagement, sanctions had a significant impact in causing
economic mayhem in the farming communities in Chipinge district as the farmers
failed to secure cheap inputs and access to lucrative markets for their commodities.78
The hyper-inflationary environment had far reaching consequences on agrocompanies that operated in Chipinge district. In addition to reducing the number
of workers, companies such as the Tanganda Tea Company had to pay workers in
“tea leaves” since the Zimbabwean dollar had become worthless.79 The desperate
economic situation compelled the majority of the Ndau former farm workers to
resort to cross-border farming in Mozambique. The section that follows highlights
the futility of Zimbabwe’s endeavours in land resettlement in Chipinge district
because of the presence of estates.

Unsuitable resettlements for the Ndau amidst arable estate owned land
(1980-2010)
Since land to resettle the landless Ndau people was hard to come by in the region
the government established resettlement schemes which had poor soils. The places
were either rugged or dry river valleys whose unsuitability for farming was so bad
that they did not attract white farmers’ settlement during the colonial period.80 In
Chipinge district, the government acquired land for resettlement in Musirizwi,
Lungile, Nyagadza and Sakuinje81 and it was implemented under the Accelerated
Resettlement Programme (ARP).82 In accordance with the terms of the ARP, the
government only provided land and people used the infrastructure and services
in the nearby communal areas.83 However, it is important to note that all these
Resettlement areas did not have clinics, tarred roads, schools, clean water supplies,
and other facilities.84 Nyagadza, Lungile and Sakuinje are located in a rocky and
77 D Masaka, “Paradoxes in the sanctions discourse in Zimbabwe: A critical reflection”, African Study Monographs,
33(1), 2012, pp. 49-71.
78 C Chipanga & T Mude, “An analysis of the effectiveness of sanctions as law enforcement tool in international
law: A case study of Zimbabwe from 2001 to 2013”, Open Journal of Political Science, 5, 2013, pp. 291-310.
79 JHPC, Interview, FB Kwanayi, 20 December 2016.
80 JHPC, Interview, B Mutondoro (Border region settler, Chipinge), 5 December 2015.
81 JHPC, Interview, EZS Chikaka (Councillor, Chipinge), 7 December 2015.
82 E Nhandara etal, Geography today: Human and economic (Harare, Zimbabwe Educational Books, 1996), p. 19.
83 RS Maposa et al., “Marching forward to the past?..”, European Journal of SustainableDevelopment, 2(1), 2003,
pp. 133-148.
84 B Kinsey, “Forever gained: Resettlement and land policy in the context of national development in Zimbabwe”,
Affairs, 52(3), 1982, p. 210.
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barren terrain.85 Sakuinje Resettlement, for example, poses a danger to human
beings and animals because it shares a border with Chipangayi Game Park from
which lions frequently escape and kill domestic animals from the Resettlement area.
Also, Musirwizwi resettlement Scheme is found in a steep-sided river valley which
is malaria- ridden and prone to flooding. This partly explains why the colonial
government did not allow human settlements there; instead it was used for cattle
ranching.86 It should be mentioned that the choice of these areas for resettlement
was a consequence of the Lancaster House Constitution which prescribed that
land acquisition was to be guided by the willing- seller-willing- buyer policy.87 As it
turned out, most farm owners were unwilling to part with the productive land in the
estates; instead they were willing to sell land to the government in places that had
poor soils and climatic conditions. Consequently, most peasants from the adjoining
areas such as Mapungwana, Gwenzi and Musikavanhu chiefdoms did not relocate
to the resettlement areas.88 The section that follows looks at the impact of plantation
farming in the Ndau region.

Positives and negatives of colonial land intervention
The campaign by environmentalists to protect flora and fauna in Southern Rhodesia
was a consequence of the depletion of animal and tree species by hunters and loggers.89
Game hunting coincided with the colonisation of Southern Africa as hunters and
explorers became the forerunners of colonial rule since they had criss-crossed the
region and knew where game and tree species were found in abundance. As a result
of increased hunting and logging activities, the state introduced measures to protect
game and forests.90 Furthermore, places that were endowed with natural forests were
declared protected sites. In keeping with this, Rusitu and Haroni valleys became part
of the Chimanimani National Park and were turned into botanical reserves. Whereas
natural forests were previously historically protected by local communities who
viewed such forests as the abode of the local spirits,91 they became protected state
properties where consumptive utilisation of resources without permission became
illegal. Equally, Chirinda and Ngungunyana forests in Mapungwana Kingdom
were privatised, forcing the Ndau who lived in the area to enter into labour tenancy
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JHPC, Interview, E Zako (Border region settler, Chipinge), 24 December 2018.
JHPC, Interview, EZS Chikaka, 7 December 2015.
L Tshuma, A matter of (In) justice: Law, state and the agrarian question..., p. 43.
JHPC, Interview, EZS Chikaka, 7 December 2015.
N Ndumeya, “Conserving wildlife resources in Zimbabwe: Reflections on Chirinda forest...”, Environment and
History, The White Horse Press, 2017 (available at www.whpress.co.uk, as accessed on 15 April 2018).
90 F Matose, “Conflicts around forest reserves in Zimbabwe; What prospects for communities management?”, IDS
Bulletin, 28(4), 1997, p. 70.
91 Z Chidhakwa, “Managing conflict around contested natural resources: A case study of Rusitu Valley area
Chimanimani Zimbabwe”, Southern Alliance for Indigenous Resources (SAFIR), 1993, p. 190.
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arrangements with the land owners.92
Further, the spill over effect of the plantation international companies were
noticeable: They created jobs not only to Zimbabwean Ndau, but also to Mozambicans,
particularly from the adjacent Mossurize District whose many inhabitants are Ndau.
They established schools and clinics in the area and, to link and coordinate their
farming activities, good road networks were created. The proliferation of growth
points in the estates transformed places which may have remained backward owing
to their remoteness from big economic centres.93
Despite of the positives outlined earlier, the establishment of forests in the
Ndauland had far reaching ramifications. As vast expanses of land became filled
with exotic trees, the Ndau communities were evicted from their land.94 As a result
of the displacements, the Ndau relocated to the reserves that were unsuitable for
farming such as Vhimba,95 Mapungwana, Musikavanhu and Gwenzi areas. Since
the communities in Chipinge and Chimanimani are surrounded by plantations, it
meant lack of grazing areas for animals and Ndau cattle owners have had to graze
their animals along fireguards.96 Not only did the Ndau lose arable land as a result
of the creation of forests, but also the natural forests which, prior to colonisation,
supported the lives of the Ndau in other important ways. In order to survive
under the harsh circumstances, the Ndau had to defy the laws so as to have access
to their shrines, to harvest firewood, fruits and to hunt animals in the forests.97
However, not many dared to transgress the laws as loitering in the forests became
a punishable offence.98 As a consequence of the establishment of forestry and nonforestry companies, most Ndau families relocated to Mozambique.99The majority of
them settled in areas along the border such as Makuyana, Gogoyo, Mapungwana,
Gwenzi and others.100 However, it should be noted that the availability of land in
Mozambique did not mean that the Portuguese were necessarily sympathetic to the
Ndau people. It was probably a reflection of the desperation of the Ndau people and
an attempt to make the best of a bad situation.
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JHPC, Interview, W Maposa (Border region settler, Chipinge), 4 December 2015.
J Hlongwana, “Landlords and tenants in Chipinge district...”, p. 26.
C Utete, Report of the Presidential Land Review Committee..., p. 42.
Z Chidhakwa, “Managing conflict around contested natural resources: A case study of Rusitu Valley area
Chimanimani...”, Southern Alliance for Indigenous Resources (SAFIR), 1993, p. 193.
96 L Marisa, “The impact of commercial forest areas on nearby rural communities in eastern highlands of
Zimbabwe”, Social Science Research Report Series, No. 32, Organisation for Social Science Research in Eastern and
Southern Africa, Addis Ababa, 2004, p. 50.
97 N Ndumeya, “Conserving wildlife resources in Zimbabwe: ...”, Environment and History (available at www.
whpress.co.uk, as accessed on 15 November 2018), p. 21.
98 JHPC, Interview, Z Magadaire (Border region settler, Chipinge), 21 December 2015.
99 JHPC, Interview, B Jakarazi (Cross-border farmer, Chipinge), 12 December 2018.
100 JHPC, Interview, L Mapungwana (Chief, Chipinge), 4 December 2015.
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Conclusion
The discussion in this article centred on the impact of estate farming on Ndau land
ownership in Chipinge/Chimanimani District of Zimbabwe. It was argued that the
establishment of estate farming in the region was part of the grand scheme by the
colonial Rhodesian government to promote and consolidate European presence in the
borderland. In pursuit of this, attractive advertisements were posted in international
news media to lure settlers into Rhodesia, resulting in the creation of coffee, tea and
several estates. That the majority of these large estates are dotted along the border
lends weight to the argument that they constituted a bulwark against Portuguese
encroachment into the British territory. Drawing from the same line of thought, the
colonial government further established exotic forests to augment natural forests. It
was noted in this article that the soils and weather conditions attracted white setters’
investment in forests in the region. It was argued that the exotic forests complemented
natural forests in timber production. Additionally, it also argued that the forests
which were mainly located in the border region constituted a buffer zone against
Mozambican cattle. It was feared that the free movement of animals would spread
deadly bovine diseases to Zimbabwean cattle. It was equally stressed that additional
land for the forestry project was acquired from private farmers who were leaving the
Chimanimani/Chipinge region for places that were near Salisbury, the capital city
of Southern Rhodesia. The farmers cited market unreliability due to distance as the
main reason for abandoning farming in the most productive region of Zimbabwe.
As a result of this gap, vast and numerous estates were created in the region, thereby
displacing the Ndau. Furthermore, the discussion drew attention to the establishment
of sugar plantations in Chisumbanje area in the post- independence era implicitly
showing that governments, whether black or white, exist to protect the interests
of those who own capital. It was pointed out in the paper that the idea to create a
mega green belt in the Sabi Valley was the brain child of the colonial government
whose inward-looking policies to bust the international sanctions involved massive
investment in agriculture. However, the project was not fully implemented because
of the liberation war in the 1970s which disrupted business in the country. It
was argued that the advent of the Green Fuel Company caused serious existential
challenges to the Ndau communities. The Company expropriated land from the
adjoining communities, resulting in reduction of land for cultivation and grazing. It
was shown in the article that in spite of the estates’ contribution to landlessness in
the region, the government of Zimbabwe developed cold feet to repossess land from
the estates in order to resettle the landless Ndau. It was revealed that the economic
considerations, ranging from the contribution to the economic well-being of the
country to the fear of antagonising Western countries whose companies run the estates
in Zimbabwe prevented the Zimbabwean government from reclaiming land from the
estates. In this context, the Zimbabwean government was dissuaded by the Lancaster
House Constitution and the Policy of Reconciliation from compulsorily acquiring
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the big estates. These had the effect of entrenching private property, including land
ownership, in Zimbabwe. In this regard, land invaders who attempted to acquire
land from the estates were chased away by the police. It is prudent to highlight that
the government of Zimbabwe’s fear of the estates was not misplaced as the 2000
land reform Programme, which merely targeted individual white farmers, attracted
sanctions which produced far reaching consequences. The estrangement of relations
resulted in the cancellation of humanitarian and developmental aid to Zimbabwe
which negatively affected the farming sector in Chipinge. The malfunctioning of the
agricultural sector, owing to the Western imposed sanctions on Zimbabwe, led to
loss of farm employment and subsequently the embracement of cross-border farming
by the Ndau. Lastly, the discussion drew attention to the futile land redistribution
endeavours in Chipinge region. In an attempt to solve the land problem facing the
Ndau, the government established resettlement schemes in places such as Musirwizi,
Nyagadza, Lungile and several others. It was shown in the study that the places were
so bad that many landless Ndau opted to remain in the overcrowded reserves, mission
farms and African Purchase farms. Overall, the discussion in this paper underscored
the argument that estate farming not only displaced the Ndau from arable land but
it constituted a structural impediment to land crisis resolution in the region.
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Abstract
Nigeria and The Gambia have been involved in asymmetrical relations
since 1965 given the disparity in the material capabilities between them. This
asymmetry came to the fore in the role played by Nigeria in resolving the
2016 political impasse in The Gambia when former President Yahya Jammeh
refused to accept the results of the elections and quit power, having lost to
the opposition. Adopting Krystof Kozák’s four behavioural tendencies of
asymmetrically stronger states in the theory of asymmetry in international
relations, this article notes that Nigeria changed its behaviour towards The
Gambia from asymmetric benevolence (B2) to military threat (B4) to oust
Jammeh from power. It, however, adds that beyond deploying its asymmetric
advantage in resolving the Gambian impasse, Nigeria cannot be of serious
assistance to The Gambia in building democratic structures and institutions
due to its democratic challenges on B2 terms. The article concludes that
Nigeria’s action in the Gambian crisis was an end in itself, that is, it was
aimed at forestalling threats to regional stability. Nigeria lacks moral and
technical wherewithal to deploy its B2 behaviour towards the development of
democratic institutions in The Gambia.
Keywords: Asymmetric relations; Enforcement of democracy; Nigeria; The
Gambia; Foreign policy; West Africa.

Introduction
Nigerian-Gambian relations date back to the 1960s when both countries became
independent from the colonial rule of Great Britain. This relationship can be summed
up as a case study in asymmetrical relations between African nations. This is given the
vast disparity in power coefficients between the countries in terms of geographical
size, military might and economy, among other critical factors. Nigerian-Gambian
relations find expression in Nigeria’s long-held diplomatic philosophy of ‘Africa as
the centrepiece of Nigeria’s foreign policy, which has seen Nigeria contributing to
peace-keeping and peace-building and other diplomatic efforts across the continent.
A new dimension was, however, introduced into Nigeria-Gambia relations in the
2016 political crisis arising from the intransigence of President Yahya Jammeh in
leaving power upon losing his fourth re-election bid to the opposition. In a display
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of the power differentials between the two nations, Nigeria led other countries in the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) in the deployment of the
military to oust Jammeh from power to pave way for a peaceful political transition
in The Gambia.
In his seminal work, The third wave: Democratization in the late twentieth century,
Huntington opines that the democratization of the Third Wave is more pervasive
than the earlier waves.1 The “wave” also blew across the African continent, with many
countries hitherto given to different forms of illiberal rules yielding to the pressures
of democratic forces. The premium on democracy in Africa is seen in the emergence
of regional and sub-regional instruments such as the African Charter on Democracy,
Elections and Governance and the Economic Community of West African States
or ECOWAS Protocol on Democracy and Good Governance, stipulating it as the
only recognised route to power. There is adherence to these instruments in the West
African sub-region as noted in the last few years incumbents lost elections, accepted
results and paving way for peaceful transitions of power. In Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal,
presidential elections between 2015 and 2016 show that democracy has become the
acceptable system of rule.
Arsing from the above, notably, the transition to democracy in Africa saw many
leaders, such as Gnasingbe Eyadema of Togo, Idris Deby of Chad, Ibrahim Mainasara
of Niger and Blaise Compaore of Burkina Faso, among others circumventing
the processes of democratization in their home countries by transforming from
being military rulers to democratically “elected” rulers.2 One of the countries that
experienced this phenomenon was The Gambia where the Head of State, Yahya
Jammeh won the 1996 Presidential elections after two years of full dictatorship.
Despite periodic elections since the first election, governance in The Gambia has been
accused of several dysfunctions such as corruption, human rights abuse, weakening
of institutions, the decimation of opposition among other problems by the citizens.
This situation laid the background to the December 2016 Presidential Election in
the country that resulted in dispute following the rescinding of the earlier position
of the President of The Gambia, Jammeh to accept the result of the poll that saw his
defeat by opposition candidate Adama Barrow.3
The position of Jammeh in the election brought renewed attention to The
Gambia amid the ensuing constitutional crisis that was brewing. The rising political
tension in the country saw the President-elect, Adama Barrow taking up abode
1
2
3

SP Huntington, “The third wave: Democratization in the late twentieth century” (University of Oklahoma
press, 1993), p. 14.
R Joseph, “Democratization in Africa after 1989: Comparative and theoretical perspectives”, Comparative
Politics, 23(3), 1997, p. 375.
E Sanyang & S Camara, “The Gambia after elections: Implications for governance and security in West Africa”,
(Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Peace and Security, 2017), pp. 8; 11; 14.
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in Senegal.4 The international community waded into the political crisis in the
country through the regional body, the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) detailing security forces from Nigeria and other states in West Africa,
which eventually led to the departure of President Jammeh into exile to Equatorial
Guinea,5 ostensibly negotiated to give him a soft-landing in his post-presidency. The
ousting of Jammeh from power following his refusal to accept election results in
The Gambia speaks to the coercive defence of democracy in the country. Nigeria
has committed itself to this task since its return to democracy in 1999.6 In line with
Resolution 2337 of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), Nigeria along
with other ECOWAS actors embarked on an unprecedented action in West Africa.7
This article interrogates the deployment of Nigeria’s asymmetric advantage in
collusion with other ECOWAS actors towards resolving the Gambian political impasse
since the former is still trying to find her feet in democratic practice among other
pertinent issues and challenges. Nigeria had before the re-emergence of democracy in
1999 been the leader of the ECOWAS in peacekeeping and peacebuilding processes
by the ECOWAS Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) for the resolution of the crisis in
Guinea Bissau, Liberia and Sierra Leone.8 Nigeria’s diplomatic and military forays
into the Gambian crisis of 2016 call for critical analysis of the role of asymmetric
differentials in state power in West Africa. The article then contends that while
Nigeria’s efforts at resolving the Gambian crisis is commendable in enforcing the will
of its citizens, Nigeria’s credentials as an enforcer of democracy remain inconsistent
due to local dynamics. In the final analysis, Nigeria lacks the very democratic values
it enforced in The Gambia.

Asymmetry in international politics: Conceptual and theoretical insights
The theoretical utility of asymmetry is now growing in international relations. It
speaks to the way(s) nations that possess disparity in material capabilities to relate
with one another in the international system. It avers that power differential does not
necessarily lead to the domination of the weaker by the stronger state. Traditionally,
international politics was configured by its founding fathers in terms of the capacity
of each state in the international system to pursue its interest within the international
system in terms of power. In the realist tradition in international relations, inter-state
relations are best captured by the quantum of power they can deploy in the comity of
4
5
6
7
8

A Jazzera, Adama barrow sworn in as president in senegal, News Agencies, 19 January 2017 (available at https://
www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/1/19/adama-barrow-sworn-in-as-gambias-president-in-senegal, as accessed on
2 May 2021).
C Hartmann, “ECOWAS and the restoration...”, Africa Spectrum, 52(1), 2017, p. 87.
S Omotola, From importer to exporter: the changing role of Nigeria in promoting democratic values in
Africa. Political Perspectives, 2(1), 2008, p. 34
C Hartmann, “ECOWAS and the restoration...”, Africa Spectrum, 52(1), 2017, p. 89.
O Ogunnubi, “Effective hegemonic influence in Africa: An analysis of Nigeria’s ‘hegemonic’ position”, Journal
of Asian and African Studies, 52(7), 2017, p. 9.
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nations. In the seminal work of Hans Morgenthau, international politics is essentially
captured as power struggle among natures. Hence, states design their foreign policy
and their behaviour in the international system based on their power potential which
is measured in terms of material capabilities.9 It offers a disputation to the position
that disparity in the material capability of states does not necessarily lead to the
domination of the weaker state, as there are empirical instances of cooperation and
tranquillity in its relation with the stronger state.
The theory departs from realists and new-realists who see asymmetry as mere
variance in resource or material capabilities. These proponents contend that variance
in resource or material capabilities does not necessarily lead to conflict between the
stronger and weaker states. Brantly Womack popularized this view of inter-state
power relations in his seminal work, China and Vietnam: The Politics of Asymmetry
by offering the contentions of the theory. The theory presupposes that disparity
in resource capabilities creates differences in the interests and perception between
stronger and weaker states in international relations. This suggests that perceptions
and interactions between the two states will be shaped by the opportunity situation
and the vulnerabilities faced by both parties. The theory assumes that although
asymmetric relations are rarely stable, they tend to be usually robust.10
Womack notes that there has always been the tendency to see asymmetry as
disequilibrium rather than as a sustained condition in the relationship between two
nations with a disparity in capabilities.11 This entails that the stronger state despite
its advantaged material status is not in domineering relations with the weaker state.
Examples of asymmetric relations include China-Vietnam relations, United StatesMexico relations, and so on. The central feature of these relations is that there are
apparent disparities in the endowment of the two relating nations. However, despite
the disparities, these relations have been sustained with the weaker states being
able to hold their own in the scheme of things. Asymmetry is seen as an important
conception of international relations by elevating the perception and status of small
states in relation to the bigger and stronger states. It is a major way by which small
states shape the behaviour of powerful states.12
Krystof Kozák adds an important dimension to the understanding of how
asymmetry works in bilateral relations. In his view, four patterns of behaviours can
be observed in states in asymmetric relations. They are as follows:13
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HJ Morgenthau, Politics among nations (New York, Alfred Knoff, 1948), p. 17.
B Womack, China and Vietnam: The politics of asymmetry (Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 18.
B Womack, China and Vietnam: …, p. 17.
T Long, “It’s not the size, it’s the relationship: From ‘small states’ to asymmetry”, International Politics, 54(2),
2017, pp. 144-160.
13 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations: A case study in asymmetry relations” (NEU, 2018) (available at
http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as accessed on 25 April 2021), pp. 17-19.
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•
•
•
•

The stronger state can shut itself from interacting with the weaker state (B1);
The stronger state can open up and be benevolent towards the weaker state (B2);
The stronger state may not pay attention to the weaker state, probably be in alliance
with another strong state (B3);
The stronger state can use its asymmetrical advantage to dominate/overrun the weaker
state (B4).

Rather than possible outright domination of the weaker state by the stronger
state, Kozák shows that there are patterns of inter-state behaviour that show that
the weaker state is not always dominated or not in danger of being dominated. This
point differentiates asymmetry from the traditional and more established theories
of international relations. Having seen that realists and neo-realists, in the final
analysis, recognize the disparity in material capabilities as the defining feature of
international relations, asymmetry provides further behavioural options for states in
international relations. An important feature of the various theories of international
relations is that most of them claim to disagree with the realist theoretical position,
they agree albeit in varying degrees to the fact of asymmetrical material capabilities
and behavioural fallouts that can ensue from it.
For example, integration theorists argue that states must pool sovereignty for
interdependence and mutual benevolence of members. Karl Deutch notes this by
asserting that integration connotes “a relationship among units in which they are
mutually interdependent and jointly produce system properties which they would
separately lack”.14 A weakness of the integration in comparison to asymmetry is that
while integration might ensure that the stronger states do not dominate the weaker
ones, it does not allay the fear of the stronger state of losing some of its capabilities
in its relation to the weaker state. This weakness accounts for the exit of the United
Kingdom from the European Union, as, Britons feared that their economic capability
can be made weak due to the influx of workers from poor European states. Womack
recognises this situation and asserts that asymmetry is a sustained situation rather
than a disequilibrium.15 It also recognises the fears of the stronger state which is
mediated by the fact that all the behaviours pointed out Kozak are at the instance of
the stronger state.
Asymmetry is relevant in the analysis of the Nigerian-Gambian relations and more
crucially in explaining the role of Nigeria in the 2016 political crisis in The Gambia.
Since the commencement of diplomatic relations between the two states, two of
Kozak’s four potential behaviours in asymmetric relations between their relations.
First, Nigeria has been benevolent towards The Gambia on various diplomatic
fronts ranging from economic assistance to military assistance, among other benefits
14 SO Akinboye & FO Ottoh, “A systematic approach to international relations” (Lagos, Concept Publications,
2005), p. 71.
15 B Womack, China and Vietnam:..., p. 17.
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(B2). Second, Nigeria changed from asymmetric benevolence to military threat
(domination) to force Jammeh out of power upon his refusal to accept the result
of the presidential election of 2016 (B4). The vast disparity in material capabilities
between Nigeria and Gambia means that asymmetric relations can be used to aid
the democratization process in West Africa, even though that has its limitations.
The carrot and stick mechanism demonstrated in the change of Nigeria’s behaviour
towards The Gambia from B2 to B4 shows that theory of asymmetric relations can
be used to explain how stronger states can use their material advantage to instil
democratic values in their regions.

Nigerian-Gambian relations: A case study in asymmetric relations
The Nigerian-Gambian relations started in 1965 upon the independence of Gambia.
Nigeria which became an independent state five years earlier had already established
the guiding principles of its foreign policy, chief of which declared Africa as the
‘centrepiece’ of its foreign policy. Being of Britain’s largest colonies, Nigeria became
a natural leader of African nascent African states upon gaining independence. Thus,
Nigerian-Gambian relations over history has found expression within the framework
of the assertive foreign policy pursued by Nigeria in her early decades of statehood.
This portends that Nigeria-Gambian relations are based on asymmetry. This is
because there is a vast disparity in material capabilities between the two nations.
Based on the understanding of international politics as a game of power, which is the
prism through which states pursue their interests, Nigeria ranks higher than most
African countries in power metrics such as economy, population, military strength,
geographical size and resource endowment, among others.
Kanol, based on Kozak’s four asymmetric options, submits that Nigeria-Gambian
relations are asymmetric, given the disparity in the material capabilities they can
deploy in the international system.16 Aligning with the foregoing, when compared
on three of the national power metrics such as population, economy and military
might, Nigeria ranks higher than all the countries in West Africa, including The
Gambia.

16 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), p. 2.
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Image 1: Map of West Africa showing the location and geographical sizes of West African states

Source: Encyclopedia Britannica, Western Africa (available at https://www.britannica.com/place/
western-Africa#/media/1/640491/204287, as accessed 22 July 2021).

In the map (see Image 1) of West Africa above, while Nigeria does not have the
largest geographical size in the region, The Gambia’ 11,000km2 size pales into
insignificance in comparison with that of Nigeria’s 923,000km2. This disparity is
brought into further clarity in the compilation of the economic strength of West
African states in 2015, a year preceding The Gambia’s controversial polls of 2016.
Table 1: 2015 GDP and population of West African states (The Gambia and Nigeria asterisked).
Countries
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cabo Verde
*Gambia, The
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
Liberia
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
*Nigeria
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Togo
Cote d’Ivoire
Guinea

GDP (current US$)
11,388,160,958.25
11,832,159,275.60
1,596,800,287.16
1,378,176,868.32
48,564,863,888.44
1,048,229,629.42
3,177,000,000
13,104,802,016.20
6,166,857,628.62
9,685,577,941.03
486,803,295,097.89
17,774,766,636.05
4,218,723,875.14
4,180,866,177.04
45,814,637,971.47
8,794,202,443.67

Population
10,575,952
18,110,624
524,743
2,085,860
27,849,205
1,737,202
4,472,230
17,438,778
4,046,301
20,001,663
181,137,448
14,578,459
7,171,914
7,323,158
23,226,143
11,432,088

Source: Green Building Africa, “GDP and population of West African states” (available at https://www.
greenbuildingafrica.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/decoupes OOAS_Locations.png, as accessed on 13 May
2021).
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Table I above shows the vast disparity between the economic powers of Nigeria and
The Gambia, among other West African states. The GDP of Nigeria is more than
those of other states put together, while The Gambia ranks lowest in the region’s
economic power table. Furthermore, the disparity between Nigeria and The Gambia
can be seen in terms of historical existence and figures. Historically, the Nigerian
military has been existing since its colonial days while the Gambian military only
emerged in 1981 in the build-up to the formation of the now-defunct Senegambia
Confederacy.17 As of 2016, the Nigerian Armed Forces had 220,000 members while
The Gambia had less than 1,000 armed personnel.18
The foregoing analysis establishes the superiority of Nigeria’s national power to that
of The Gambia and sets the context for the former’s benevolent relations (B2) towards
the latter. The Gambia has benefitted from its relations with Nigeria. Nigeria and
The Gambia have related over history on many fronts, including economic, judicial,
social, educational and scientific, defence and civil aviation.19 The bulk of NigerianGambian relations revolves around economic assistance of various forms to The
Gambia. To foster economic relations between the two nations, the Nigeria-Gambia
Joint Commission was launched in 1983, while the first session of the Commission
was held in 1985. The two nations entered the Lagos Treaty focusing on ‘Economic,
Scientific and Technical Cooperation between them.20 The bilateral relations were
further strengthened in January 2003 on “the reciprocal promotion and protection
and the bilateral trade agreements in the areas of education, law enforcement, health
and agriculture”.21 The Gambia has benefitted from Nigeria’s diplomatic generosity
in terms of concessional crude oil22 to the country and financial donations which
Nigeria has graciously done to ensure that African countries can run effectively in the
teething days of independent nationhood.23
One of the strongest areas of Nigeria-Gambia relations is the judicial segment
between the two nations. Right from the independence of The Gambia, the country
has benefitted from Nigeria’s magnanimity in seconding top-notch judges to the
country. The history of the Gambian judiciary would not be complete without
17 JA Wiseman, “Military rule in The Gambia: An interim assessment”, Third World Quarterly, 17(5), 1996, p. 918.
18 Trading Economics, “Nigeria – armed forces personnel, total” (available at https://tradingeconomics.com/
nigeria/armed-forces-personnel-total-wb-data.html, as accessed on 30 April 2021).
19 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), pp. 29-44.
20 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), p. 29.
21 Peoples Daily Online, Nigeria, Gambia Sign Cooperation Agreements, 31 January 2003 (available at http://
en.people.cn/200301/31/eng20030131_110997.shtml, as accessed on 1 May 2021).
22 S Danso, S Emovwodo, & M Saud, Ecowas common trade policy: Challenges and opportunities – Gambia and
Nigeria, International conference on research and academic community services (Atlantis Press, 2020), p. 55.
23 VO Ukaogo, UU Okonkwo, FO Orabueze, VO Eze, & S Ugwu-Okoye, “Afro-centrism as the centerpiece of
Nigeria’s foreign policy: A historical misnomer in the aftermath of xenophobic attacks in South Africa”, Cogent
Arts & Humanities, 7(1), 2020, pp. 2; 7.
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mentioning the great judicial minds from Nigeria. Many Nigerian lawyers have
also practised in The Gambia thereby helping to strengthen its judiciary. Nigerian
judges such as Justices Akinola Aguda, EO Ayoola, Emmanuel Akomaye Agim and
Emmanuel Fagbenle have all served as Chief Justice of The Gambia.24 Nigeria and
The Gambia have also historical had robust educational and scientific relations.
Many Nigeria education professionals have been sent to or employed in Gambian
educational institutions over the years. Gambian students have been trained in
Nigerian institutions.25 The University of Gambia has benefitted in exchange
programmes with Nigerian universities towards the heightening of the research and
development of the capacity of The Gambia.
The Gambian military is a relatively younger institution compared to Nigeria’s.
Hence, both nations have been engaged in defence and strategic relations with the
deployment of members of the Nigerian Armed Forces drafted to train Gambian
military personnel. This is as a result of the Nigeria-Gambian Defence Pact has been
very robust and helped in ensuring that The Gambia can maintain a defence force
that can ensure the defence of its territorial integrity. Nigeria also helped in the
training of the Gambian Police.26 Other areas covered by the Defence Pact include
immigration and sundry security training. In civil aviation, Nigeria has helped in
building the aviation sector of The Gambia following the bilateral agreement on the
subject in 2004.27 The agreement covers all aspects of civil aviation aimed at making
The Gambia one of Africa’s leading safest destinations in air travel.
Arguably, the umbrella policy governing Nigerian-Gambian relations is the
Technical Aid Corps (TAC) that was established by the Nigerian government in
1987. The main drive behind the policy is to contribute to the development of
African and Caribbean nations as part of its avowed foreign policy thrust that sought
to aid them altruistically in a departure from the Western aid that is without strings
attached. The Gambia is the biggest beneficiary of this diplomatic magnanimity by
Nigeria. The Gambia has benefitted across many sectors such as health, education,
legal and skilled workers to develop human capital across these sectors. It was the
highest receiver of the TAC volunteers between 1987 and 2004 with 363 corps
members. In the health sector, The Gambia received 160 health workers in the first
18 years of the Corps’ existence.28 The importance of the TAC to human capital and
the overall development of The Gambia is immense. This is registered by the views
24 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), pp. 37-38.
25 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), pp. 38-40.
26 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), pp. 40-43.
27 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), pp. 43-44.
28 W Adebanwi, Globally oriented citizenship and international Voluntary service (Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, 2011), p. 31.
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of volunteers about the gory situation key sectors of the Gambian economy would
have been without the TAC.29
The diplomatic benevolence of Nigeria towards The Gambia means that the latter is
better for its asymmetric relations with Nigeria. Kanol notes this by averring that The
Gambia has gained more than Nigeria in the relations between the two countries.30
Countries like The Gambia have benefitted from the Afrocentric nature of Nigeria’s
foreign policy. The Gambia enjoyed the B2 aspect of the asymmetric relations
between it and Nigeria up till 2016 when the electoral and possible constitution
crisis erupted following the intransigence of President Jammeh to concede defeat and
quit power. Hence, Nigeria changed its actions to B4 as a last resort to ensure that
the election stands and transition went seamlessly.

Historical background of the Gambian 2016 electoral crisis
The Gambia is one of Africa’s smallest nations. Arising from colonial politics,
the country became an independent state in February 1965 as a constitutional
monarchy. It is a multi-ethnic state; a feature she shares with other countries on
the continent. According to the 2019 estimates of the World Population Review
(2019), the population of The Gambia stands at 2.23million people. In terms of
ethnic distribution of the population, Mandinka forms 42%, while Fula, Wolof and
Jola make up 18%, 16% and 10% respectively. Other groups such as Seres, Serahule
and the Bianunkas are in the minority.31 The Gambia became a republic in 1970.32
The post-independence political history of The Gambia can be divided into two
eras. The presidencies of Dauda Jawara (1965-1994) and Yahya Jammeh (19942016). In the first era, Dauda Jawara became the political leader of The Gambia
with his emergence as the Prime Minister of The Gambia in 1963. He later became
the President of the country when it secured Republican status in 1970. His party,
Progressive Peoples Party (PPP) had won the majority of seats in the 1962 elections.33
Compared to other African countries at early independence, politics in The Gambia
was one party-dominant.
In the West African region, for example, there was a very quick emergence of
one party or one-party dominant states. In Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire respectively,
Presidents Kwame Nkrumah and Felix Houphoët-Boigny turned the political system
29 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), p. 33.
30 D Kanol, “Nigeria-The Gambia relations…” (available at http://docs.neu.edu.tr/library/6686868202.pdf, as
accessed on 25 April 2021), p. 3.
31 World Population Review, “Gambia Population 2019” (available at www.http://worldpopulationreview.com/
countries/gambia-population/, as accessed on 2 May 2021).
32 Country Watch, Gambia Country Review 2016 (available at www.countrywatch.com/Content/pdfs/reviews/
B394Q688.01c.pdf, as accessed on 8 June 2019), p. 2.
33 D Perfect, “Politics and society…”, History Compass, 6(2), 2008, p. 428.
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of their countries into a one-party affair almost immediately after independence.34 In
Nigeria, even in the face of viable political competition, it was a one-party dominant
system at the centre.35 Jawara’s PPP dominated the legislature. Political mobilization
was also ethnic-based. Compared The PPP had greater followership in the rural areas
and the ethnic card was usually employed to campaign against political opponents,
as Jawara was a Mandinka.36
Jawara easily won all elections in the first phase of The Gambian political history.
Elections were held in The Gambia in 1966, 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987 and 1992.37
In these elections, the ruling party and opposition parties experienced mixed
fortunes, however, Jawara won all the elections despite allegations of corruption,
weak institutions and inefficiency.38 There are opinions that Jawara was able to stay
for so long in power due to strategies of co-optation and alliance. The President
had a policy of inviting opposition elements into his government given the need
for qualified Gambians to run the governance of the country. Hence, opposition
elements so invited into government eventually joins the PPP, leaving their former
parties fragile and disintegrated. This situation did not, however, breed a one-party
system in The Gambia as opposition parties had the necessary freedom to organize
and be part of the political process of the country.39
Observers of the Jawara era of The Gambian politics noted that while the
administration of the country under the President was not perfect, the human rights
record of his government was relatively good.40 There was freedom of expression and
political association under his government. According to Freedom House, The Gambia
was Africa’s freest country in 1972 and remained one of the continent’s four freest
countries up till 1990.41 A major display of good human rights posture of the Jawara
Presidency was in commutation of the death penalty for plotters of the 1981 coup in
the country to imprisonment and some even got state pardon.42 On the economic
front, Gambia’s economic performance continued to wane after the good performance
of the 1970s. By the mid-1980s, the economy of The Gambia had suffered terribly
from mounting external debt and high inflation forcing the government to adopt a
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) tagged “Economic Recovery Programme”

34 R Schachter, “Single-party systems in West Africa”, The American Political Science Review, 55(2), 1961, p. 294.
35 L Diamond, Class, ethnicity, and democracy in Nigeria: The failure of the first republic (Syracuse University Press,
1988).
36 D Perfect, “Politics and society…”, History Compass, 6(2), 2008, p. 428.
37 SS Nyang, “Politics in post-independence Gambia”, A Current Bibliography on African Affairs, 8(2), 1975, pp.
113-126.
38 D Perfect, “Politics and society…”, History Compass, 6(2), pp. 426-438.
39 RA Dugbenu, “The role of ECOWAS in managing post-election crises in West Africa: The case of Ivory Coast
and The Gambia” (MA, University of Ghana, 2018), p. 67.
40 D Perfect, “Politics and society…”, History Compass, 6(2), 2008, p. 431.
41 A Doss, J Herbst, & G Mills, “Towards a taxonomy of militaries in contemporary Africa”, Prism, 4(3), 2013, p. 132.
42 D Perfect, “Politics and society…”, History Compass, 6(2), 2008, p. 431.
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(ERP) between 1985 and 1989.43 The economic decline of The Gambia was caused by
the wrong economic choice typical of African countries at that period. In the case of
The Gambia, the over-bloated civil service and the over-valued nature of its currency,
which encouraged the excess importation of luxury goods that the economy could not
carry were responsible.44 Across the African continent, poor economic performance
and political instability contributed to the economic crisis in many of the countries.
This led to a rise in national debts to Western countries across the continent and
brought a new fervour to reliance on foreign aid, a situation that made SAP an allure
in Africa in the mid-1980s. The wobbly nature of the Gambian economy exacerbated
the legitimacy crisis faced by the Jawara government, a situation in which the military
pounced on to seize power with a leader that would make the future of elections in the
country tenuous. By the time the military struck in 1994, the country was still battling
with the economic crisis.
The second of The Gambia political history is the history of Jammeh’s rise to power and
his high-handed governance of 22 years. Following the 1981 coup that saw President
Jawara out of power for a few days, thereby creating a political crisis, the Gambian
National Army was created after the disbanding of the Gambian Field Force, a ragtag
pretension to a defence force that held sway between 1965 and 1981. Criticisms
and disaffection against Jawara’s government got to a head on July 22, 1994, with a
military coup by junior military officers.45 Along with Dudley’s postulation of the
‘logic’ of military intervention in politics, which are rationalisations by the military
for the justification of putsches,46 the Gambian military tried to justify their abortion
of democracy in the country along with the disaffection of the citizens in line with
the guardian theory of civil-military relations. Furthermore, military interests were a
factor in the coup. Members of the Gambian National Army were thought to have
deep resentment with the domination of the top position in the Army by Nigerian
officers on secondment to the county.47 However, the coup was deemed to have been
popular with the masses. This seems to be the situation with military coups in many
African countries as the military was seen as coming to clear the mess caused by the
politicians. Onah, notes that Nigerians for example celebrated many of the military
coups ousting civilians and “derailed” military governments from power.48
The coup of 1994 led The Gambia to the second phase of her post-independence
politics. Yahya Jammeh emerged as the military leader of The Gambian following
the coup. The newly installed Armed Forces Provisional Ruling Council (AFPRC)
suspended the constitution and with the closing of democratic institutions and
43
44
45
46
47
48

D Perfect, “Politics and society....”, History Compass, 6(2), 2008, p. 430.
TM Sallah, “Economics and politics in the Gambia”, The Journal of Modern African Studies, 28(4), 1990, p. 628.
E Sanyang, & S Camara, The Gambia after Elections…, p. 7.
BJ Dudley, An introduction to Nigerian government and politics (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1982).
D Perfect, “Politics and society...”, History Compass, 6(2), 2008, p. 431.
EI Onah, “From welcome to hostility: A retrospective analysis of the change in civil attitude to military
intervention in Nigerian politics”, Lagos Historical Review, 17, 2017, p. 1.
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full-blown military dictatorship emerged in The Gambia. The AFPRC had planned
a four-year transition window but due to criticisms by the Press and citizens, a
democratic process commenced that led to the promulgation of a new constitution
and finally an election in1996.49 The peculiar thing about the Gambian 1996
election was the resignation of Jammeh from the Gambian National Army to contest
for the Presidency just before the election. He formed the Alliance for Patriotic
Reorientation and Construction (APRC), the political party on which platform of
which he contested and won the 1996 presidential poll.
Jammeh joined the growing list of soldiers-turned-civilians in Africa. Essentially,
these new democratic “converts” see themselves as the stabilisers of their polity,
hence, the need to continue to power to prevent their nations from falling into
the abyss. To achieve his political ambition, Jammeh did all the things that are
characteristic of countries where military leaders turned to civilians to retain power.
In Ghana, for example, Rawlings macro-managed his emergence as a civilian leader
in 1993 having served as a military ruler since 1981. Both Jammeh and Rawlings,
in the final analysis, took advantage of their incumbencies, handpicked the electoral
commissions and subverted the electoral laws and processes.50
Jammeh’s government failed to address the shortcomings of the former
government. Rather than enhancing democratic institutions in the country,
instilling accountability, transparency and integrity which are essential for growing
the economy to ensure national development, the new government closed the
political space against the opposition. Jammeh brought new fervour to the longdebated issue of unlimited terms of office. This pathology of democracy has a recipe
for political crisis and instability in Africa. Owing to a history of strongman politics,
many leaders have not come to terms with the idea of term limits in democracy. This
endemic situation has bred leaders that overstayed power by altering or attempting
to alter their countries’ constitutional provisions on term limits. 31 of African
leaders altered constitutional provisions on term limits while 16% attempted to
do so between 1990 and 2019.51 To facilitate his aversion to term limits, Jammeh
also made political competition untenable with draconian provisions such as
having a candidate having to gather up to 5000 signatures to qualify to contest
elections. This provision could discourage political participation because appending
signatures for opposition politicians could be criminalized and punished with
lengthy prison terms for the citizens. This is coupled with the payment of $1000
49 Country Watch, Gambia Country Review 2016 (available at www.countrywatch.com/Content/pdfs/reviews/
B394Q688.01c.pdf, as accessed on 15 May 2021), p. 11.
50 AS Saine, “The soldier-turned-presidential candidate: A comparison of flawed democratic transitions in Ghana
and Gambia”, Journal of Political and Military Sociology, 28(2), 2000, p. 204.
51 A Casani, “Third term bids and the risks for democracy in Sub-Saharan Africa”, Italian Institute of International
Political Studies: Commentary, 26 October 2020 (available at https://www.ispionline.it/en/pubblicazione/thirdterm-bids-and-risks-democracy-sub-saharan-africa-27901, as accessed on 3 May 2021).
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as enshrined in the constitution.52 Hence competing against Jammeh and his party
became an impossible task because the provisions have removed the competitive
feature of the democratic system which is a level playing ground for all contestants.
Yahya Jammeh’s rule as the President of The Gambia was marked by a brutal
human rights record and gross abuse of the democratic process. Political opposition,
journalists, human rights activists and other critics of the Gambian society were
visited with repression, highhandedness and brutal execution all bearing the imprint
of the executive rascality. The press was gagged with repressive laws “criminalising
libel, sedition and false news in the country”,53 and many opposition figures were
imprisoned. For example, journalists such as Ebrima Manneh and Abdoulie
Ceesay were arrested or abducted and imprisoned varying lengths of jail terms,
while Musa Saidykhan was physically abused by members of the security forces in
2006. Elections held in The Gambia in 2001, 2006, 2011 were marked by most
state-sponsored violence.54 Dissent to government and criticism was met with the
maximum response from the state. For example, 14 students were shot by police
officers in April 2000 while protesting against the killing of students and rape in the
country. Perpetrators of the crimes were indemnified by the state.55
Abuse of the electoral process under Jammeh was such that electoral laws were
followed only at the convenience of the President such as the suppression of the press
and arbitrary use of state institutions and resources to gained undue advantage over
the opponents. Election observers noted that the 2011 elections were peaceful. They
were however deemed to be neither free nor fair. In 2012, National Assembly elections
were held with APRC winning the majority through the same tactics of harassing the
opposition and journalists and abuse of state resources and institutions. Six out of
seven opposition parties boycotted the 2013 local government elections in protest of
Jammeh’s stifling of the electoral process.56 His rule from 1996 when he contested and
won the presidency as a sitting military leader up to his eventual defeat and going on
exile in 2016/2017 were despotic, despite regular elections during the period.

The 2016 Gambian presidential election
The build-up to Gambia’s 2016 Presidential elections was the culmination of the
pathologies of Jammeh’s rule since 1994 and especially between 1996 when he
52 SI Odoziobodo & E Nnaji, “ECOWAS and the fight against sit-tightism in West Africa: A case study of The
Gambia-2016-2017”, International Journal of Multidisciplinary and Current Research, 5, 2017, p. 1499.
53 AR Alfa Shaban, Jammeh-era media laws violated freedom of expression - ECOWAS court, Africanews, 15
February 2018 (available at https://www.africanews.com/2018/02/15/jammeh-era-media-laws-violatedfreedom-of-expression-ecowas-court//, as accessed 30 April 2021).
54 Home Office, Country policy and information note Gambia: Public opinion, 2017 (available at https://www.ecoi.
net/en/document/1409534.html, as accessed 13 May 2021).
55 E Sanyang & S Camara “The Gambia after elections…”, 2017, p. 7.
56 Home Office, Country policy and information note Gambia: ..., 2017 (available at https://www.ecoi.net/en/
document/1409534.html, as accessed on 13 May 2021).
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dropped his military uniform for civilian rule. With a succession of manipulations
through legal means and state machinery, Jammeh won all Presidential elections in
the country with ease. Given that opposition parties and figures had been crippled to
the extent that they could not mount a serious challenge to Jammeh and his APRC,
they not only won the Presidency but also dominated the National Assembly and
other state institutions. The 2016 elections came at a period when within the West
African sub-region, democratic governance had just received a new fervour in which
electoral contests yielded defeats of incumbents who based on that relinquished
power in deference to the will of the people.
Previous elections in the Jammeh era of the Gambian political history had one theme
that runs through them – Jammeh had no strong oppositions to face him.57 2001,
2006 and 2011 Presidential elections were a nadir of elections as the incumbent won
them with increasing margins. In 2001, Jammeh of the APRC won 61% of the votes,
in 2006, 53% while in 2011, the winning percentage was 72%. In the atmosphere
of fear that pervaded the elections, opposition parties only existed at the mercy of
the incumbent as there were arrests and harassment of opposition leaders and several
instances of assassination that were politically motivated.58
In the preceding months to the 2016 election, in line with the culture of harassment,
assassination and arrest of opposition, the incumbent had predicted the victory by
the widest margin ever seen in Gambian electoral history. In April 2016, the whole
Executive of the biggest opposition party, the United Democratic Party (UDP) was
arrested following a protest over the death of a popular youth leader, Ebrima Solo
Sandeng. In July 2016, they were sentenced to three-year imprisonment each.59
While there were regular presidential and parliamentary elections in The Gambia,
Jammeh’s tactics of harassment and intimidation of journalists and the opposition,
abuse of the electoral system and control of the civil society demeaned the process
while keeping the President in power. Given the trend of past elections, Jammeh was
expected to realize his threat of the widest margin imaginable in the elections. The
international community was not also encouraged to send in observers as ECOWAS
did not send any observer contingent while the EU was prevented from coming by
the government. However, the AU sent a small continent to observe the election.60
The emergence of presidential candidates for the 2016 elections was quite a departure
from the previous elections. The mustering of political will by opposition parties
to field a coalition candidate was unprecedented in the Jammeh era of Gambian
57 N Hultin, B Jallow, BN Lawrance, & A Sarr, “Autocracy, migration, and The Gambia’s ‘unprecedented’ 2016
election”, African Affairs, 116(463), 2017, p. 324.
58 RA Dugbenu, “The role of ECOWAS in managing post-election crises in West Africa…” (MA, University of
Ghana, 2018), pp. 74-75.
59 D Perfect, “The Gambian 2016 presidential election…”, The Round Table, 106(3), 2017, p. 2.
60 M Helal, “The ECOWAS intervention in The Gambia-2016”, T Ruys & O Corten, International law on the use
of force: A case based approach (New York, Oxford University Press, 2017), pp. 912-932.
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politics. Leader of the UDP, Adama Barrow emerged as the Presidential candidate of
the opposition in October 2016, code-named “Coalition 2016”. Hence, the 2016
Presidential poll pitched Barrow of “Coalition 2016”, Jammeh of the APRC and
little known Mamma Kandeh of the Gambian Democratic Congress (GDC).61
The opposition in The Gambia must have learnt from around West Africa with the
emergence of coalition victories in Senegal and Nigeria in 2015. Thus, Gambian
swelled the number of cases attesting to the utility of coalition, alliances and mergers
to unseat sit-tight leaders in the continent.
On Election Day, the government of The Gambia ensured an internet blackout in
the Gambia. However, the results were rather a surprise as Barrow of the “Coalition
2016” was declared a winner by polling 277,708 votes against 208,487 votes for
Jammeh and 89,768 for Kandeh. Jammeh took the whole world by surprise by
conceding defeat to Barrow. Efforts have been made to explain how and why the
opposition won the election in The Gambia. Among the credible explanations for
shocking results was the amendment to the electoral law that adopted on-the-spot
counting of votes made the election very difficult to rig by the incumbent APRC.62
However, a few days after the announcement of the results, there was a minor
adjustment to the election results by the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC)
as to the total of votes gained by the candidates. This elicited a rescinding of the
earlier decision to accept the result of the election by Jammeh who approached the
Supreme Court to annul the election and call for a re-vote.
The rejection of the results of the election by Jammeh immediately turned into a
political crisis in The Gambia as his stance created a stalemate in the country. Barrow
fled into exile in Senegal while within one week, Gambian citizens were fleeing the
country for neighbouring countries for fear of an outbreak of violence. Aljazeera
reported that about 46,000 Gambians fled the country due to the ensuing political
impasse.63 Jammeh had deployed security forces in Banjul in a tense situation that
spelt doom for the country. However, senior members of Jammeh’s cabinet and
Gambia’s diplomatic corps recognized Barrow as the President-elect. Prominent
opposition leaders and members of Jammeh’s cabinet that recognized Barrow fled
into exile for fear of arrest and prosecution. Head of the Gambian Independent
Electoral Commission, Alieu Momar Njie also fled to exile as his Commission had
been taken over by security forces.64 The international community condemned
Jammeh’s U-turn on the election result and mounted pressures on him to relinquish
61 D Perfect, “The Gambian 2016…”, The Round Table, 106(3), 2017, p. 1.
62 RA Dugbenu, “The role of ECOWAS in managing post-election crises in West Africa…” (MA, University of
Ghana, 2018), p. 76.
63 D Perfect, “The Gambian 2016…”, The Round Table, 106(3),2017, p. 6.
64 AR Alfa Shaban, “Jammeh-era media laws violated freedom…”, Africanews, 15 February 2018 (available at
https://www.africanews.com/2018/02/15/jammeh-era-media-laws-violated-freedom-of-expression-ecowascourt//, as accessed on 30 April 2021).
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power for the new government.65

Gambia’s 2016 elections and the change in asymmetric actions in NigeriaGambian relations
The decision of Jammeh to reject the results of the Presidential election which
he had earlier accepted to the commendation of the international community was
baffling to West African leaders. Nigeria joined the international community to
condemn the attempt of the President to subvert the will of the Gambian people.
Having just defeated a sitting President in March 2015, the Nigerian government
recognized the President-elect, Barrow and joined the international community to
impress it upon Jammeh to accept defeat for The Gambia to avoid a political impasse.
As West Africa’s largest country and a friend of The Gambia, the absence of rebuke
from Nigeria would have cast an air of legitimacy on the recalcitrant Gambian leader.
Hence, Nigeria’s joining the international community to condemn the incumbent
and recognizing the result of the election was a sign that she was ready to lead other
West African countries to mount pressure on Jammeh to accept defeat and allow for
a smooth democratic transition in The Gambia.
Due to Nigeria’s condemnation of the President’s stance on the results of the
elections and the recognition of the President-Elect, Barrow, Jammeh could not
approach Nigeria for Judges to hear his case in the Supreme Court. Nigeria has
a long history of seconding judges to several African countries including The
Gambia to help build their judiciaries.66 The then Chief Justice of The Gambia was
Justice Emmanuel Oluwasegun Fagbenle, who declined to hear the case.67 The last
appointment of judges to the Supreme Court of the country was made in October
2016, of which five out of the six judges are from Nigeria.68 What was surprising was
that Jammeh could not secure the services of any of these Judges as he made a request
to President Sirleaf-Johnson as the Chairperson of ECOWAS to allow foreign judges
to be released to The Gambia to ensure speedy hearing and determination of the case
he brought before the Supreme Court.69 The five Nigerian Judges may have been
recalled by the Nigerian government to avert a situation of using Nigeria judges to
65 D Ojo, T Shoniyi, & A Enumah, “Condemnation trails Jammeh’s rejection of election results”, Thisday, 11
December 2016 (available at https://www.thisdaylive.com/index.php/2016/12/11/condemnation-trailsjammehs-rejection-of-election-results/, as accessed on 3 May 2021).
66 IO Agbede, “Akinola aguda: Nigeria’s lord denning”, The News, 4 June 2017 (available at https://www.
thenewsnigeria.com.ng/2017/06/akinola-aguda-nigerias-lord-denning/, as accessed on February 2019).
67 L Jabateh, “Gambia supreme court judge declines to rule on president’s election challenge”, Reuters (available at
https://af.reuters.com/article/topNews/idAFKBN1510KZ, as accessed on 16 March 2020).
68 Sahara Reporters, “How Nigerian serving as Gambia’s chief judge is secretly working to keep president Yahya
Jammeh in office”, Sahara Reporters, 22 December 2016 (available at www. saharareporters.com/2016/12/22/
how-nigerian-serving-gambia’s-chief-judge-secretly-working-keep-president-yahya-jammeh, as accessed on 16
March 2020).
69 Sahara Reporters, “Jammeh begs Sirleaf, ECOWAS to let court determine his fate”, Sahara Reporters, 16 January
2017 (available at www.saharareporters.com/2017/01/16/Jammeh-begs-sirleaf-ecowas-let-court-determine-hisfate, as accessed on 16 March 2020).
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secure a judgment thereby annulling the election.70
The Gambia was fast moving towards a political crisis, the importance of preventive
diplomacy was not lost on Nigeria. Nigerian leader, Muhammadu Buhari led other
ECOWAS leaders to persuade Yahya Jammeh to step down following his defeat by
the opposition.71 West African leaders such as Ellen Sirleaf-Johnson of Liberia, John
Mahama of Ghana and Ernest Bai Koroma of Sierra Leone on December 13, 2016,
visited Jammeh in Banjul on behalf of ECOWAS to persuade him to accept the
result and step down from power to pave the way for a smooth democratic transition
in The Gambia. The ECOWAS team was buoyed in terms of legitimacy based on the
successful transitions across West Africa. Given the examples of Presidents Buhari of
Nigeria and Sall of Senegal defeating incumbent Presidents and President Mahama
of Ghana conceding defeat in Ghana, the message of democracy in West Africa to
Jammeh was clear.72 Though the meeting with Jammeh ended in a stalemate, the
action registers the maturity of ECOWAS diplomacy as led by Nigeria as pursuing
preventive diplomacy to forestall the political impasse in The Gambia.
The United Nations, having monitored the situation in The Gambia, through
the Security Council, approved actions taken by the African Union and ECOWAS
in recognising President-Elect Barrow and with the encouragement of the United
Nations Security Council (UNSC) with resolution 2337 on January 19, 201773,
members of states of ECOWAS formed the ECOWAS Military Intervention in
The Gambia (ECOMIG) with Nigeria contributing 200 soldiers to ECOMIG
while also availing the operations of her naval air capabilities to oust Jammeh from
power. Nigeria’s contingent was the second largest after Senegal which contributed
250 soldiers.74 Given Gambia’s weak military arsenal, Jammeh gave in and left the
country for exile in Equatorial Guinea. The deployment of ECOMIG brought a
new dimension to peacekeeping and democratic stability discourse in West Africa.
ECOMIG was termed coercive diplomacy75 because it was the first time in West
Africa and Africa in general that a President was ousted out of power by other
70 PD Williams, “A new African model of coercion? Assessing the ECOWAS mission in The Gambia”, 2017,
International Institute of Peace Global Observatory (available at www.theglobalobservatory.org/2017/03/ecowasgambia-barrow-jammeh-african-union/, as accessed 17 March 2020).
71 D Pilling & M Fick, “West Africa leaders step up efforts to end Gambian crisis”, Financial Times, 2017 (available
at www.ft.com/content/508d7332-d735-11e16-944b-e7eb37a6aa8e, as accessed on 17 March 2020).
72 PD Williams, “A new African model of coercion…”, 2017, International Institute of Peace Global Observatory
(available at www.theglobalobservatory.org/2017/03/ecowas-gambia-barrow-jammeh-african-union/, as
accessed 17 March 2020).
73 United Nations, “Security endorses recognition by African Union, Regional States, of Adama Barrow as
President-Elect of Gambia, Unanimously Adopting 2337”, 19 January 2017, Meetings Coverage and Press
Releases (available at https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12688.doc.htm, as accessed on 4 May 2021).
74 Africa-EU Partnership, Mission in The Gambia ECOMIG, 2018 (available at https://www.africa-eupartnership.org/en/projects/mission-gambia-ecomig, as accessed on 21 March 2020).
75 PD Williams, “A new African model of coercion…”, 2017, International Institute of Peace Global Observatory
(available at www.theglobalobservatory.org/2017/03/ecowas-gambia-barrow-jammeh-african-union/, as accessed
17 March 2020).
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countries to foster democracy in that country.

Conclusion
Following the enforcement of the outcome of the 2016 presidential election in The
Gambia, it has become apparent the good asymmetry can serve in bilateral relations.
The military threat issued by Nigeria to The Gambia to oust Jammeh from power
showed that Nigerian-Gambian relations that have historically been based on B2
moved to B4. Democratic enforcement as an aspect of asymmetric relations is new in
Nigeria’s engagement with her West African neighbours. Nigeria given its asymmetric
advantage over other West African countries has been an enforcer of democracy
mainly in preventing and reversing forceful takeover of democratic systems by the
military in the region76 but has never done so with an outright military threat as in
the case of The Gambia.
Given the success of the democratic enforcement experiment in Nigerian-Gambina
relations and the historical friendly, benevolent relations between the two nations,
asymmetric behaviour reverted from B4 to B2.77 The restoration of the B2 relations
between Nigeria and The Gambia brings into focus certain issues about the newfound aspect of Nigeria’s asymmetric relations in West Africa and beyond. This
revolves around the ability of Nigeria to contribute on a B2 basis to the development
of democracy in The Gambia. This is because The Gambia possesses weak democratic
structures and institutions. After all, the Jammeh Administration failed to develop
such critical requirements for realising a fully developed democratic system.
A critical look at the prospects of a viable B2 contribution to democratic deepening
in The Gambia with the help of Nigeria, the B4 action in the Gambian electoral
crisis was more or less an end itself. This is because an asymmetric B2 contribution
to the development of democratic structures and institutions requires the stronger
and probably more democratic country to help in replicating its system in the weaker
country. However, both Nigeria and The Gambia fall into the category of electoral
authoritarian regimes.78 This means that apart from the regularity of elections, critical
democratic institutions are lacking or weak in these countries. This suggests that while
B4 may help in affirming democratic outcomes in contested electoral situations like in
The Gambia, the asymmetric wherewithal to help build democracy on B2 terms may
be lacking if the stronger country has questionable democratic credentials.
Nigeria’s questionable democratic credentials that could hamper its B2 contribution(s)
to The Gambia and other countries on democracy stems from its inability to deepen
76 S Omotola, “From importer to exporter...”, Political Perspectives, 2(1), 2008, pp. 38-41.
77 D Elumoye, “Osinbajo promises to strengthen Nigeria, Gambia relations”, Thisday, 19 May 2021 (available at
https://www.thisdaylive.com/index.php/2021/05/19/osinbajo-promises-to-strengthen-nigeria-gambia-relations/,
as accessed on 20 May 2021).
78 S Omotola, “From importer to exporter...”, Political Perspectives, 2(1), 2008, p. 46.
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its democracy beyond the ritual of elections. This continues to make elections in the
country problematic. While Nigeria has never experienced the Gambian debacle
before, a critical look at elections since 1999 shows continually worsening electoral
scenarios characterised by problems such as violence, rigging, corruption (vote-buying
and selling) and institutional weakness, among other issues, all of which are almost
defying reforms.79 These electoral issues are associated with the worsening security
situation bordering on terrorism, kidnapping and banditry and the various secessionist
pressures that are currently threatening the corporate existence of the state. With these
challenges facing Nigeria’s democracy, it is unconscionable to expect a B2 contribution
to the democratic development of The Gambia.
The foregoing reveals that the B4 action that was taken by Nigeria in concert with
other ECOWAS actors, though within the purview of regional instruments aimed at
building democracy and governance was a limited action. Such an action should be
able to extend to B2 which unfortunately may not materialise. This then means that
the realpolitik of the Gambian democratic enforcement effort by Nigeria, among
ECOWAS actors, was merely to prevent a political crisis in the West African state
with the potential to destabilise the region. It was also not to help build the critical
democratic structures and institutions that can prevent the emergence of another
Jammeh in the future and ensure that democracy, in the final analysis, lives to its
promise of improving the living conditions of Gambians.

79 M Jega, “A reflection on 20 years of democracy in Nigeria”, Centre for Democracy and Development, 2019
(available at https://media.africaportal.org/documents/a_reflection_on_20_years_of_democracy.pdf, as
accessed on 10 May 2021).
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If Botswana cannot change its foreign policy on Bophuthatswana, and continues with its mud-slinging, then
Bophuthatswana will have no choice but to retaliate – Lucas Mangope (1986).

Abstract
This article is an account of the relations between independent Botswana
and her South African Black homeland neighbour of Bophuthatswana, whom
Botswana steadfastly refused to recognise as a sovereign state. Bophuthatswana
was used by South Africa to punish Botswana for assisting liberation movement
groups such as the African National Congress (ANC) in their struggle against
apartheid. Lucas Mangope, president of Bophuthatswana, tried to pressurize
Botswana into recognising Bophuthatswana through diplomatic relations.
Initially, he tried to capitalise on the common Tswana cultural heritage
between Botswana and Bophuthatswana and their long common border to
achieve his objective. The paper also looks at how Mangope sought to use PanTswana links and soft power on the main opposition party, Botswana National
Front (BNF), to get the international recognition for Bophuthatswana. The
focus then shifts to how a failed military coup that sought to oust Mangope in
1988 further strained the relations between Botswana and Bophuthatswana.
Finally, the article discusses Botswana’s response to the demise of apartheid and
Bophuthatswana in 1994. The paper adds to the corpus of literature on the
contribution of Botswana to the liberation of South Africa and the Southern
African region generally which President Mokgweetsi Masisi of Botswana
rather mistakenly lamented in late June 2021 that it has been neglected in
terms of documentation. This points to the need for teaching of the history of
Botswana in the country’s education system which is currently very limited.
Keywords: International diplomacy; Botswana; Bophuthatswana; Lucas
Mangope; Relations.

Introduction
Whereas Botswana was a small democratic and militarily weak state that
overwhelmingly depended on apartheid South Africa for economic development
and infrastructure, Botswana was however an open critic of South Africa’s apartheid
system. Botswana also gave support to the South African liberation movement groups,
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which included the African National Congress (ANC), that sought to dislodge the
apartheid government.1 By the 1980s South Africa had intensified her pursuit of the
liberation movement combatants into the neighbouring Southern African countries.
The ANC received military assistance from the Soviet Union, and South African
government perceived this as an existential threat to its statehood as well as the
interests of the Western world led by the United States in their global ideological
and military competition against the Soviet Union or the Cold War. This threat was
labelled Communist “Total Onslaught”2 by the South African government during
the presidency of PW Botha. South Africa capitalised on the Cold War milieu by
supporting the Western powers which in turn tolerated the apartheid system and
even invested in the South African economy.3 South Africa labelled the ANC and
other liberation groups “Communists” and influenced the American and British
governments of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher respectively to classify the
ANC as a “terrorist organisation”.4 Like South Africa, Mangope’s Bophuthatswana
was intolerant of the ANC, which strongly opposed the Bantustan system, and dealt
with its combatants and other members as terrorists. The ANC was never formally
banned in Bophuthatswana5 but operated underground sometimes with sympathetic
taxi drivers ferrying ANC combatants to the Botswana border to cross illegally.6
Therefore, the apartheid regime responded with a policy it called “Total Strategy”.7
This included military raids in the neighbouring countries with ANC activists and
others as targets.

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

CJ Makgala and B Seabo, ‘‘‘Very brave or very foolish’? ‘Gallant little’ Botswana’s defiance of ‘apartheid’s golden
age’, 1966-1980”, The Round Table, 106(3), 2017, pp. 303-311; L Cantwell, “Chiefly power in a frontline state:
Kgosi Linchwe II, the Bakgatla and Botswana in the South African liberation struggle, 1948-1994”, Journal
of Southern African Studies, 41(2), 2015, pp. 255-272; PT Mgadla and BT Mokopakgosi, “Botswana and the
liberation of South Africa: An evolving story of sacrifice”, South African Democracy Education: The Road to
Democracy in South Africa, 5, African Solidarity Part I (Pretoria, Unisa Press, 2013), pp. 393-440.
DW Potgeiter, Total onslaught: Apartheid’s dirty tricks exposed (Cape Town, Penguin Random House South
Africa, 2012).
R Nixon, Selling apartheid: South Africa’s global propaganda war (Auckland Park, Jacana, 2015).
A McSmith, “Margaret Thatcher branded ANC ‘terrorist’ while urging Nelson Mandela’s release”, Independent,
9 December 2013 (available at https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/margaret-thatcher-brandedanc-terrorist-while-urging-nelson-mandela-s-release-8994191.html, as accessed on 3 May 2020); B Little, “Why
Nelson Mandela was viewed as a ‘terrorist’ by the U.S. Until 2008”, Biography, 28 December 2018 (available at https://
www.biography.com/news/nelson-mandela-terrorist-reagan-thatcher, as accessed on 3 May 2020).
D Welsh, The rise and fall of apartheid (Johannesburg and Cape Town, Jonathan Ball, 2009), p. 512.
JR Moreti, “A taxi operator from Morwa in the ANC struggle against Mangope’s Bophuthatswana”, Botswana
Notes and Records, 44, 2012, pp. 224-228.
Among other works see P Johnson and D Martin, Destructive engagement: Southern Africa at war (Harare,
Zimbabwe Publishing House for the Southern African Research and Documentation, 1986); J Smith and B
Tromp, Hani: A life too short (Johannesburg and Cape Town, Jonathan Ball); R Davies and D O’meara, “Total
strategy in Southern Africa: An analysis of South African regional policy since 1978”, Journal of Southern
African Studies, 11(2), 1985, pp. 183-211; J Hanlop, Beggar your neighbours: Apartheid power in Southern Africa
(Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1986); M Coleman (ed.), A crime against humanity: Analysing the
repression of the apartheid state (Cape Town, University of Western Cape, 1998).
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Whereas, Botswana also suffered from raids by the South African Defence Force
(SADF) such as 14 June 1985 and 19 May 1986 attacks on Gaborone,8 the Pretoria
regime also tried a strategy of using Bophuthatswana to harass and humiliate
Botswana.9 Bophuthatswana’s relentless pursuit of the elusive international
diplomatic recognition was targeted at the unwilling Botswana because of the two
territories’ common Tswana ethnic heritage and a long international border. Since
Bophuthatswana gained her “independence” from South Africa in 1977 it pursued
this goal with vigour but Botswana was unrelenting. Bophuthatswana resorted to
several acts of intimidating Botswana as well as sabotaging the country’s economy.
Whereas this hard power approach was indirect manoeuvre by South Africa and
part of its “Total Strategy” against Botswana, the latter declined to deal with
Bophuthatswana and insisted on negotiating with the South African regime directly
much to the chagrin of Bophuthatswana. Nonetheless, there were instances when
Botswana leadership was pragmatic and had secret deals with Mangope.
The article uses the designation “Tswana” to refer to ethnic Tswana-speakers in order
to avoid confusing them with Batswana who are citizens of post-colonial Botswana,10
and South Africa. The relations between Botswana and Bophuthatswana has not
been studied comprehensively, hence this ambitious paper. There are some works
that do touch briefly on aspects of this relations but their focus is on other issues.11
BKM Molokoe’s PhD thesis submitted at the University of North West in 2000 is
the most informative on Bophuthatswana’s quest for international recognition and
the 1988 military could that briefly ousted Mangope. M Lawrence and A Manson
in their journal article on the “Rise and fall of Bophuthatswana” provide helpful
insights on Mangope’s notion of “Pan-Tswanaism” and his engineered railway crisis
with Botswana. The second president of Botswana, Sir Ketumile Masire (1980-1998)
in his memoirs devotes a small section to relations with Bophuthatswana12 and this is
used as a primary source because it reflects Botswana’s official position. Former South
8 R Dale, “Not always so placid a place: Botswana under attack”, African Affairs, 86(342), 1987, pp. 73-91.
9 M Dingake, The politics of confusion: The BNF Saga, 1984-1988 (Gaborone, Bay Publishing), p.47.
10 It should be noted that Botswana is not an ethnically homogenous society as it is comprised of numerous
non-Tswana speakers who have for a long time campaigned for promotion of their linguistic and cultural
rights at the constitutional level. Among several works on this subject there is R Werbner, Reasonable radicals
and citizenship in Botswana: The public anthropology of Kalanga Elites (Bloomington, Indiana University Press,
2004); R Werbner, “Cosmopolitan ethnicity, entrepreneurship and the nation: Minority elites in Botswana”,
Journal of Southern African Studies: Special Issue on Minorities and Citizenship in Botswana, 28(4), 2002, pp. 731753; I Mazonde (ed.), Minorities in the millennium: Perspectives from Botswana (Gaborone, Lentswe La Lesedi,
2002).
11 J Drummond, and AH Manson, “The evolution and contemporary significance of the BophuthatswanaBotswana landscape”, D Rumley and JV Minghi (eds.), The geography of border landscapes (London and New
York, Routledge, 1991), pp. 217-242; M Lawrence and A Manson, “The ‘dogs of the boers’: The rise and fall
of Mangope’s Bophuthatswana”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 20(3), 1994, p. 447-461; BKM Molokoe,
“Bophuthatswana and its impact on the North West province, 1974-1998” (PhD thesis, University of North
West, 2000); CJ Makgala, History of Bakgatla-baga-Kgafela in Botswana and South Africa (Crink, Pretoria,
2009).
12 QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish? Memoirs of an African democrat (Gaborone, Macmillan, 2006).
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African President FW de Klerk (1989-1994) in memoirs, which is also treated as a
primary source, discusses the Bantustans and does touch on Lucas Mangope but he
does not discuss Botswana-Bophuthatswana relations at all.13
The article also adds to the corpus of literature on Botswana’s contribution to the
liberation struggle of South Africa and the Southern African region which recently
the president of Botswana, Mokgweetsi Masisi, rather mistakenly lamented that it
has been neglected in terms of documentation.14 He said this at the Office of the
President in late June 2021 during a valedictory call by outgoing South African high
commissioner to Botswana, Rosemary Mashaba. Contrary to Masisi’s protestation
a lot has been done in the documentation of Botswana’s role in the liberation of
the region including in the massive 10-volume Hashim Mbita Project funded by
the Southern African Development Community (SADC).15 The Hashim Mbita
publications were formally handed the African Union (AU) leadership by the then
chairperson of SADC President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe on 20 January 2016.16
The project and publication was named after the retired late Brigadier General
13 FW de Klerk, The autobiography: The last trek a new beginning (London, Pan Books, 1999).
14 K More, “Botswana’s liberation struggle role neglected”, Botswana Daily News, 28 June 2021.
15 T Tlou and P Mgadla, “Botswana”, AJ Temu and JDN Tembe (eds.), Southern African National Liberation
Struggles, 1960-1994: Contemporary Documents 10 Volumes (Dar es Salaam, Mkuki No Nyoto Publishers, 2014)
(available at https://www.sadc.int/files/5914/0871/4326/HASHIM_MBITA_FLYER.PDF, as accessed on 29
June 2021; CJ Makgala, G Goitsemang and D Norris, “‘In an hour, I could be shot over Angola’: The geopolitical
dynamics and experience of the 1988 shooting of president Masire’s Jet”, Botswana Notes and Records: A Special
Issue on Botswana Notes and Records’ Golden Jubilee Volume in Honour of Sir Ketumile Masire, 50, (2018), pp.
153-165; CJ Makgala and B Seabo, ‘‘‘Very brave or very foolish’?…”, pp. 303-311; L Cantwell, “Chiefly power
in a frontline state…”, pp. 255-272; PT Mgadla and BT Mokopakgosi, “Botswana and the liberation of South
Africa…”, pp. 393-440; QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish? ...; R Dale, “Not always so placid a place”, pp.
73-91; MS Merafhe, The general: In the service of my country (Gaborone, Diamond Educational Books, 2015); N
Parsons, W Henderson and T Tlou, Seretse Khama, 1921-1980 (Gaborone, Botswana Society and Macmillan,
1995); W Edge, The autobiography of Mpho Motsamai (Gaborone, Lobopo Publishers, 1996); N Parsons, “The
pipeline: Botswana’s reception of refugees, 1956-68”, Social Dynamics, 34(1), 2008, pp. 17-32; F Keitseng
(edited by J Ramsay and B Morton), Comrade fish: Memories of a Motswana in the ANC underground (Gaborone,
Pula Press, 1999); BZ Osei-Hwendie, “The role of Botswana in the liberation of Southern Africa Since 1966”,
WA Edge and MH, Lekorwe (eds.), Botswana politics and society (Pretoria, JL van Schaik, 1998), p. 425-439;
M Dingake, Better to die on one’s feet: One man’s journey in the struggle for freedom (Cape Town, South Africa’s
History Online, 2015); CJ Makgala, and LM Fisher, “The impact of the Zimbabwean liberation struggle on
Botswana: The case of Lesoma Ambush, 1978”, New Contree, 57, 2009, pp. 158-178; P Mgadla, “‘A good
measure of sacrifice’: Botswana and the liberation struggles of Southern Africa (1965–1985)”, Social Dynamics:
A Journal of African Studies, 34(1), 2008, pp. 5-16; MMM Bolaane, “Cross-border lives, warfare and rape in
independence-era Botswana”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 39(3), 2013, pp. 557-576; BT Mokopakgosi,
“The University in Botswana and the liberation struggle in Southern Africa (1973-1980)”, Social Dynamics: A
Journal of African Studies, 34(1), 2008, pp. 39-42; WG Morapedi, “The dilemmas of liberation in Southern
Africa: The case of Zimbabwean liberation movements and Botswana, 1960-1979”, Journal of Southern African
Studies, 38(1), 2012, pp. 73-90; BG Gumbo, “Southern African liberation wars: The halting development of
tourism in Botswana, 1960s-1990s’, South African Historical Journal, 66(3), 2014, pp. 572-587; JA Muller,
‘The inevitable pipeline’: Botswana’s role in the Namibian liberation struggle (Basel, Basler Afrika Bibliographien,
2012); JH Polhemus, “Botswana’s role in the liberation of southern Africa”, LA Picard (ed.), Evolution of modern
Botswana (London, Rex Collins, 1985).
16 Southern African Development Community, “SADC presents Hashim Mbita publication to the African
Union” (available at https://www.sadc.int/news-events/news/sadc-presents-hashim-mbita-publication-africanunion/, as accessed on 29 June 2021).
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Hashim Mbita of Tanzania who had served as the executive secretary of the AU’s
forerunner the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) from 1974 to 1992. The
pervasive ignorance of the Botswana’s role and sacrifice in the liberation of the region
can be attributed to very limited or non-teaching of the history of Botswana in the
country’s education system.17 This is not helped by the fact that in some influential
government and corporate quarters the necessity of teaching history in the country’s
schools has even been questioned.18

Common Botswana-Bophuthatswana historical heritage
Botswana and Bophuthatswana shared a longstanding and common historical,
cultural and ethnic linkages. The Tswana of Botswana originate from South Africa
where they had split from others owing to succession disputes, conflicts and intertribal warfare over generations. Starting in the mid-nineteenth century some Tswana
groups from South Africa, including Bahurutshe boo Manyane to which Mangope
belonged, left for territory of Bakwena of Kgosi Sechele in what would later become
Botswana. As Andrew Manson notes: “Persistent demands for labor, however,
eventually forced Mangope to lead the rest of his community out of the Transvaal
in 1858”.19 Nonetheless, the Bahurutshe boo Manyane returned to the area in 1881
and settled at Motswedi near Mangope Siding under the Bahurutshe booGopane.20
Communities of Bahurutshe related to the booManyane are found in the small
villages of Manyana and Mankgodi in the Ngwaketse and Kweneng tribal territories
of Botswana. In 1885 the British colonialists split the territory of the Tswana states
into two parts along the Molopo River which became a boundary between the two
territories. They named the area to the south of the river British Bechuanaland
while the northern part became Bechuanaland Protectorate (called Botswana after
Independence in September 1966). In 1895 British Bechuanaland became part of
the Cape Colony and with the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910,
different Tswana groups in what would later become Bophuthatswana became part
of South Africa (see Image 1). It was this historical development that Lucas Mangope
tried to exploit in his spurious “Pan-Tswanaism”.21
17 CJ Makgala, “Collapsing under the weight of bureaucratic red tape: The challenges of combating the crisis of
low student numbers at the University of Botswana”, Lonaka Journal of Teaching and Learning, 11(2), 2020, pp.
117-125.
18 CJ Makgala, “Botswana government and corporate elites’ denunciation of South African empire builder Shaka
Zulu and the scapegoating of Arts and Social Sciences for unemployment” (paper in preparation at the time of
submission, July 2021).
19 A Manson, “The Hurutshe and the formation of the Transvaal state, 1835-1875”, The International Journal of
African Historical Studies, 25(1), 1992, p. 92.
20 P-L Breutz, The tribes of the Marico district (Pretoria, Native Affairs Department, Government Printer, 1957); B
Mbenga and A Manson, People of the dew: A history of the Bafokeng-Rustenburg region, South Africa, from times
to 2000 (Auckland Park, Jacana, 2010); A Manson and B Mbenga, Land chiefs and mining: South Africa’s North
West province since 1840 (Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2014).
21 M Lawrence and A Manson, “The ‘dogs of the boers’...”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 20(3), 1994, pp.
454-455.
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While it is true, of course, that the British had laid down an arbitrary border,
they had not in fact divided a ‘nation’ – though they certainly did divide
certain chiefdoms, such as the Hurutshe and Rolong, from their kinsfolk.
However, Mangope’s interpretation of this event shifted the debate back to
the colonial era, and exonerated the proponents and executers of segregation
and apartheid.
Image 1: Map of South Africa showing Bophuthatswana “islands” and its geographic
positioning in Southern Africa (see insert)

Source: Drawn by M Sedimo, University of Botswana, ca 2020.
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The constitution of South Africa had a provision for eventual incorporation
of Bechuanaland Protectorate into South Africa. For generations the Tswana
in Bechuanaland Protectorate depended on migrant labour to South Africa for
their livelihoods. For much of the colonial period until just before independence
in 1966 the Bechuanaland Protectorate was also administered from Mahikeng
(previously written Mafikeng) in the Cape Province of South Africa. The
Dikgosi (Chiefs) in Botswana campaigned vigorously and successfully against
the attempts to incorporate the territory into South Africa because they were
aware that it meant loss of their land and economic exploitation as well as
racism at the hands of the white minority.22 The threat of incorporation into
South Africa faded away with the introduction of apartheid in 1948 and
South Africa’s withdrawal from the British Commonwealth in 1961.
In a bid to stem the tide of Black or African nationalist struggle against
apartheid, the South African government established Bantustans (later
renamed Bantu homelands) along ethnic lines for Africans to exercise their
political rights there. Transkei was the first Bantustan to gain “independence”
in 1976 for the Xhosa people. However, President Seretse Khama of Botswana
dismissed Transkei’s “independence” as “constituting the crystallization of
apartheid”. He further said that:23
... black leaders who participate in the inhuman and unjust
homeland policies deny their people the right to live in a united
South Africa, as well as the right to wealth which they created
together with their white compatriots.
Bantustans were not recognised by the international community as
independent states but only South Africa. The apartheid regime also tried to
use its lobbyists in the United States to influence the American government
to recognise Transkei as an independent state, but this was unsuccessful.24
Bantustans were too poor and heavily dependent on South Africa for
employment even for their budgets.

22 R Hyam, The failure of South African expansion, 1908-1948 (London and Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1972); T
Khama, A statement to the British parliament and people (London, Author, 1935.); T Khama, Bechuanaland
and South Africa (London, African Bureau, 1955); T Khama, The proposed inclusion of Bechuanaland into the
Union of South Africa (London, Author, 1955); T Khama, and D Buchanan, The case for Bechuanaland, Paper
by Tshekedi Khama on behalf of Bechuanaland Chiefs, 29 April 1946 (available at http://www.historicalpapers.
wits.ac.za/inventories/inv_pdfo/AD843/AD843-S40-5-001-jpeg.pdf, as accessed on 1 March 2021).
23 “Bogus independence of Apartheid Republic”, Botswana Daily News, 26 October 1976.
24 R Nixon, Selling apartheid…, p. 72.
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Bophuthatswana, which means collection of Tswana or gathering together of
Tswana, became the second Bantustan to gain independence on 6 December 1977
under Lucas Mangope and his Bophuthatswana Democratic Party (BDP). At any
rate, there were many non-Tswana communities in Bophuthatswana some of whom
became “citizens” through coercion as they resisted losing their South African
citizenship. Some Tswana communities, such as twin Bahurutshe villages of Braklaagte
and Leeuwfontein, also put up spirited resistance against forced incorporation
into Bophuthatswana.25 Under Mangope, the “Republic” of Bophuthatswana
became a non-racial society with a relatively well managed economy that attracted
professionals from South Africa, United States, Europe and even Botswana among
other countries. Botswana’s nation-building project in the form of a non-racial and a
liberal democratic society influenced Mangope who tried to follow it.26
Central to this attempt was the use of key ideological mechanisms, in
particular formal education, to provide for the social and cultural reproduction
of a form of Tswana identity and history similar to the Botswana nationbuilding Kagiso [Kagisano] Education Commission.

It is important to note that Botswana’s national philosophy of Kagisano or peaceful
coexistence, which is made up of principles of democracy, development, self-reliance
and unity, also forms the bedrock of the country’s foreign policy.27
In 1984 Bophuthatswana established a television station (Bop TV) which became
quite popular in Botswana alongside English-medium Radio Bop and its Tswanamedium counterpart Radio Mmabatho (reconstituted as Motsweding FM after
1994 following the collapse of Bophuthatswana and the end of apartheid). Botswana
did not have a television station until much later in 2000. Furthermore, people
in Botswana often travelled to Mahikeng for various goods and services. Many
shopkeepers in Botswana got stock for their businesses in Mahikeng. When a big
modern-shopping centre, “Mega City”, was opened in Mmabatho in the 1980s
people from Botswana became some of its most important clients. Most of the shops
at Mega City were South African franchises.
Southern African Customs Union (SACU) was formed in 1910 between South
Africa, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland (now eSwatini) for purposes of sharing
profits calculated on a formula agreed by member states. After Botswana’s
independence the country renegotiated the deal and obtained a significantly higher
share of the revenue which contributed substantially to her national budget. The
increase was so significant that the country was able to balance its budget and stopped
25 A Manson, and BK Mbenga, Land, chiefs, mining:..., p. 127.
26 M Lawrence and A Manson, “The ‘dogs of the boers’...”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 20(3), 1994, p. 453.
27 GA Sekgoma, “New dimensions in Botswana’s foreign policy”, WA Edge and MH Lekorwe (eds.), Botswana:
Politics and society (Pretoria, JL van Schaik, 1998), pp. 477-486; C Lekoa, “Botswana and multilateral foreign
policy”, Botswana Notes and Records, 51, 2019, pp. 118-122.
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depending on aid from Britain.28 Following the creation of the Bantustans, South
Africa made them members of SACU.29
Nonetheless, there were instances whereby Botswana had no choice but to be
pragmatic and accept Bophuthatswana travel documents for cross-border travel.
Furthermore, former president of Botswana, Sir Ketumile Masire (1980-1998) writes
that As Gaborone grew, we needed to increase the capacity of the Gaborone dam.
The World Bank refused to help us finance the dam until we had consulted with the
other riparian users. This posed a problem, since the territory of Bophuthatswana
included areas both upstream and downstream of the dam. When we went to the
South Africans, they said:30
Well, that area belongs to Bophuthatswana, not to South Africa, so you
have to talk to them. We initially refused to accept their position, but the
World Bank insisted, so we eventually had to swallow our pride. Mr Mogwe
(Botswana minister for foreign affairs) did the groundwork with their so-called
foreign minister. Without anybody knowing I met Lucas Mangope… at the
Martins Drift border, and we clinched the deal.

It was also reported in December 1986 that Mangope demanded that Bophuthatswana
be given a railway customs post at Lobatse, Botswana31 but Botswana declined. So
annoyed was Mangope with Botswana that during Bophuthatswana “independence”
celebrations in 1986 he declared that:32
If Botswana cannot change its foreign policy on Bophuthatswana, and
continues with its mud-slinging, then Bophuthatswana will have no choice
but to retaliate.

Mangope also disparaged the people of Botswana for watching his Bop TV whilst
they did not like him which he saw as inconsistent and hypocritical.

The limits of Pan-Tswanaism in Mangope’s Campaign for international
recognition
Unlike other Bantustans, Mangope’s Bophuthatswana was the most ambitious
and aggressive in her “independence” and made attempts for diplomatic relations
with the international community. Because of historical and ethnic ties between
Bophuthatswana and Botswana or “pan-Tswanaism” Mangope looked to Botswana
28 QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish?; Q Hermans, “Towards budgetary independence: A review of Botswana’s
financial history, 1900-1973”, Botswana Notes and Records, 6, 1974, pp. 89-115.
29 QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish?, p. 261.
30 QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish?, p. 264.
31 S Schmemann, “Gaborone Journal: Pretoria turns up heat and Botswana sweats”, New York Times, 9 February
1987 (available at https://www.nytimes.com/1987/02/09/world/gaborone-journal-pretoria-turns-up-heat-andbotswana-sweats.html, as accessed on 21 January 2020).
32 M Lawrence and A Manson, “The ‘dogs of the boers’...”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 20(3), 1994, p. 455.
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for diplomatic relations. He had expected Botswana to be the first country to welcome
Bophuthatswana and use that as a springboard for establishing diplomatic relations
with the rest of the international community.33 According to Masire: “The South
African government talked of how there could be a greater Tswana nation if we were
to unite with Bophuthatswana”.34 Despite Botswana’s heavy economic dependence
on South Africa, President Seretse Khama had in 1977 dismissed the Bophuthatswana
project labelling it the “apartheid’s child”.35 Mangope tried to pursue an even more
ambitious plan of a merger with Botswana and Bophuthatswana but his repeated
overtures to Botswana leadership were routinely dismissed or ignored.36
With his diplomatic overtures to Botswana rebuffed Mangope resorted to a hardline approach. Some of his tactics amounted to sabotage of Botswana’s economic
wellbeing. For instance, in 1979 his government built Notwane (Ngotoane) Dam
in Bophuthatswana’s Lehurutshe District to reduce the water flowing across the
border into Gaborone Dam –the lifeline of the Botswana’s capital. There was also
construction of a dam on the Molopo River meant to reduce water flowing across
the border into Botswana where it was used for domestic and agricultural activities.
The building of the two dams coincided with a period of severe drought in Botswana
in the early 1980s. Cunningly:37
... the Bophuthatswana government offered Botswana the opportunity to
participate in the decision-making process which led to the construction
of the dams. Botswana rejected these overtures but chose to negotiate with
South Africa on the basis that the construction of the Ngotoane Dam would
violate a previous agreement between South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe and
Mozambique not to build dams on the Limpopo River or its headwaters.

In 1984 a rapprochement between South African and Mozambique led to the two
neighbouring states signing Nkomati Peace Accord whereby South Africa pledged to
cease assisting Renamo rebels in Mozambique and Mozambique was to cease hosting
the ANC in that country. Although the influential Zambian president, Kenneth
Kaunda, defended the Nkomati Accord,38 which was also commended by Mobutu
sese Seko39 of Zaire (Now Democratic Republic of Congo) Botswana flatly rejected
a similar arrangement when South Africa approached Botswana about it. Botswana
argued that the end of apartheid and freedom for Black majority in South Africa was
the only sure way to bring about peace. While Mozambique did honour its pledge
South Africa did not.
33
34
35
36
37

BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...” (PhD thesis, University of North West, 2000), p. 147.
QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish?, p. 270.
“Botswana won’t recognise apartheid’s child –President Khama”, Botswana Daily News, 23 June 1977.
BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...” (PhD thesis, University of North West, p. 147.
J Drummond, and AH Manson, “The evolution and contemporary significance...”, D Rumley and JV Minghi
(eds.), The geography of border landscapes, p. 235.
38 “Kaunda Defends Nkomati Accord”, Daily News, 2 May 1984.
39 “Zaire Commends Nkomati Accord”, Daily News, 12 April 1984.
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On 22 February 1985 Botswana’s minister for foreign affairs, Gaositwe Chiepe, met
her South African counterpart, Pik Botha, in Pretoria for discussion on common
security. She informed Botha that in January 1985 the “foreign affairs” minister
of Bophuthatswana, TM Molatlhwa, arranged to have an urgent meeting with
Chiepe on 22 January. During that meeting Molatlhwa unveiled Bophuthatswana’s
threats to invade Botswana for ostensibly failing to stop the ANC from infiltrating
Bophuthatswana from Botswana. Chiepe said:40
What surprised her at the meeting with Mr Molatlhwa was the fact that
Bophuthatswana had never complained to Botswana before about ANC
infiltration from her territory.

For his part Botha stated that South Africa was concerned that ANC “terrorists”
had increased their infiltration into Botswana from Zambia and Zimbabwe and
then from Botswana the terrorists had found their way into South Africa and
Boputhatswana. Botha also alleged that South African whites who left South Africa
to escape compulsory military service spread false propaganda against South Africa
from Botswana with impunity. Interestingly, Botswana’s secretary for foreign affairs,
GG Garebamono, reported that:41
The Botswana delegation at the meeting of 22 February 1985 had expected a
tough meeting as usual. It was therefore with a sense of relief when the South
African side for the first time adopted a conciliatory approach throughout the
meeting to be followed by announcement by Mr. Botha to the Press waiting
outside that South Africa no longer wanted Botswana to sign a non-aggression
accord with her. Speculation on why South Africa decided to abandon her
insistence on the need to sign an accord with Botswana will continue to rage
on for some time to come but one thing is clear: the Nkomati Accord blueprint has been discredited and therefore no one can be fooled into thinking
that we were wrong in refusing to sign a similar pact. All along our arguments
against signing were strong, cogent, consistent and unbending. Anything less
than this would have led us into compromises which we would have found
impossible to live with.

However, hardly three months later On 14 June 1985 South African
commandos raided Gaborone and killed about twelve people among whom
were South African refugees.42 South Africa also resorted to other acts of
intimidation and bombings in different places such as Gaborone and Kgatleng
District in which people were killed.43 Such acts happened right up to the late
1980s. The New York Times correspondent in Botswana, Serge Schmemann,
40 See next footnote.
41 Botswana National Archives, Gaborone, SPS OP/13/113, “Minutes on meeting held on 22 February 1985
between Honourable RF (Pik) Botha and Honourable GKT Chiepe in Pretoria to discuss Security”.
42 MS Merafhe, The general, pp. 69-71; R Dale, “Not always a placid place”, African Affairs, 86(342), 1987, pp. 73-91.
43 CJ Makgala, History of Bakgatla baga Kgafela in Botswana and South Africa (Pretoria, Crink, 2009), pp. 278-280.
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wrote that the people in Botswana lived:44
... under the threatening shadow of what some here call ‘demonstration
sanctions’ by its looming southern neighbor, South Africa.

It seems South Africa carried out the sanctions by allowing Bophuthatswana
to cause the “railway impasse” and demanded visas from Botswana citizens
entering the Bantustan as we demonstrate shortly.
The railway transport in Botswana was owned and operated by the National
Railway of Zimbabwe (NRZ). However, at the end of 1984 the government of
Botswana established the Department of Railways for takeover of the railway from
NRZ planned for 1 January 1987. The establishment of the Department of Railways
and the takeover of the railway system by Botswana was a special moment of pride
in the country’s history. While the nation was still excited by the arrangement of the
takeover of the railways system from Zimbabwe, the Bophuthatswana government
tried to frustrate the process. On short notice the Bophuthatswana government
declared that no Botswana train crew or the country’s rolling –stock was allowed
to cross the Ramatlabama border into Bophuthatswana starting on 1 January
1987.45 This extremely inconvenient measure forced Botswana to negotiate with
the NRZ and agreed that the railway would continue to operate as NRZ while
the border issue was still being attended to. In the meantime, Botswana relied on
crews of seconded Zimbabweans for every cross-border train. The Mangope regime
responded by demanding visas from Botswana citizens and Zimbabweans entering
Bophuthatswana.
In negotiations with the South African government officials on 26 January 1987
Botswana indicated that the visa requirement violated SACU agreements but South
Africa responded by claiming that Bophuthatswana was needed in resolving the
gridlock. However, it seems that South Africa was using the willing Bophuthatswana
against Botswana. On 12 February 1987 the Mangope regime stiffened its position
by imposing total ban on train crew movement and locomotives south of the border
even for a very short distance. In addition to demanding visas from Botswana
citizens and Zimbabweans, Mangope insisted on opening an embassy in Gaborone.
Schmemann further wrote that:46

44 S Schmemann, “Gaborone Journal: Pretoria turns up heat and Botswana sweats”, New York Times, 9 February
1987 (available at https://www.nytimes.com/1987/02/09/world/gaborone-journal-pretoria-turns-up-heat-andbotswana-sweats.html, as accessed on 21 January 2020).
45 Republic of Botswana, Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications Annual Report for the Period 1 April
1986 to 31 March 1987 Including 21 Years of Progress, 1986-1987 (Gaborone, Gaborone Printer, 1987).
46 S Schmemann, “Gaborone Journal...”, New York Times, 9 February 1987 (available at https://www.nytimes.
com/1987/02/09/world/gaborone-journal-pretoria-turns-up-heat-and-botswana-sweats.html, as accessed on
21 January 2020).
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Western diplomats in Gaborone think South Africa will back off, probably
by having South African crews take over the trains at the border.

For some time the government of Botswana had engaged Chinese railway builders
to re-lay the railway tracks in the country. Hence, the government of Botswana
responded to the Bophuthatswana antics by coming up with a contingency plan for
provision of train exchange facility at Rakhuna site which was the nearest feasible
location north of the Ramatlabama (Bophuthatswana-Botswana) border.47
The government sent a delegation to Pretoria led by Dr Gaositwe Chiepe, minister
for foreign affairs, to negotiate with President PW Botha of South Africa. Chiepe
made it clear to the South African hierarchy that Botswana was never going to bend
to the dictates of South Africa through Bophuthatswana. The Botswana delegation
asked the South African government to ensure that locomotives from South African
Transport Services with South African crew operated the trains into Botswana.
The South African government accepted the proposal perhaps because the railway
impasse was beginning to have a negative impact on goods movement some of which
were destined to countries such as Zimbabwe and Zambia among others beyond
Botswana. Moreover, the South African government had not ceded the railway to
Bophuthatswana when it granted her “independence” in 1977. Therefore, the railway
in Bophuthatswana was not under the direct control of the homeland regime. When
the government of Botswana built the Rakhuna site, this may have influenced the
South African authorities to cooperate.
The ban on Botswana trains from entering Bophuthatswana and the imposition
of visas on Batswana and Zimbabwean train crew seemed to be a knee-jerk reaction
from Mangope. He had not considered or he disregarded the implication and impact
of his action on the Bophuthatswana and South African economy. That was the
time when it was popular for many Batswana to cross the border to do shopping
in predominantly South African owned shops in Mmabatho/Mahikeng among
other activities. Therefore, South African-owned businesses patronised by people
from Botswana began to suffer as a result of the ban and visa requirements as most
Batswana did not bother to apply for the Bophuthatswana visa.
Moreover, there were instances whereby pressure groups such as University of
Botswana students and trade unions when protesting against the government
of Botswana had their grievances aired on Radio Mmabatho. Perhaps, Mangope
welcomed this development in a bid to undermine the government of Botswana.
In refusing to recognise and establish diplomatic relations with Bophuthatswana,
Botswana was also following the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and the
47 Republic of Botswana, Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications Annual Report for the Period 1 April
1986 to 31 March 1987 Including 21 Years of Progress, 1986-1987 (Gaborone, Gaborone Printer, 1987).
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United Nations undertaking of not recognizing the “independence” of Bantustans
created by apartheid South Africa to deny that country’s Black majority full political
and economic rights in South Africa. Molokoe states that despite the OAU and
UN not recognising Bophuthatswana’s “independence”, the relentless Mangope
engineered a meeting with the UN officials amongst whom was Secretary-General,
Boutros Boutros-Ghali and even had the honour of addressing the UN General
Assembly in July 1992.48 However, former long serving Botswana’s permanent
representative at the UN, Ambassador Legwaila Joseph Legwaila says that Mangope
did not address the 1992 General Assembly because the African Group at the UN
would not have allowed that to happen. Ambassador Legwaila says that Mangope,
who was in the company of Bishop Desmond Tutu and some Bantustan leaders,
addressed the Security Council meeting.49
The ambitious Bophuthatswana was not only looking to its neighbour Botswana for
diplomatic relations but also major Western powers. For instance, on 16 May 1983
the influential New York Times featured a lengthy special coverage of Bophuthatswana
entitled ‘A Success of Sorts’ written by Joseph Lelyveld.50 Furthermore, in the 1980s
South Africa enlisted the assistance of the lobbying company Strategic Network
International (SNI) to strengthen the apartheid regime’s resistance against sanctions
that were demanded on South Africa by the international anti-apartheid movement.
Bophuthatswana also relied on SNI in her futile campaign for international
diplomatic recognition.51
Bophuthatswana had relations with conservative parties and organisations
in European countries such as Bavaria, Italy, Israel, Latvia, Britain, France,
Germany and United States (sic). The support she got from some prominent
British and West German members of parliament were very encouraging
to the homeland government and brought hope that they would win more
friends for Bophuthatswana and aid her quest for international recognition.52

On 12 December 1986 there was a spirited argument by some members of the
House of Commons for recognition of Bophuthatswana by the government of the
United Kingdom.53 The following year:54
48 BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 149.
49 CJ Makgala (Personal collection), E-mail: J Legwaila (Ambassador of Legwaila)/CJ Makgala (Researcher), 20
January 2020; M Lawrence and A Manson, “The ‘dogs of the boers’...”, Journal of Southern African Studies,
20(3), 1994, p. 450.
50 J Lelyveld, “South Africa ‘Homeland’: A success of sorts”, New York Times, 16 May 1983 (available at https://
www.nytimes.com/1983/05/16/world/south-africa-homeland-a-success-of-sorts.html, as accessed on 15 June
2021).
51 R Nixon, Selling apartheid…, p. 112.
52 BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 150.
53 United Kingdom’s House of Commons, “Bophuthatswana”, 12 December 1986 (available at https://api.
parliament.uk/historic-hansard/commons/1986/nov/12/bophuthatswana, as accessed on 15 June 2021).
54 BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 150.
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... 1987, Mangope addressed the British House of Commons Foreign
Affairs Committee and used the opportunity to state his view about his
country, providing Britons with first-hand information. This was arranged
by Bophuthatswana supporters in Britain, among them the six Conservative
members of Parliament who had visited Bophuthatswana during the year
led by Andrew Hunt. The same MPs stated the Bophuthatswana case to the
British parliament.

Molokoe also observes that:55
Bophuthatswana had done almost everything in its power to buy or force
international recognition but in the end achieved little. She had sponsored
costly trips for European MPs and business people to visit the country. What
came out of those state sponsored visitations were promises, hopes and trade
missions in various European countries. Bophuthatswana spent millions of
rands to maintain representatives in Washington, Paris, Rome and London
and trade missions in Israel, West Germany, Italy and Thailand.

One of the Britain’s Conservative Party politicians who visited Bophuthatswana
was the then 23-year old David Cameron56 who would serve as prime minister of the
United Kingdom from 2010 to 2016.

Mangope’s association with the Main Opposition Party in Botswana
Having failed to woo the Botswana government into diplomatic relations with
Bophuthatswana, Mangope would turn his hand to the country’s main opposition
party, Botswana National Front (BNF). Some BNF activists believe that party vice
president, Bathoen Gaseitsiwe (Kgosi Bathon II) who had tutored Mangope in tribal
administration at his office in Kanye when he was still Kgosi (Chief ) of Bangwaketse
in 1946, may have sought financial and material assistance from Mangope to which
Mangope agreed on the condition that the cash-strapped BNF adopted a proBophuthatswana posture.57 A perception was also that Mangope may had insisted
that in the event the BNF came to power its government established diplomatic
relations with Bophuthatswana or even accept a merger with Botswana.
In the campaign for the 1984 general election in Botswana the BNF promised to
sign a Nkomati-Accord type of agreement with South Africa.58 Hence, Peter Mmusi,
who was vice president and the ruling Botswana Democratic Party (BDP) candidate
for Gaborone South constituency against BNF president, Kenneth Koma, alleged
55 BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 150.
56 R Nixon, Selling apartheid…, p. 114.
57 CJ Makgala (Personal Collection - Hereafter CJM), Mobile communication: M Mohwasa (BNF secretary
general) and J Olesitse (former BNF member), 22 February 2020.
58 BZ Osei-Hwendie, “The role of Botswana in the liberation of Southern Africa”, WA Edge and MH Lekorwe
(eds.), Botswana politics and society (Pretoria, JL van Schaik, 1998), p. 435.
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that Koma failed to submit his presidential nomination forms to the High Court
because “he was busy holding a meeting with a white South African agent behind a
bottle store in Boatle [near Gaborone]”. Mmusi framed this not only unpatriotic but
an act of betrayal to the South African liberation movement by the BNF leader. In
late 1984 there was a bye-election in Gaborone South (previously won by Mmusi),
and Mmusi faced Koma again after a sealed ballot box from Tshiamo Primary School
ward in Gaborone South had been discovered and the High Court nullified Mmusi’s
victory. On 7 November 1984 the BNF held a press conference at the mayor of
Gaborone, Paul Rantao’s mayoral house to rebut Mmusi’s claims that Koma and the
BNF were colluding with the apartheid regime:59
Last Friday, 7 November, the opposition Botswana National Front called
a press conference at the Gaborone Mayors house to counter allegations
made by the BDP candidate for Gaborone South, Mr Peter Mmusi, of the
BNF’s collusion with South Africa. Present at the Press Conference were BNF
leader Dr Koma, Secretary General MM Giddie and Mayor Paul Rantao.
In uncompromising language, the BNF officials dismissed Mr Mmusi’s
allegations as an ‘incriminating and ill-conceived statement… a mere political
ploy from a panic-stricken man, who realising he is facing heavy defeat in the
forthcoming election is trying to fabricate character-smearing stories hoping to
hoodwink the electorate from burning local issues’. They added that Mmusi’s
allegations would not fool anybody as Batswana have ‘reached a satisfactory
level of political consciousness to be able to distinguish fiction from facts’.

Dr Koma’s response was quite interesting because it showed his recognition of
Bophuthatswana. He said that:60
Mr Mmusi was risking national security in his anxiety to win the by election.
South Africa’s reaction could have far-reaching results…. He said that he and
Mareledi Giddie had visited Bophuthatswana, but not South Africa.

For his part the BNF Mayor “Rantao accused Mr Mmusi of turning the facts
around”. Rantao was cited as saying:61
The history of the BDP is the history of affinity and collaboration with
foreign and South African interests, whilst that of the BNF is of constant
opposition to neo-colonial domination.

Incidentally, Rantao was originally from Lehurutshe (Bophuthatswana) in South
Africa. A few days later Koma addressed a press conference and indicated that the
BNF would not seek permission from the BDP government if President Botha
of South Africa or President Mangope in Bophuthatswana expressed the desire to
59 “Mmusi drops bombshell on BNF Camp!”, Botswana Daily News, 7 September 1984.
60 See next footnote.
61 “BNF refutes allegations of SA ties”, Mmegi, 12 November 1984.
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meet with him.62 However, he said that the BNF would not accept any financial
assistance from South Africa. The government-owned Daily News, which reported
on the matter, did not indicate whether Koma would accept any financial help
from Bophuthatswana. Koma and Giddie had previously been declared prohibited
immigrants in South Africa but such status had recently been lifted by the apartheid
regime which Mmusi said was quite suspicious.63
The BNF surfaced again in 1986 when Bophuthatswana demanded visas from
Botswana citizens entering its territory and the Botswana government was unflinching
in its resistance. According to Michael Dingake, former ANC activist in South Africa
and later BNF vice president:64
Dr Koma, however, tried to negotiate a compromising secret deal. While the
ruling party continued to resist the pressure of visas, Dr Koma clandestinely
went to see Mangope, honouring him and trying to play the common Tswana
ethnic card to mollify Mangope’s induced hostility.

When this was exposed it received strong condemnation even from some quarters
in the BNF with some of its cadres writing that:65
We consider that the Botswana Government’s stand in refusing to bow to
these pressures was correct in the circumstances. On the other hand Koma’s
writing to Mangope was highly unprincipled and totally without justification.
His addressing Mangope as ‘His Excellency the President of Bophuthatswana’
and his reference to the occasion marking the Bophuthatswana’s ‘Tenth
Anniversary of Independence’ celebrations verged on de facto recognition of
Bophuthatswana as a sovereign state. The fallacy that this was done in pursuit
of a foreign policy of national survival has already been exposed by the BDP
Government’s explicit denial of that policy.

BNF activists indicated that Koma and Bathoen Gaseitsiwe’s relations with
Mangope was a very controversial issue in the party pitting anti-Bophuthatswana
Young Turks against pro-Bophuthatswana old guard in the leadership. Lenyeletse
Koma, BNF’s secretary for international affairs at the time, was so strongly opposed
to the idea of embracing Bophuthatswana that the conflict almost turned the party’s
congress at Kanye into chaos.66 Eventually, the party leadership relented and the
idea of supporting Bophuthatshwana ended. Bathoen Gaseitsiwe retired from active
politics in 1986.
62
63
64
65

“BNF won’t accept SA help – Koma”, Daily News, 13 November 1984.
“Koma’s relationship with SA causes a concern – Mmusi”, Daily News, 9 November 1984.
M Dingake, The politics of confusion..., p. 47.
“Koma’s political blunder”, Clarion Call: Botswana’s Socialist Journal for the Labour and Youth, December
1987-February 1988, pp. 8-10.
66 CJM, Mobile communication: M Mohwasa (BNF secretary general) and J Olesitse (former BNF member), 22
February 2020.
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The 1988 Bophuthatswana coup and the Botswana factor
On 10 April 1988 Mangope was briefly toppled from power in a coup led and
organised by Rocky Malebane-Metsing, leader of opposition Peoples Progressive
Party (PPP), in connivance with some Bophuthatswana army officers. MalebaneMetsing had routinely lost the elections which he claimed were always massively
rigged to keep Mangope’s party in power. Mangope and his cabinet ministers as well
as top army generals and police chiefs were held hostage at Mmabatho sports stadium
while Malebane-Metsing was declared new president by his fellow coup plotters.
However, very soon a contingent of South African army was despatched by President
Botha to Mmabatho to free and reinstate Mangope in power. Mangope’s captors put
up no resistance and Malebane-Metsing fled through Botswana to Zambia where
he joined the ANC in exile. This was the only instance of a military coup in one
of South Africa’s Bantustans that the apartheid government intervened in. It was
believed at the time that South Africa intervened because “Bophuthatswana was
South Africa’s favoured homeland that promoted the best image of all homelands,
and the intervention was in order to restore Bophuthatswana’s image and position”.67
“I felt sorry for Mangope”, writes PW Botha’s successor FW De Klerk, “He had
done a better job than any of the other leaders of the independent states in trying to
improve the lot of his people”.68
Botswana’s geographical position in relation to Bophuthatswana was important to
South Africa’s concerns, as Malebane-Metsing’s escape through Botswana indicates.
Malebane-Metsing was the latest among many refugees or escapees from South
Africa, including top ANC leaders such as Nelson Mandela and Thabo Mbeki
among others, who had previously escaped through Botswana to Zambia, Tanzania
and overseas. The Botswana escape route was called “the Pipeline” and opened in
the 1950s before Botswana’s independence.69 In Botswana there was little if no
sympathy for Mangope when he was ousted. South African’s intervention in the
coup confirmed that Bophuthatswana’s independence was a sham.
As would be expected, many people suffered as a result of the coup and further
strained Botswana-Bophuthatswana relations. The supporters of Malebane-Metsing’s
PPP in his hometown and stronghold of Phokeng, near Rustenburg, were harassed
and victimized by Mangope’s police. Others suspected of disloyalty and sympathy to
the conspirators were also persecuted in other parts of Bophuthatswana.
Some of the most signficant victims were members of the Bafokeng royal family
who also happened to be Malebane-Metsing’s dikgosi. Here Kgosi Lebone Molotlegi
in Phokeng had for some time been at loggerheads with Mangope who was trying
67 BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 134.
68 FW De Klerk, The autobiography…, p. 284.
69 N Parsons, “The pipeline…”, pp. 17-32; F Keitseng, Comrade fish... .
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to expropriate the mineral wealth (mainly platinum) in Phokeng even before
the coup.70 Kgosi Molotlegi was also against the Bantustan system and had even
tried to secede from Bophuthatswana in 1983, hence becoming a natural enemy
of Mangope.71 While there was no evidence linking to the coup, Mangope used it
as a pretext to launch a campaign of terror against him until he fled to Botswana
where he became a refugee in Gaborone. His wife, Mohumagadi Semane Molotlegi,
who was a Mongwato royal in Botswana, was detained in prison for some days and
faced intensified harassment. Her harassment was also due to her having a Botswana
passport which the Mangope regime felt it nullified her Bophuthatswana citizenship.
The bad treatment of the Molotlegi family at the hands of the Mangope regime
worsened the tension between Botswana and Bophuthatswana,72 and “helped to
paint a negative picture of Bophuthatswana to the outside world”.73
While in exile Malebane-Metsing continued to taunt the Bophuthatswana
government, and instigated its opponents back home to rebel against Mangope. “He
continually threatened Bophuthatswana with another coup, causing a lot of panic
within government circles”, writes Molokoe. Malebane-Metseng also:74
... toured a number of countries (such as Botswana, Swaziland, Zambia
and Britain) influencing these states to harden their attitude towards
Bophuthatswana, and closing all avenues which might have been explored by
Bophuthatswana in its quest for international recognition.

The fall of Bophuthatswana and Mangope
Political developments in South Africa after the release of Nelson Mandela
and the unbanning of the ANC and other liberation movement groups in 1990
severely undermined Bophuthatswana’s “independence”. The heavy and widespread
repression that followed the 1988 coup had led to intense unpopularity of Mangope
and his government. Alongside other Bantustan leaders such as Prince Mangosuthu
Buthelezi of Kwazulu and General Oupa Gqozo of Ciskei, Mangope had formed
an unlikely alliance with right-wing Afrikaners in 1993 called Concerned South
African Groups (COSAG) in a bid to face the ANC and the apartheid government
in negotiations for transition to a new political order.
Sir Ketumile Masire, writes in his memoirs that his government had advised the
ANC leadership to embrace the Bantustan leaders in order to prevent the apartheid
government from using them against the ANC in the elections.75 The ANC acted
70
71
72
73
74
75

B Mbenga and A Manson, People of the dew…, pp. 129-137.
B Mbenga and A Manson, People of the dew…, p. 130.
B Mbenga and A Manson, People of the dew…, p. 139.
BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 138.
BKM Molokoe, “Bophuthatswana and its impact...”, p. 145.
QKJ Masire, Very brave or very foolish…, p. 272.
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accordingly so much that the president of the apartheid government, FW De Klerk,
says in his memoirs that they were surprised at how Mandela and other ANC leaders
wooed and welcomed the Bantustan leaders like long lost friends.76 While most
Bantustan leaders embraced the ANC and later became part of its government,
according to Masire:77
In the end the only, Bantustan leader who did not behave sensibly was Lucas
Mangope…. We had planned that I should meet him at a farm in the Molopo
to urge him to help in facilitating the transition to majority rule. But every
time we were close to arranging a meeting, he would take some outrageous
action, and we would have to put it off.

Masire, goes on to say Mangope:78
... once referred to Nelson Mandela as a ‘bandit’, for example, and we did
not want to be associated with such behaviour. Mangope cut himself out of
the post-‘apartheid’ order by claiming too much for his own abilities and
popularity.

In March 1994 the people in Bophuthatswana revolted against the Mangope
regime and overthrew it. Mangope fled from his Mmabatho capital. Kgosi
Molotlegi of Bafokeng also returned to Phokeng in 1994. As Mangope’s fiefdom
of Bophuthatswana experienced mayhem, an ill-disciplined far-right Afrikaner
Weerstandsbeweging (AWB) militia rampaged in hoping to restore Mangope to
power.79 Nonetheless, the Bophuthatswana army mutinied and fought the intruding
desperadoes a few of whom were dramatically shot and killed. This brought to
an end Mangope’s Bophuthatswana. Much of the territory that had constituted
Bophuthatswana was reincorporated into South Africa and became part of the
North West Province. The ANC led by Mandela won the country’s first democratic
elections in 1994 and formed a new government. The new democratic South Africa
became friendly state to Botswana, and the two nations established diplomatic ties
with high commissioners resident in each capital.

Conclusion
This article demonstrates an aspect of Botswana’s contribution to the liberation
struggle of the Southern African region more generally and that of South Africa in
particular. It discusses the dynamics of a strange phenomenon whereby a determined
South African Bantustan of Bophuthatswana sought international recognition and
establishment of diplomatic ties with the “outside world”. Botswana became a critical
76
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FW de Klerk, The autobiography, …, p. 269.
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player in this equation owing to its long common border with Bophuthatswana, and
Mangope sought to exploit the two entities’ common ethnic Tswana background
which failed. Botswana stood her ground and avoided at all costs any closer relations
with Bophuthatswana. However, pragmatism sometimes forced Botswana to relent
and cooperate with Bophuthatswana for survival.
The article also raises awareness about the marginalisation of the history of Botswana
in the country’s school system. One of the consequences of this being incorrect and
misleading information and advice given to the country’s national leadership when
delivering speeches in local and international fora.80

80 I greatly appreciate the incisive feedback from the anonymous reviewers of earlier drafts of this paper and the
work put in by the Journal editors and Editor-in-Chief. The paper is dedicated to Professor Maitseo Bolaane on
her completion of six years as Head of the Department of History at the University of Botswana in May 2021.
It is also written in memory of the late Her Royal Majesty, Queen Mother of the Bafokeng Nation in South
Africa, Mmemogolo Dr Semane Bonolo Molotlegi.
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Abstract
The Vhambedzi clan is one of the earlier Vhavenda sibs that settled
south of the Limpopo (Vhembe) River before the arrival of the Masingo
group that later conquered and subjugated them. The Masingo is the
ruling elite of Venda. The Vhambedzi claim authorship and occupation
of various Zimbabwe-type stone-walled sites (which the Masingo
also occupied) in the eastern Soutpansberg area of South Africa. The
Vhambedzi represents a segment of the earlier Vhavenda groups that
predominantly settled south of the Vhembe River in an area known
as Vhambedzi, extending to Tshituzi, Malungudzi (Marungudzi), and
Hamatibi in southern Zimbabwe. The dominant legend states that
Vhambedzi originated in Malungudzi. Conflicting justifications exist
regarding this concern. Other counter-traditions associate them with
other known earlier Vhavenda groups, the Vhangona. These earlier
groups are autochthonous. The research for this article focused on
unfamiliar Zimbabwe-type sites and oral legends clarifying the status
of these sites concerning the known Vendaungubwe, Great Zimbabwe,
Thulamela, Makahane, and Khami stone building traditions. The
cultural continuity transcending the geographical divide, which the
Vhambedzi represent, is of great significance.
Keywords: Vhambedzi; Venda; Vhavenda; Vhangona; Masingo;
Zimbabwe.
Introduction
Vhambedzi is a segment of the Vhavenda nation, comprising sub-groups, led by
the ruling Vhasenzi or Masingo sib, located north and northeast of the Soutpansberg
Mountain range in South Africa. Their history is extremely scanty. Scholars of Venda
history from multidisciplinary contexts, such as anthropology, archaeology, and
ethnology, wrote little about this well-known Vhavenda group or sometimes mention
the Vhambedzi only in the passing. Other Vhavenda major groups remembered in
living history and memory comprise Vhangona, Vhatavhatsindi, Vhalembethu,
Vhanyai, and Vhanzhelele. It is claimed that the first Vhavenda groups arrived in
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Venda territory around 1200 Anno Domini (AD).1 No confirmed archaeological
research exists to substantiate this statement. All traditions seem to agree that the
Masingo, the current ruling group of Venda, occupied the present Venda between
1700 and 1750 AD,2 conquering and subjugating pre-existing groups.3 This
conclusion settles the confusion that the Vhavenda is a homogenous group.4
All the aforementioned groups dwelt in the Soutpansberg range of mountains,5
known in Venda as Mitshilinzhi-ya-Venda which means the “mountain ranges
of Venda”.6 On top of these mountains is evidence that the Vhavenda were
accomplished stonemasons, setting up their houses with stones (solely stone-walled
enclosures). They were also used as fortresses against their enemies. Certain stonewalled settlements south of the Vhembe River in South Africa are similar to those
in some parts of the Zimbabwe Plateau.7 Vhambedzi, (with Vhalembethu, Vhanyai,
and Vhanzhelele) settled in the eastern-most part of Venda. They are mostly credited
with building stone structures, resembling those established towards the north of
Vhembe or the Limpopo River in Zimbabwe, such as Khami and Great Zimbabwe.
Notable researchers on these groups and settlements, such as Phophi, Wessman,
Stayt, Van Warmelo, Giesekke; Huffman, and Giesekke acknowledge associations
that Vhambedzi and other Vhavenda groups have with Zimbabwe culture in several
aspects. This article provides more clarity on a Vhavenda, group- the Vhambedzi,
as neighbours of the Zimbabwe Plateau, focussing on Zimbabwe-type stonewalled settlement sites in the north-eastern parts of Venda and the Giyani area
of Madzimanombe. Vhambedzi inhabited these parts of north-eastern Venda. It
ultimately makes preliminary remarks on the influence of the Zimbabwe stone
building tradition south of the Vhembe River. Their historical distribution is spread
from far northeast of Zimbabwe and South Africa as shown in Venda Image 1 below.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

MH Nemudzivhadi, Commission of Inquiry on Land Matters 1980 (Sibasa, Venda Government, 1985), p. 2.
G Liesegang, “New light of Venda traditions: Mahumane’s account of 1730”, History in Africa, 4, 1977, p. 164.
E Mudau, “Ngoma Lungundu”, NJ Van Warmelo, The copper miners of Musina and the early history of the
Zoutpansberg (Pretoria, Union of South Africa Government Printer, 1940), pp. 10-32.
MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale. Vhavenda vha Vhukalanga, a paper presented to the Board Members
of the Bureau of TshiVenda language (Sibasa, 31 August 1973), pp. 1-4.
I Schapera, The Bantu speaking tribes of South Africa (London, Routledge, 1937), p. 63.
T Nemaheni (Personal Collection – hereafter NPC), Interview, MC Neluvhalani (Member of the Vhangona
Cultural Movement), 23 December 2012.
HA Stayt, The Bavenda (London, Frank Cass& Co. Ltd, 1968), pp. 7-8.
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Image 1: Distribution of Vhambedzi villages and archaeological sites in South Africa and
Zimbabwe

Source: P Tizola, Department of Geography, University of Pretoria, 2016.

Vhavenda origins, migration, and links, north of the Vhembe River
There are many stories, tales, legends, and myths about the origins of the Vhavenda
nation.8 The early history of the Vhavenda, before they entered the Zimbabwe Plateau
and South Africa, is still vague and fragmentary. There are differing observations
about Vhavenda origins – as they migrated to the south as small groups of diverse
clans or families. One prominent observation is that the Vhavenda, originated from
8

EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata: Archaeology and legends”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen
and P Bonner, Five hundred years rediscovered: Southern African precedents and prospects (Johannesburg, Wits
University Press, 2008), p. 119.
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Eastern Africa,9 whereas another perspective is that they originated further north
of the Southern African subcontinent.10 The 19th and 20th centuries writers of
Vhavenda history attach their origins to various places, such as the Congo,11 Kenya
and Tanzania,12 the Great Lakes region of East Africa,13and Malawi.14 With all these
places presumed to be the origins of the Vhavenda inhabitants, it is challenging
for scholars of history, archaeology, anthropology, ethnology, and cultural heritage
studies to report with any certainty on the Vhavenda history.15
Other scholarly explanations point to some local origins of the earlier Vhavenda
groups, such as Vhambedzi and Vhangona south of Vhembe River in South Africa.16
From these earlier groups, the Vhangona claim supremacy over the other mentioned
groups, including the Masingo. The Vhangona claim that all these earlier groups,
with the exclusion of the Masingo, are sub-groups of the “Vhangona nation” and
they are called Vho-Ngwani-wapo, or those who were found on the land and VhoTshidza-tsha-po; or those whose graves are found on the same land they originated
from and occupied from time immemorial.17 The uncertainty of when the different
Vhavenda groups arrived and settled south of the Vhembe River remains a myth as
the process of migration itself. What seems to combine scholars is the agreement that
all the Vhavenda groups migrated from north Africa.
During Vhavenda migration to the south, most groups first settled on the Zimbabwe
Plateau where they met and merged with the Rozvi Empire, believed to have been
established and led by the Changamire dynasty during the late 17th century.18
The Changamire dynasty was based at the Manyanga stone-walled settlement in
Zimbabwe, associated with a Vhavenda group – the Masingo.19 A question that
most scholars do not have an answer to is: where did the Vhambedzi part of the
Changamire dynasty splinter?
Chigwedere suggests that the splintering of the Karanga Empire may have led to
another Vhavenda group, the Vhambedzi. They moved earlier to the area around
9 HA Stayt, The Bavenda, p. 250.
10 HA Stayt, The Bavenda, p. 249.
11 R Wessman, The Bawenda of the Spelonken (Transvaal): A contribution towards the psychology and folklore of
African peoples (London, The African World, Ltd, 1908), pp. 9-10.
12 EOJ Westphal, “The linguistic prehistory of Southern Africa: Bush, Kwadi Hottentot, and Bantu linguistic
relationships”, Africa: Journal of the International African Institute, 33, 1963.
13 E Mudau, “Ngoma Lungundu”, NJ Van Warmelo, The copper miners of Musina..., p. 8.
14 GP Lestrade, “Some notes on the political organization of the Venda speaking tribes”, NJ Van Warmelo,
Contributions towards Venda history, religion and tribal ritual (Pretoria, Department of Native AffairsGovernment Printer, 1960), pp. iii & 1.
15 HA Stayt, The Bavenda, p. 251.
16 DN Beach, A Zimbabwe past: Companion volume to the Shona and Zimbabwe, 900-1850 (Gweru, Mambo Press,
1994), p. 180.
17 TR Rakhadani, Udivha makhulu ndi u vhudzwa (Thohoyandou, Jefec Publishers, 2006), p. 44.
18 LT Marole, Makhulukuku, 2 (Sibasa, Marole Book Depot, 1966), p. 5.
19 NPC, Interview, GC Mazarire (History Lecturer, University of Zimbabwe, Harare), 27 July 2010.
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Marungudzi (Malungudzi) Hill in the Beitbridge District in the southern-most
part of Zimbabwe Lowveld,20 about 70 km east of the border town of Beitbridge.
These indicate connections with Zimbabwe as a conjoint thread in most Vhavenda
traditions. Beach also supports the claim that the earlier Vhavenda groups crossed
the Vhembe to the Soutpansberg region much earlier. Nemudzivhadi estimates the
Vhavenda arrival in the Soutpansberg highlands at around 1200 AD.21 Wesphal
alludes to a Vhambedzi group also migrated from the north through Mozambique
into the eastern parts of South Africa but fell short of further explanations regarding
their possible locations into the interior of the Limpopo Province. Motshekga records
the TshiVenda-speaking population between Vhembe and Olifants or Lumbelule/
Lepelle Rivers.22 It is not clear if these TshiVenda-speaking people along the eastern
Olifants River were the Vhambedzi.
Venda oral tradition informs that the Vhavenda originated from various parts of
African countries in the north and migrated to the south from the central African
region, Congo, Kenya, Malawi, and Tanzania.23 Collective memory believes that
the origins and migrating of Vhavenda from central Africa developed over several
decades. This memory features in teaching in Venda schools and was also made
available in songs and sung in schools.24 For example, Nesengani, a former Minister
of Education in the former homeland of Venda composed a song sung during the
independence of Venda celebration on 13 September 1979. The song is titled Hupfi
Vhavenda vhothe vha bva Afurika-Kati. It means: “it is said that all the Vhavenda
originated from central Africa”.25 Since then it has remained in use up to today by
those living in villages as descendants of the Venda that migrated from the north.
Much of the oral history of the Vhavenda is dominated by the history of the Masingo
and not that of the other Vhavenda groups.26
Another collective belief on the Venda origin is that of the descendants of the
Vhambedzi and Vhangona, claiming to relate to some local origin. When Vhavenda
of the Masingo clan crossed the Vhembe River into the Soutpansberg Mountain

20 A Chigwedere, The Karanga Empire (Harare, Books for Africa Morgan House, 1985), p. 129.
21 MH Nemudzivhadi, When and what: An introduction to the evolution of the history of Venda (Thohoyandou,
Office of the President of the Republic of Venda, 1985), p. 2.
22 M Motshekga, “Reclaiming the history and culture of the people of the sun of the north-eastern province”,
Y Dladla, Voices, values and identities symposium: Record of the proceedings 25-27 August 1998 (Pretoria, South
African National Parks, 1998), p. 25.
23 EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen and P Bonner, Five hundred
years rediscovered…, p. 120.
24 EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen and P Bonner, Five hundred
years rediscovered..., p. 119.
25 ERB Nesengani, Vhavenda vha Bva Africa-Kati (Johannesburg, South African Broadcasting Corporation),
Vendaland Institute Choir, Conducted by A Mulaudzi, CD-ROM, CDT 2292, LT12211/2, 2003.
26 EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen and P Bonner, Five hundred
years rediscovered..., p. 119.
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range during the second half of the 18th century,27 they gradually absorbed several
established Shona groups, while extending their authority in this region over groups,
such as the Vhangona, Vhambedzi, Vhatavhatsindi, Vhalembethu, Vhanzhelele, and
Vhanyai.28
The movements of Vhavenda groups across the Vhembe River to the north and
the south was a process, starting much earlier, before the colonialism and apartheid
eras. Both colonialism and apartheid did not stop these movements – least to say the
artificial Limpopo River. Vhambedzi from South Africa still crosses the border to
Malungudzi for ritual purposes.
The Vhambedzi origins and distribution
Vhambedzi occupied parts of the north-eastern Soutpansberg Mountain range
from 1200 AD.29 The Vhambedzi are strongly associated with the origins and history
north of the Limpopo in Zimbabwe. Historical sources are constrained in providing
convincing answers. From a few relics scooped up in scholarly work, Maylam
indicates that Vhambedzi and Vhangona are among the “original” descendants of
Venda.30 It can be argued, though that the word original is a relative term if referring
to the Masingo clan coming after the Vhambedzi. Maylam may be postulating a
Vhavenda political entity before the arrival of the Masingo clan.
The Vhambedzi are linked to the Karanga Empire, north of the Vhembe River.
They should, therefore, also be linked to a migrating Karanga dynasty (from the
north), led by Chief Matibi, a Mbedzi.31 Matibi32 conquered that Vhapfumbi,33
whom he found settled in Malungudzi in the early 19th century, gaining a foothold
at Malungudzi Hill where his descendants are traditional leaders even today (2021).34
Confusingly the Vhambedzi of Zimbabwe, especially those in the Malungudzi area,
regard themselves as Vhapfumbi; however, they are both renowned as rainmakers

27 I Pikirayi, The origins and decline of Southern Zambezian states: The Zimbabwe culture (London, Altamira
Press, 2001), p. 217.
28 HJ Van Aswegen, History of South Africa to 1854 (Pretoria, Van Schaik Publishers), 1960, p. 65.
29 MH Nemudzivhadi, When and what: An introduction to the evolution of the history of Venda (Thohoyandou,
Office of the President of the Republic of Venda, 1985), p. 2.
30 P Maylam, A history of the African people of South Africa: From the early Iron Age to the 1970s (Cape Town, David
Phillip Publishers, 1985), pp. 130-131.
31 A Chigwedere, The Karanga…, p. 129.
32 Matibi is used interchangeably with Matibe in this discussion. Matibi is used in Zimbabwe while Matibe is used
in South Africa. The two words refer to the same person who is a traditional Chief in Malungudzi in Zimbabwe.
33 The Vhambedzi based in Malungudzi refer to themselves as Vhapfumbi or Vhambedzi interchangeably. It
happens that Vhapfumbi in Zimbabwe are referred to as Vhavumba in South Africa. In Tshivenda, Vhavumba
means predictors of rain. According to oral tradition, Vhambedzi were known to be rain makers. They could
predict when it was going to rain.
34 DN Beach, The Shona and Zimbabwe 900-1850: An outline of Shona History (London, Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd, 1980), p. 208.
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and they also have a common totem, which is a crocodile.35 The Vhambedzi in South
Africa claims the area around the Malungudzi Hill in Zimbabwe as their place of
origin.36 This statement contradicts another observation that the ruling Vhambedzi
in Zimbabwe came to Malungudzi from the Vhambedzi country south of the
Vhembe River in South Africa.37
Another opinion is that Vhambedzi represents the aboriginal people of Venda,
implying they are native or indigenous to Venda.38 Mudau also supports this
observation by drawing from spoken traditions, confirming the Vhambedzi earlier
settlements of the eastern Soutpansberg range of mountains in Venda for a prolonged
period.39 Ralushai rejects the northward migration of Vhambedzi.40 Nemudzivhadi
contends that two groups departed Malungudzi41 in diverse directions in South
Africa and Zimbabwe. One moved to Gwatemba between Filabusi, Shavhani, and
Mbelengwa or Mberengwa in Zimbabwe, led by Diza, their leader.42 The other group
crossed the Vhembe River into South Africa and settled at Tshilavulu or Maheni
in Thengwe, Mianzwi, Tshaulu, and Haluvhimbi.43 Nemudzivhadi acknowledges
Tshitaudzi as the King of all the Vhambedzi in South Africa and Zimbabwe.44 It is
unclear if Chief Tshitaudzi exercised his chieftainship role from Zimbabwe or if he
crossed into South Africa.45
But then there is also the version of Chief Gilbert Mukununde. He contends that
the Vhambedzi of Hamukununde “originated from Malungudzi and migrated to
Tshitudzi where they built stone walls and settled on top of Tshitudzi Hill before they
crossed Vhembe River”.46 It could be that Chief Tshitaudzi was exercising his kingship
roles from Tshitudzi Hill in Zimbabwe before colonial borders were enforced. By the
end of the South African war (1899-1902), the three Vhavenda chiefs in Southern
Zimbabwe were Matibe, Makhado, and Tshitaudzi.47 It is, however, not yet clear if
there was a relationship between the three Vhambedzi chiefs in Zimbabwe (Diza,
Tshitaudzi, and Matibi).
35 M Netsianda, “Vhapfumbi culture shrouded in secrecy”, Mashnetstories, 01 March 2011 (available at http://
mashnetstories.blogspot.co.za/2011/03/vapfumbi-culture-shrouded-in-secrecy.html, as accessed on 7 January
2020), p. 1.
36 DN Beach, The Shona and Zimbabwe…, p. 214.
37 DN Beach, The Shona and Zimbabwe…, p. 215.
38 NJ Van Warmelo, The copper miners of Musina and the early history of the Zoutpansberg (Pretoria, Union of South
Africa Government Printer, 1940), p. 4.
39 E Mudau, “The Vhadau of Tshakhuma”, NJ Van Warmelo, The copper miners of Musina…, p. 72.
40 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history with particular reference to the role of mutupo in
social organization” (PhD, Queen’s University, 1977), p. 106.
41 In Zimbabwe, this place is known as Marungudzi. It is the same place in southern Zimbabwe east of Beitbridge
international border post between South Africa and Zimbabwe.
42 MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale. Vhavenda vha Vhukalanga…, p. 1.
43 MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale…, p. 2.
44 MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale…, p. 3.
45 MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale..., p. 4
46 NPC, Interview, G Mukununde (Chief, Hamukununde village, Hamukununde), 14 January 2012.
47 MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale…, p. 2.
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The Vhembe River as a political border constructs a modern colonial historiography
period—an observation supported by Mudenge.48 This observation resonates well
with Sigwavhulimu’s argument that: “the areas around Malungudzi Hill in Zimbabwe
existed in Venda and that the Vhembe River cut through the middle of one country”
which, according to him, was Venda.49 Sigwavhulimu is a well-known TshiVenda
language author and a leading member of the Vhangona Cultural Movement—in
the forefront of claiming and reviving Vhangona cultural heritage in the current
dispensation. He also emphasises that the southern Vhambedzi received delegations
from Zimbabwe, performing rituals south of the Vhembe River.50
Another narrative regarding the performance of rainmaking rituals is that
Vhambedzi and or Vhapfumbi from south of Vhembe River converged on
Mathonjeni or Matopo Hills where the Njelele shrine is located for rainmaking
rituals.51 A challenge of terminology exists where migration and movement become
interchangeable. Movements of the same people in a single territory were prevalent
between Zimbabwe and South Africa. Besides the South African Vhambedzi’s claim
of their origin in the Malungudzi area, there is a significant presence of them on the
Vhembe frontier (north and south of the river) and to the north of the Bubye River
around Malungudzi Hill and further north in the Mberengwa area in Zimbabwe.52
South of Vhembe River, Vhambedzi historically occupied the eastern parts of
the Soutpansberg Mountain in an area they called Vhumbedzi, Hamukununde,
Hamutele, Hamakuya Tshulu, Mianzwi, and Maheni or Tshilavulu.53 The small
groups at Tshulu in Hamakuya, south of Mutale River, comprised Vhavumba or
Vhapfumbi. They also crossed the Vhembe River into Tshulu from Tshitudzi
or Tshitulupadsi in the Malungudzi area around the Bubye River. Vhalembethu,
Vhanyai, and Vhanzhelele groups feature as historical neighbours of Vhambedzi in
the far eastern part of Vhumbedzi in Hamutele, Hamakuya, and the northern parts
of the Kruger National Park.
Vhambedzi, Vhanyai, and Vhalembethu immigrated from Vu-Duma or Vhuduma in
Zimbabwe,54 about 50km east of Great Zimbabwe National Monument to the Save or
Sabie River. Phophi’s narrative suggests that Vhanyai, Vhalembethu, and Vhambedzi
48 NPC, Interview, SI Mudenge (Zimbabwe Minister of Higher Education, Masvingo), 27 December 2011.
49 NPC, Interview, W Sigwavhulimu (Member of the Vhangona Cultural Movement, Phiphiḓi), 24 December
2011.
50 It is important to note that by the time this article was conceived, Sigwavhulimu was the Chairperson of
the newly established Vhangona Cultural Movement which is claiming to have authority over the Vhavenda
culture. The Movement is also leading a campaign to claim Vhavenda Kingship into a Vhangona royal family.
51 M Netsianda, “Vhapfumbi culture shrouded in secrecy,” Mashnetstories, 1 March 2011 (available at http://
mashnetstories.blogspot.co.za/2011/03/vapfumbi-culture-shrouded-in-secrecy.html, as accessed on 7 January
2020), pp. 1-3.
52 A Chigwedere, The Karanga…, p. 133.
53 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history..., p. 140.
54 WMRD Phophi, Mafhungo na Nganea dza Tshulu (Johannesburg, Educum Publishers, 1991), p. 13.
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were related and arrived at almost the same time–from the north.55 The Vhalembethu
stone-walled settlements of Makahane and Thulamela in the Kruger National Park
(further east of Vhumbedzi) are a worthy example of people living together.56 The
later arrival of the Vhanzhelele descendants of Hamutele in the area is associated with
the arrival of Masingo in western Venda who clashed and chased away from them
(Vhanzhelele) from western Soutpansberg on their first arrival in Venda.57
The Vhambedzi and Zimbabwe culture
Vhambedzi settlements and other cultural practices reflect the culture of the
inhabitants of Zimbabwe. They built their enclosures using stones on hills and/
or raised locations.58 Whereas enough stonewalls are established on the Zimbabwe
Plateau, archaeological evidence attests, expanding the tradition south of the Vhembe
River. According to Summers, a ruined stone-walled settlement cannot be mentioned
in South Africa without referring to Zimbabwe as country.59 Certain key stone-walled
settlements indicating affinities with the Zimbabwean culture are scattered throughout
Vhumbedzi, Hamukununde, Giyani, the rest of the Limpopo Valley, and Venda.
Loubser describes these stone-walled settlements according to Zimbabwean categories
and Mutsheto patterns with regular coursed walls arranged in tight semi-circles and
irregular enclosures.60 Dwelling remains of this pattern occur among the walls but also
extend well beyond the wall limits, such as in Danamombe, Zimbabwe.
Roughly stacked walls of raw stone sometimes occur in the residential areas outside
the limits of the coursed walls.61 A major feature of the Zimbabwe Pattern is regular
courses of stones of fair, standard shape and size, similar to large bricks, built up
into walls like brickwork.62 The categorisation and classification of the monumental
stone buildings is a subject of ongoing debate in Zimbabwe where archaeologists are
questioning some criteria used to determine what belongs to diverse stone-walled
settlements in that country and Vendaungubwe in South Africa.63 Elton Sagiya adds
that as more monumental stone buildings are recovered throughout southern Africa,
there is a quest to understand these places from indigenous or African worldviews
and epistemologies.64
55
58
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

WMRD Phophi, Mafhungo na Nganea…, p. 13.
JF Eloff and JB Devaal, “Makahane”, Koedoe, 8 (1), 1965, p. 68.
WMRD Phophi, Siyalala ya Mutale (Johannesburg, Educum Publishers, 1989), pp. 99-106.
HA Stayt, The Bavenda (London, Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 7.
R Summers, Ancient Ruins and vanished civilisations of Southern Africa (Cape Town, TV Bulpin, 1971), p. xx.
JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda speakers in Southern Africa, 7(8) (Bloemfontein, National Museum,
1991), p. 183.
JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda speakers…, p. 175.
JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda speakers…, p. 178.
NPC, Interview, E Sagiya (Archaeology Lecturer, Bindura University of Science Education, Bindura,
Zimbabwe), 11 July 2020.
NPC, Interview, E Sagiya (Archaeology Lecturer, Bindura University of Science Education, Bindura,
Zimbabwe), 11 July 2020.
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Stone-walled settlements at Tshaluvhimbi or Tshilavulu (see Image: 3) in Thengwe;
Tswingoni or Tshitaka-tsha-Makoleni) in Mianzwi (see Image: 2); Matombotswuka
and Tshibvumbe in Masetoni and Maramanzhi and Dzivhaidenga in Hamukununde
(see Images 6 and 7) reflect a cultural identity of the people of Zimbabwe that built
their settlements in stones.65
Image 2: Tswingoni (Tshitaka-tsha-Makoleni)66 stonewalls in Mianzwi

Source: Photograph by T Nemaheni, 2015.

Image 3: Tshaluvhimbi or Tshilavulu stonewalls in Thengwe

Source: Photograph by T Nemaheni, 2015.

The Zimbabwe-type sites occur in and north of the Soutpansberg Mountains and are
mostly established on elevated slopes or hills. Tshaluvhimbi (Tshilavulu) stone-walled
settlement was abandoned by Vhambedzi as they were unsettled by the Mphaphuli65 G Pwiti, Let the ancestors rest in peace? New challenges for the cultural heritage management in Zimbabwe (London,
James and James Science Publishers Limited, 1996), p. 152.
66 This site is known in archaeological circles as Tshiṱaka-tsha-Makoleni because it is located within a sacred site
of the same name. However, the custodian family members insist that the site has been known as Tswingoni
because of the Tswingoni because of the Tswingoni Mountain where it is located, on the foot of the mountain.
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Tshivhase wars raging on between 1893 and 1894.67 According to Ralushai, the
Vhangona family of Dzivhani also settled in and around Tshilavulu Hill after it
was abandoned.68 This raises a pertinent question about the lineage of the Dzivhani
family in Venda. Chigwedere contends that the Dzivhani of Venda belong to the
bigger Mbedzi clan and they are the descendants of Luvhimbi.69
At Tshaluvhimbi, parts of the outside standing walls are visible between what
Loubser refers to as an “assembly” or khoroni and tshivhambo (enclosure for Domba,
an initiation school for maturing girls and boys). Earlier research by Huffman and
Loubser suggests that the Zimbabwe-type stone-walled settlements are usually
approached through the lower and open residential area of the commoners. Conversely,
the assembly areas divide the commoner area from the prestige coursed wall zone
or settled around Tshilavulu’s musanda (where the royals reside).70 Both Tswingoni
and Tshaluvhimbi stone-walled settlements have enclosures marked “assembly” or
khoroni, “wives” (of the Chief ) or vhafumakadzi vha khosi, and “tshivhambo”.
This interpretation of enclosures is unknown to Vhambedzi south of the Vhembe
River.71 Huffman’s interpretation of the enclosures in stone-walled settlements cannot
be regarded as an accurate reflection of the Vhambedzi culture. This is because no
oral tradition of the Vhavenda and Vhambedzi of Hamakuya (Tshulu) and Mianzwi
(Tswingoni) state that female leaders doubled as traditional leaders. No evidence
exists from an oral tradition of female leaders or rainmakers of the Vhambedzi
engaged in marriage-initiated processes to marry their husbands.
The second stone-walled category of Vhambedzi is the “Mutsheto” pattern,
comprising stacked terraced walls with round boulders and angular rocks set on edge.72
These walls demarcate the main residential areas from the royal enclosures. They
are arranged in interlinked terraced enclosures along the upper settlement portions.
Mutsheto sites share certain features with the Zimbabwe Pattern sites because the
terraced nature of both Mutsheto settlements and Zimbabwe-type structures is a
result of their location in places with slope or steep gradients, such as hilltops.73 There
is variation in Vhambedzi stone-walled settlements across Vhumbedzi areas.74 The
Mutsheto ruins at Madzimanombe in Giyani is a continuation of the same culture of
the same people coming from Haluvhimbi. Chief Mukununde asserts Dzivhaidenga
stone-walled settlement was built during their conflicts with the incoming Ndebeles
who on several occasions attempted to infiltrate the Vhambedzi of humankind.75
67 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history ...” (PhD, Queen’s University, 1977), p. 138.
68 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history...” (PhD, Queen’s University, 1977), p. 95.
69 A Chigwedere, The Karanga empire…, p. 135.
70 JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda speakers…, p. 175.
71 NPC, G Mukununde (Chief, Mukununde Village, Hamukununde), 14 January 2012.
72 JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda speakers…, p. 183.
73 JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda Speakers…, p. 184.
74 JHN Loubser, The ethnoarchaeology of Venda Speakers…, p. 182.
75 NLC, Interview, G Mukununde (Chief, Mukununde Village, Hamukununde), 14 January 2012.
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The stone-walled settlement of Dzivhaidenga was built for defence purposes against
enemies (See Images 4-7). They have loopholes or mavhona and watch-out points
probably used for watching approaching enemies from a distance.76 The conflicts
with the Ndebeles were not the only threat to the Vhambedzi. There were also wars
of subjugation and succession between Tshivhase and Mphaphuli, affecting certain
Vhambedzi in the eastern parts of Venda.77 The ruins of Mutsheto are, therefore,
attributed to this strife of conflicts among the Vhavenda groups and Masingo of
Tshivhase, Mphaphuli, Rambuda, Makuya, and Mphaphuli.
These internal conflicts in Venda could have led the Vhambedzi of Hamukununde
to relocate from one mountain to another – looking for proper defensive locations.
Dzivhaidenga stone-walled settlement is one of them with a loophole and watch-out
points. Hamakuya’s Tshamiulwi stonewalls still show these loopholes. In Zimbabwe,
stone-walled settlements with loopholes, such as Dombomarombe are attributed to
the 17th-century conflicts.78 Some archaeologists in Zimbabwe are referring to these
sites and their material culture “Refuge” sites.79
Image 4: Neatly packed Matombotswuka terraced stonewalls in Masetoni Halambani

Source: Photograph by T Nemaheni, 2012.

76 WMRD Phophi, Sialala ya Mutale (Johannesburg, Educum Publishers, 1989), p. 49.
77 HI Giesekke, The Berlin mission in Venda, the pioneer years 1872-1901 (Polokwane, Self Printed), p. 167.
78 I Pikirayi, The archaeological identity of the Mutapa state: Towards an historical archaeology of northern Zimbabwe,
Studies in African Archaeology 6 (Uppsala, Societas Archaeologica Upsaliensis, 1993), pp. 56-57.
79 NPC, Interview, E Sagiya (Archaeology Lecturer, University of Bindura for Science Education, Bindura,
Zimbabwe), 11 July 2021.
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Image 5: Tshibvumbe stonewalls in Masetoni Halambani

Source: Photograph by T Nemaheni, 2012.

Image 6: Chief Gilbert Mukununde at the Maramanzhi stonewalls in Hamukununde

Source: Photograph by T Nemaheni, 2012.
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Image 7: Dzivhaidenga stonewalls with a loophole in Hamukununde

Source: Photograph by T Nemaheni, 2012.

Masingo, the ruling elites of Venda
The history of the Vhambedzi cannot be presented without reference to the Masingo
clan. Masingo or Vhasenzi are known as the last powerful Vhavenda group to have
subjugated and forcefully occupied areas belonging to Vhambedzi and other earlier
or indigenous Vhavenda groups, such as Vhangona. According to Huffman, Masingo
that built Zimbabwe-type settlements strongly relate to Rozvi in Zimbabwe, if not
Rozvi themselves.80 Vhavenda oral traditions indicate the Masingo emanated from
Vhukalanga, the TshiVenda name for Zimbabwe. Unfortunately, earlier writers of
the history of the Venda such as Mudau, Van Warmelo, Eloff, Nemudzivhadi, and
Mathivha emphasise that all the Vhavenda groups were homogeneously Masingo.81
It is not surprising, observing from the research of Hanisch, that oral history in the
19th and 20th centuries as Vhavenda history, was actually “the history of Masingo
rulers and not that of all the Vhavenda clans”.82
The link among Masingo and other Vhavenda groups, specifically Vhambedzi and
Vhangona, dates to the 1700 to 1900 AD when Masingo arrived from Vhukalanga
80 TN Huffman, Snakes and crocodiles: Power and symbolism in Ancient Zimbabwe (Johannesburg, Wits University
Press, 1996), p. 12.
81 MH Nemudzivhadi, A Vhavenda vha kale. Vhavenda vha Vhukalanga, a paper presented to the Board Members
of the Bureau of TshiVenda language (Sibasa, 31 August 1973), p. 1.
82 EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen and P Bonner, Five hundred
years rediscovered..., p. 120.
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with their leaders, Velelambeu and later Thohoyandou.83 This period was eventful in
the broader history of the Vhavenda; internal conflicts existed among the Masingo
clan, such as Tshivhase, Mphaphuli, and Rammbuda.84
Events associated with Masingo of Rammbuda or Dzimauli, Tshivhase, and Mphaphuli
affected Vhambedzi of Hamakuya, Haluvhimbi, Tshilavulu in Thengwe and Mianzwi
areas. Masingo used intermarriages with Vhambedzi as a weapon to subjugate the
Vhambedzi and other Vhavenda groups. Masingo of Hatshivhasa ended Vhambedzi
hegemony in Hamakuya and Mianzwi- marrying powerful female Vhambedzi
rainmakers or “dzimbonga”,85 such as Tshisinavhute and Mbobvu, respectively.
The conflicts for the control of Haluvhimbi by Masingo of Hamphaphuli and
Hatshivhasa led to the disintegration of the powerful Vhambedzi chieftainship
under the well-known Chief Luvhimbi. One Vhambedzi group, led by Nemasetoni
royal family went to the far east of Haluvhimbi and settled in an area that became
known as Masetoni in Halambani along the Luvuvhu86 River into the Kruger
National Park.87 The second group headed to the south, where they settled on top
of Madzimanombe Mountain and surrounding areas in Giyani.88 Regent Queen of
Haluvhimbi, Mukumbudzi89 led this group after the assassination of Chief Itani
Luvhimbi by the Masingo of Hamphaphuli in 1896.90 Ludwig Giesekke, a German
missionary of the Berlin Missionary Society, reported in 1897 the concerns raised by
other missionaries that a Chief of Haluvhimbi was assassinated and “no action was
taken against the culprits despite them being known by the community”.91
Protracted conflicts between Masingo of Mphaphuli and Tshivhase led to Tshivhase
defeating Mphaphuli.92 Haluvhimbi currently falls in the jurisdiction of Hatshivhasa
with the Chief of Haluvhimbi paying his allegiance to the Senior Traditional Leader
of Hatshivhasa.93 Conversely, larger areas of Vhumbedzi, especially the far eastern
parts, including Halambani Masetoni, are within the jurisdiction of Masingo of
Hamphaphuli, while Mianzwi and Haluvhimbi are under the Tshivhase royal family.
Further internal conflicts among Masingo groups of Tshivhase and Mphaphuli led
to another splinter group from Haluvhimbi, assisting Rammbuda (another Masingo
group) fighting against Tshivhase’s aggression. Chief Itani Luvhimbi’s younger
83 ERB Nesengani, Vhavenda vha Bva Afrika-Kati (Johannesburg, South African Broadcasting Corporation),
Vendaland Institute Choir, Conducted by A Mulaudzi, CD-ROM, CDT 2292, LT12211/2, 2003.
84 HI Giesekke, The Berlin mission in Venda..., p. 167.
85 WMRD Phophi, Mafhungo na Nganea dza Tshulu, p. 5.
86 This River is also known as Levubu in non-Tshivenda speaking areas in the Vhembe District of the Limpopo
Province of South Africa, especially amongst the Tsonga speaking and farming communities.
87 NPC, Interview, A Nemasetoni (Mukoma, Masetoni Halambani Masetoni), 21 January 2012.
88 NPC, Interview, A Nemasetoni (Mukoma, Masetoni, Halambani Masetoni), 21 January 2012.
89 NPC, Interview, T Nemadzimanombe (Pensioner, Giyani, Risinga), 21 January 2012.
90 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history...” (PhD, Queen’s University, 1977), p. 110.
91 HI Giesekke, The Berlin mission in Venda..., p. 203.
92 HI Giesekke, The Berlin mission in Venda…, p. 167.
93 NPC, Interview, T Masikhwa (Chief at Haluvhimbi), 12 November 2015.
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brother, Mabila, led the Vhambedzi group, assisting Masingo of Rambuda. After
Masingo of Rammbuda quelled Tshivhase’s aggression, Chief Rammbuda provided
a piece of land to Mabila, who assisted them as a Chief of Hamabila within the
jurisdiction of Harambuda. This piece of land is now known in Venda as Hamabila.94
The Vhambedzi did not only sense the presence of the Masingo clan, south of the
Vhembe River. Early time, Vhavenda groups were also defeated and subjugated.
Consequently, the Masingo united all these groups with their separate leaders under
one centralised authority based at Dzata in the Nzhelele Valley under the leadership of
Kings Velelambeu (earlier) and Thohoyandou (later).95 The legendary Thohoyandou
is the one who bonded all the Vhavenda groups into one united nation- now the
Vhavenda, after subjugating the Vhambedzi and other non-Masingo groups into his
rule.
The Vhanyai and Vhalembethu of Hamutele, Hamakahane, and Thulamela in the
extreme north-eastern part of the Kruger National Park (Punda-Maria to Pafuri), were
also compelled to subject themselves to the powerful Masingo leadership from about
1720 to the late 1880s. When the Berlin Missionary Society missionary, Schwellnus,
attempted to baptise Chief August Makahane on the summit of Makahane Hill on 4
August 1890, he confessed to the missionary that he was a “nobody” as he was a small
leader reporting somewhere in Venda.96 The stone-walled citadels of Makahane and
Thulamela in the Kruger National Park bear testimony to the Zimbabwe culture of
building houses of stones, among various Vhavenda sibs. The Vhavenda chiefs ruled
from traditional capitals with prestige stonewalling until recently, while maintaining
class distinction and sacred leadership.97 This is further proof that Vhavenda groups
and the Shona of Zimbabwe share the same symbolic system associated with sacred
leadership.
Historically, the Vhavenda groups were crisscrossed the Vhembe River to the north and
the south. Certain movements were mistakenly regarded as relocating from one country
to another. These movements were attributed to the Vhambedzi, visiting their relatives
on either side of the Vhembe River. These visits still occur across the Vhembe River.98
VhaMbedzi informants of Hamukununde and Hamakuya still visit their relatives in
certain parts of Zimbabwe, such as Filabusi, Mberengwa, and Malungudzi.99

94 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history...”, pp. 112-113.
95 EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen and P Bonner, Five hundred
years rediscovered..., p. 121.
96 HI Giesekke, The Berlin mission in Venda…, p. 164.
97 TN Huffman, Snakes and crocodiles…, p. 12.
98 T Nemaheni, NPC, Interview, GN Mbedzi, 14 January 2011.
99 NPC, Interview, GN Mbedzi, 14 January 2011.
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Conclusion
This study demonstrated that despite physical proximity to Zimbabwe, people
living in Venda villages still believe that their descendants migrated from the north of
the Vhembe River, specifically from Zimbabwe.100 Their links were not only based on
their proximity to one another, but several aspects brought them together, ranging
from conjoint history and cultural practices to family interrelations.
The movements and interactions of Vhavenda groups, especially Vhambedzi and
the people of Zimbabwe across the Vhembe River to the north proved to be the same
people from one culture, united for several years despite their location side on either
side of Vhembe River. This did not end as occasionally they filtered back across the
Vhembe River.101 Vhavenda groups would travel north to settle among the Shona or
Karanga. Shona would migrate into the Venda country.102
Interdependency had always been a factor. Ralushai observed during fieldwork in
1956 that when food was scarce on both sides of the Vhembe River, Vhambedzi and
the other Vhavenda groups would cross the river to attempt purchasing products on
the other side.103 It is not surprising that a significant presence of the Vhambedzi
and or Vhapfumbi of the Chief Matibe dynasty on the Limpopo frontier and just
to the north around Malungudzi Hill exists.104 Vhambedzi oral traditions maintain
Malungudzi represents conjoint origins dwelling for all the Vhambedzi, south and
north of the Vhembe River. It is also a habitation where the histories of Shona and
Vhavenda inhabitants merge.105
In this discussion, the objective was to also demonstrate that the Zimbabwe culture
is a conjoint feature among the Vhavenda inhabitants. The Vhambedzi, like the
Masingo, Vhatavhatsindi, and Vhangona, built their settlements with stones, like
their Karanga cousins north of the Vhembe River and Vhambedzi stone-walled
settlements. Sacred sites reflect close associations with the Zimbabwean sites,
spreading to southern Zimbabwe and north-eastern South Africa. Because of
their strong links with the Shona people of Zimbabwe, Vhambedzi, south of the
Vhembe River, mingled with the Shona people. They adopted a culture of building
their settlements in stone and settling in caves regarded as sacred places by local
Vhambedzi communities. The practice of rainmaking by Vhambedzi south of the
Vhembe River is the continuation of culture by people that settled together for a
long time around Malungudzi. These linkages are indications that the Vhembe River
100 EO Hanisch, “Reinterpreting the origins of Dzata...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen and P Bonner., Five hundred
years rediscovered..., p. 119.
101 DN Beach, The Shona and Zimbabwe…, p. 249.
102 DN Beach, The Shona and Zimbabwe…, p. 179.
103 VNMN Ralushai, “Conflicting accounts of Venda history...”, p. 102.
104 A Chigwedere, The Karanga empire…, p. 133.
105 DN Beach, The Shona and Zimbabwe..., p. 208.
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is truly an artificial border, dividing people who share the same culture. Vhambedzi
and Vhavenda are, therefore, not only neighbours of the Zimbabwe Plateau and
adjacent lowlands, but they are also two groups of individuals, practising the same
traditions.
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The Ossewabrandwag (OB), a cultural organisation that was born out of
the 1938 Great Trek centenary celebrations, and spearheaded the anti-war
efforts within Afrikanerdom during the Second World War, is gaining popularity within the historical and broader academic community. The last fifteen
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years especially have seen a growing interest in the OB,1 and 2021 alone sees
two major titles dealing with the organisation published: Albert Blake’s longawaited biography of Johannes Frederick Janse van Rensburg, commonly
known as Hans van Rensburg (the leader of the OB), is expected to be released in August; and Evert Kleynhans’s Hitler’s Spies: Secret Agents and the
Intelligence War in South Africa was released in April. It seems that Jonathan
Ball Publishers has certainly picked up on this growing interest in the OB as
they are the publishing house for both Blake and Kleynhans’s publications.
One aspect of the OB that has been neglected in the historiography is the
role that the organisation played in the German intelligence networks that
operated in southern Africa during the Second World War. Kleynhans himself
states that he set out to write an “unrivalled account” of this aspect of South
Africa’s past with Hitler’s Spies. Kleynhans excels in achieving this goal.
In Hitler’s Spies Kleynhans investigates a number of facets of the broader
intelligence war in southern Africa. Firstly, he explores how the Axis intelligence network functioned in southern Africa during the war including the
contact between Germany and prominent South African figures like Daniel
Francois Malan, Robey Leibbrandt and Hans van Rensburg. Secondly, Kleynhans examines some of the communication operations that formed part of
the intelligence war in southern Africa (including the Rooseboom operation
and the infamous Felix operation) as well as how the OB attempted and ultimately succeeded in establishing direct contact with Germany. Thirdly, he
investigates the counterintelligence efforts that was launched by British and
Union forces during the war. Lastly, and arguably the most intriguing facet
researched in his book, is the efforts to collect evidence against various promi-

1

Some examples include C Marx, Oxwagon Sentinel: Radical Afrikaner nationalism and the history of the OssewaBrandwag (Pretoria, UNISA Press, 2008); C Blignaut, “Volksmoeders in die kollig: ‘n Histories-teoretiese verkenning van die rol van vroue in die Ossewa–Brandwag, 1938 tot 1954” (MA, North-West University, 2012); AM
Fokkens, “Afrikaner unrest within South Africa during the Second World War and the measures taken to suppress
it”, Journal for Contemporary History, 37(2), 2012, pp. 123-142; FL Monama, “The Second World War and South
African society, 1939-1945”, T Potgieter & I Liebenberg, Reflections on war: Preparedness and consequences (Stellenbosch, SUN Press, 2012); K Shear, “Tested loyalties: Police and politics in South Africa, 1939-63”, The Journal
of African History, 53(2), 2012, pp. 173-193; A Blake, Wit terroriste: Afrikaner-saboteurs in die Ossewabrandwagjare
(Kaapstad, Tafelberg, 2018); FL Monama, “Civil defence and protective services in South Africa during World
War Two, 1939-1945”, Historia, 64(2), 2019, pp. 82-108; A La Grange, “Die impak van die Unie van Suid-Afrika
se noodregulasies op die Ossewa-Brandwag teen die agtergrond van Suid-Afrika se deelname aan die Tweede
Wêreldoorlog, 1939-1948” (MA, North-West University, 2020); AL Landman, “From Volksmoeder to Igqira:
Towards an intellectual biography of Dr Vera Bührmann (1910-1998)” (MA, University of the Western Cape,
2020); C McRae, “‘If you had been a man you would have gone a very long way…’: The public and private politics
of Emeline du Toit, 1898–c. 1948” (MA, Stellenbosch University, 2020).
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nent OB members, but especially Van Rensburg, in order to prosecute them
for high treason.
Most interestingly to anyone who follows the growing number of works on
the OB will be Kleynhans’s analysis of the “post-war hunt” for evidence to
prosecute Van Rensburg and other OB members for high treason. Two burning questions have long been left unanswered in the history of the OB. Firstly,
why was Van Rensburg never interned during the war? And secondly, why
was Van Rensburg never prosecuted for high treason after the war? Although
the first question still remains open for debate, Kleynhans has shed some light
on the second.
Kleynhans’s dedication to patiently work through various documents held in
the OB Archive, the South African National Archives, the Department of Defence Archives, the Archive for Contemporary Affairs, as well as the MI5 files
in the United Kingdom’s National Archive, ultimately led to a publication
that will have a lasting impact within the military history community. Not
only is the publication properly researched by mainly using primary sources,
but Kleynhans has also contributed to a very welcome and well-timed trend
in military history that is moving away from the traditional “drum and trumpet” writing style. Hitler’s Spies joins a growing body of work that is reconsidering South Africa’s military history by using new perspectives.2
Kleynhans not only addresses a gap in the historiography but also identifies
one by rightfully arguing that the South African home front (especially the
naval activities) during the Second World War has been left understudied by
both amateur and professional historians. Moreover, intelligence history is
renowned to be a daunting task for any historian. How do you go about finding documents relating to events that are supposed to have no paper trail? As
such, the military intelligence and counterintelligence aspects of the South
African war effort (especially how they impacted the naval war in the region)
have received almost no attention at all. Kleynhans successfully addresses this
gap by studying the role of the OB within the broader intelligence war on the
South African home front. Additionally, Hitler’s Spies will hopefully ignite in2

For some examples, see FL Monama, “Wartime propaganda in the Union of South Africa, 1939-1945” (PhD,
Stellenbosch University, 2014); I van der Waag, A military history of modern South Africa (Jeppestown, Jonathan
Ball Publishers, 2015); K Horn, In enemy hands: South Africa’s POWs in World War II (Jeppestown, Jonathan Ball
Publishers, 2015); A Blake, Wit terroriste: Afrikaner-saboteurs in die Ossewabrandwagjare (Kaapstad, Tafelberg,
2018); D Pretorius, “Sluit nou aan! South African Union Defence Force recruitment posters from the Second
World War”, South African Historical Journal, 71(1), 2019, pp. 41-69 and R Steyn, Seven votes: How WWII
changed South Africa forever (Jeppestown, Jonathan Ball Publishers, 2020).
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terest amongst historians to pay some much-deserved attention to the South
African home front during the Second World War.
All in all, Hitler’s spies: Secret agents and the intelligence war in South Africa is
not only a captivating read for the general public but it is also an important
contribution to the historiography of the OB and the South African home
front during the war. Kleynhans offers an exciting glimpse into the southern
African intelligence war and simultaneously addresses a mammoth gap in the
historiography of the OB. The book comes highly recommended for anyone
interested in reading a fresh perspective of the South African home front during the war, as well as anyone interested in the OB as an organisation. What
Hitler’s spies is especially successful in is conveying a professional, academic
version of military events in an understandable and enjoyable way without
utilising the outdated “drum and trumpet” approach.

Die ossewa en sy spore [“The Oxwagon and its tracks” – Book
review in English]
(Pretoria, Imprimatur, 2020, 372 pp. ISBN: 978-0-620-89142-4)
Erik Holm
Johan Wolfaardt
President Pretorius Museum
jw926838@gmail.com

Prof. Erik Holm is known for his work with the restoration and preservation of all wood-spoke carriages. He founded the “Houtspeek Klub”, as well
as published the newspaper for it. His interest in carriages rekindled interest
in it, and collections of carriages began to emerge, as well as wagons pulled
by a team of oxen. Thus, Holm revived the wagon culture, thus ensuring its
survival for the foreseeable future.
The “Houtspeek” newspapers were useful references regarding dimensions,
detail, construction, as well as other finer details about wagons and other carriages. The “Houtspeek” currently exists as a Facebook page where enthusiasts
exchange information. The corpus of work that Holm had gathered around
the ox wagon, not only in writing but also in repairs, saved many carriages,
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and for that, he must surely get the credit. He saved valuable cultural-historical treasures.
His research was finally recorded in 2020 with the publication of Die ossewa
en sy spore. The book begins with a brief introduction to the types of wagons
as well as the evolution from the jaw wagon to the goat wagon, accompanied
by photos of different variants and scale plans. The first chapter discusses in
depth the parts, differences as well as tent constructions of wagons. The traction equipment is also discussed in reasonable detail.
The next chapter discusses the wagon making industry. This chapter is an
excellent technical summary of the actual construction methods of wagons.
The types of wood and their uses are particularly good, as well as the list of
manufacturers of iron axles. The big wagon makers such as Merryweather et
al. are well treated and are followed by a helpful list of wagon makers who
have worked in towns. However, this list could have been much better and
more comprehensive after consulting contemporary newspapers, magistrate
documents and tax registers (which are freely available in our archives). The
ZAR magistrate’s records, in particular, like to indicate residents’ trades, and
some of these names do not appear on the list. The book’s list is a good starting point but can be supplemented.
One aspect that has not been discussed in-depth here is the construction of
wagon canvas as well as the types of materials used and how they were made
waterproof. The section on painting only touches on the available paint technology, but not on their compositions. For the restaurateur, this would have
been helpful information. The photos of the painting are slightly small. Fullpage templates of the types of patterns and painting would have been better.
For this chapter, the research into existing painted objects would also have
helped to create a complete picture of the type of folk art.
The treatment of the wagon in the formation as well as in the use of South
African historical events is thorough, although some of the illustrations here
are slightly small or of poor quality. The use of wagons in the South African
War (1899-1902) with approximate quantities is useful and opens up a new
aspect on the subject. Of utmost importance is the section on the wagons and
their expenses, as well as the section on the wagon licenses. However, it is sad
that the photos of the wagon licenses are so small and unclear.
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The use of oxen and other animals for traction is treated well and concisely.
The cultural legacy of wagons, whether linguistic or elsewhere, is a handy cultural-historical reference. The explanation of the linguistic use of the chariot
in proverbs is, in my opinion, one of the most complete here. The wagon’s
influence on poetry, music, and other literature is well discussed through this
concise study, opening new research possibilities.
The next chapter on the ox-cart as a symbol begins with the words “Canonization as an Afrikaner symbol”, words that slightly simplify the ox wagon’s
symbolism and more profound meaning for the Afrikaner. The souvenirs
of the 1938 Great Trek anniversary could also be discussed further thanks
to contemporary sources and the influence it even had on architecture. The
1938 Great Trek anniversary itself and the wagons used and built for it are
covered concisely. The 1949 and 1988 Great Trek anniversaries are treated
very briefly, and the wagons used and made for the events and the logistics,
planning and the specific political currents around them (1988, for example,
had two parallel anniversaries) are not touched on at all.
The ox-wagon monuments and the wagon in the use of monuments could
also have received more attention in the book. The wagon’s use in heraldry,
stamps, and other objects is useful. Still, it would have fitted better in an
extensive chapter explaining the use of anniversaries and manufacture of souvenirs and the influence the ox-wagon had on them.
The treatment of wagons in art, whether European or indigenous, is slightly
on the thin side. Here a section on WH Coetser would have been appropriate
as well as on other artists’ works. The chapter could have provided a detailed
discussion on this.
The discussion of model wagons, toys, and children’s literature is a beautiful addition to the corpus of cultural-historical information. Of course, the
construction of model wagons and their history is of utmost importance.
However, the children’s literature section would have been better suited to
the previous chapter, where the language and literary uses of the wagon are
discussed.
The list of existing wagons and collections is a valuable piece of work. The
catalogue of existing jawbone wagons is a wonderful resource, yet certain
replica wagons are classified among the originals. This is sure to cause great
headaches for future historians and researchers. The existing catalogue of goat
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wagons is a wonderful reference guide. The use of GPS coordinates of the
location of the wagons is a fantastic idea and will help in the future to be able
to place the relocation of the documented wagons, which will also help with
their preservation.
Overall, the Die ossewa en sy spore is an improvement over existing books
on the subject. However, editing, factual errors and poor visual footage do
detract from the book. The Die ossewa en sy spore is a good starting point for
future research. If the author perhaps considered more contemporary sources,
along with quality photos and footnotes, it could surely have been thé standard academic work on the topic. All in all, a handy book for any cultural
historian or wagon enthusiast.
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New Contree
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(To download templates, visit: https://www.newcontreejournal.co.za)
1.

Font type: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document)/Arial (if the first font type is
unavailable).

2.

Font size in body text: 12pt.

3.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

4.

Author’s details: ONLY provide the following: Title, Campus & University and Email address.
Title: 10pt, regular font; Campus & University: 10pt, italics; and E-mail address: 10pt,
regular font. (Consult previous articles published in the New Contree journal as an example or as a practical guideline). Example: Pieter van Rensburg, Vaal Triangle Campus,
North-West University, p.vanrensburg@gmail.com.

5.

Abstract: The abstract should be placed on the first page (where the title heading and
author’s particulars appear). The prescribed length is between a half and three quarters
of a page.
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold, italics, 12pt.

6.

Keywords: The keywords should be placed on the first page below the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords’: 10pt, bold, underline.
Each keyword must start with a capital letter and end with a semi-colon (;). Example:
Meters; People; etc. (A minimum of six key words is required).

7.

Main headings in article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub-headings in article: ‘History …’ – 11pt, bold, italics.

9.

Third level sub-headings: ‘History ...’ – 10pt, bold, underline.

10.

Footnotes: 12pt, regular font.
The initials in a person’s name (in footnote text) should be without any full stops. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du Plessis.

11.

Body text: Names without punctuation in the text. Example: “HL le Roux said” and
NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.

12.

Page numbering: Page numbering in the footnote reference text should be indicated
as follows:
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.

13.

Any lists in the body text should be 11pt, and in bullet format. NO numbers must be used.
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14.

Quotes from sources in the body text must be used sparingly. If used, it must be indented and in italics (10pt). The source reference of a quote should not be in the quote
itself but annotated in the last sentence before the quote. Quotes less than one line in
a paragraph can be incorporated as part of the text via paragraph, but within inverted
commas; and NOT in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated that: “the
pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.

15.

Abbreviations and titles:
* Abbreviations of companies and institutions are allowed after having provided the
meaning BUT abbreviations as rule in the article narrative is strongly discouraged.
Write words full out. Examples are:
i.e.: Rather use, ‘that is’
eg.; Rather use, ‘for example’
s.l.; s.a; s.n.: Rather say in brackets ‘without place, publisher and date’
* No punctuation with titles is required in the text, such as Dr P Moloto (in the
English narrative) BUT dr P Moloto (in the Afrikaans marrative).
* The abundant use of Latin forms in the text and footnotes are not encouraged.
So for example is Ibid and Passim not allowed.

15.

Quotes (as part of the body text) must be in double inverted commas: “…and she”
and NOT ‘…and she’.

16.

Images: Illustrations, pictures, photographs, tables and figures: Submit all pictures
for an article in jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder, and indicate where the
pictures should be placed in the manuscript’s body text. All visuals are reffered to as
Images.
Example: Image 1: ‘Image title’ (regular font, 10pt) in the body text.
Sources of all images should also be included after the ‘Image title’.
Example: Source: ‘The source’ (regular font, 9 pt). Remember to save and name pictures in the separate folder accordingly.
Important note: All the images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of
200dpi is required; if the image is not scanned).

17.

Punctuation marks should be placed in front of the footnote numbers in the text.
Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.

18.

Single and left spacing between the sentences in the footnote.

19.

Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example: 23 December 2010;
NOT 23/12/2010 [For additional guidelines see the New Contree Reference guidelines].

20.

Language setting in Microsoft Word as English (South Africa); do this before starting with the word processing of the article. Go to ‘Review’, ‘Set Language’ and select
‘English (South Africa)’.
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New Contree
Reference guidelines for writing an article
(To download templates, visit: https://www.newcontreejournal.co.za)

FOOTNOTES
Only the footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New Contree.
Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page. Footnotes should be
numbered sequentially throughout the article and starting with 1. No other numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/published works/authors referred to in the
text should be cited in full in the first footnote of each new reference. Thereafter it
can be reduced to a shorter footnote reference (See example later on).
No exact repetition of a footnote reference on the same page is allowed. For example, if you refer to Y Krone’s source as in footnote 1 and then also in footnote 2, the
page references must at least differ. They can’t reference the same pages.
No use of the Latin word “Ibid” allowed. Rather refer to the actual reference again
(or in its shortened version).
The titles of books, articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts
should NOT be capitalised at random. Only the names of people and places (and in
some instances specific historic events) are capitalised. For example:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, 2005, p. 77;

NOT
P Erasmus, “The ‘Lost’ South African Tribe – Rebirth of The Koranna In The Free State”,
New Contree, 50, 2005, p. 77.

PLEASE NOTE: Referencing journal titles imply that every word of the journal
must start with a capital letter, example: Yesterday&Today Journal.
Only the first letter of the surname of authors should be capitalized, not the complete surname. No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will help:
Avoid punctuation between initials IN footnotes (and in the article text).
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Examples of an article in a journal
R Siebörger, Incorporating human rights into the teaching of history: Teaching materials,
Interdisciplinary Science Review, 2, 2008, pp. 1-14.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”, Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.

Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal after the first full
reference
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, 2005, pp. 77-80;84-86.

To:

P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, 2005, pp. 77-80;84-86.

[Please note: ONLY the title of the article is shortened and not the finding place]
Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7; 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, 1989), pp. 33-34.

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book after the first
full reference
From:
JA Conforti (ed.) or (eds.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the
congregational ministry, and reform in New England between the Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.

To:

JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.

Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al.,
Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University
Press, 1995), pp. 19-39.
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Shortened version after the first full reference:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39; 45-90.

Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (PhD, NWU, 2006), pp. 4; 8; 11.

Shortened version after the first full reference:
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship…”, pp. 4; 8; 11.

Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Jan 2006,
p. 8.

Or when no definite author
“What went wrong?”, Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Shortened version after the first full reference:
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75…”, Die Transvaler, 6 Jan 2006, p. 8.

Archival references
• Interview(s)

Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and profession and date of interview
• Example of interview reference
E Schutte (Personal Collection – hereafter ESP), Interview: K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannesburg Head Office)/E Schutte (researcher, NWU, School of Social Science), 12 Mar 2018.

or

K Rasool (Personal Collection – hereafter KRP), Interviews: R Vahed (housewife,
Gugulethu)/S Dlamini (researcher), 13 August 1948; JA Conforti (policeman,
Vaalwater)/S Dlamini (researcher), 13 Aug 1948.
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• Shortened version after the first full reference:
ESP, Interview: K Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 Mar 2018.
• Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter
T Nyamunde, (Personal Collection – Hereafter TNP), E-mail: W Pepler (Bigenafrica,
Pretoria)/T Nyamunde (Researcher), 22 Oct 2019.
• Shortened version after the first full reference:
TNP, E-mail: W Pepler/T Nyamunde, 22 Oct 2019.
• National Archive of South Africa (or any other archival repository)
Examples:
National Archive of South Africa (NASA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DoE),
Vol.10, Reference 8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini
(Teacher, Springs College), 12 Jun 1960.
Western Cape Archives and Records Service (WCARS), WCARS, 3/BFW, Vol. 1/1/1/11,
Minutes of a Council Meeting, 19 Sept 1899, pp. 437-438; Vol. 1/1/1/12,
Minutes of a Council Meeting, 20 May 1902, p. 162; 29 Sept 1902, p. 216;
16 Oct 1902, p. 224; Vol. 1/1/1/14, Minutes of a Council Meeting, 22 Oct
1912, p. 494.
Western Cape Archives and Records Service (WCARS), 3/BFW, Vol. 1/1/1/18, Minutes of a
Special Meeting of the Council for the purpose of discussing the augmentation
of the town’s water supply, 18 Jan 1927, p. 448.
• Shortened version after the first full reference:
WCARS, 3/BFW, Vol. 1/1/1/18, Minutes of a Special Meeting…, 18 January 1927, p. 448.

A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons since ancient times to the 21st
century”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002 (available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/
two/11-2transformation.html, (accessed 14 Jan 2003), pp. 1-3.
• Shortened version after the first full reference:
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons…”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002
(available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html (accessed
14 Jan 2003), pp. 1-3.
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A source from conference proceedings
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network Annual Conference, Beijing, Jan 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Africa discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre
for Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 Jul 2007), p. 7.
Shortened version after the first full reference:
D Dollar, “Asian century...”, p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...”, p. 7.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Professional Language editing
Articles finally submitted to the New Contree for publication, after approval, must
be editorially revised and a submission must be accompanied by a letter of confirmation from a qualified language practitioner. No article will be published without an
official letter of confirmation that professional language editing of the article had
been done.
Page fees obligation
The author/the author’s institution on behalf of the author is liable for page fees.
An invoice reflecting the page fee will be prepared prior to the publication of the
article for an edition. The payment of this invoice is required prior to publication.
Unfortunately, no publication will be considered without proof of payment of the
page fees.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etcetera should all be referred to as Images (Eg. Image 1; Image 2 etcetera). The appropriate positioning of
the illustration should be indicated in the text. High quality Jpeg images are preferred above Word created images.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations, if required.
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Board
of New Contree. Inquiry can be done by communication to the Editor-in-Chief.
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